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Abstract

In this thesis we want to investigate the use of delay and diffusion in modelling

prostate cancer cell dynamics while undergoing treatment; to study any limi-

tations in their use; and to provide insights into optimal therapeutic strategies.

We first analyse a discrete delay system to represent the phenomenon of neu-

roendocrine transdifferentiation, which is the ability of cells to change their

intrinsic nature in response to a hostile environment. For this system, we prove

some basic properties of its solutions, which ensure the biological significance

of the model, and the local and global stability properties of the tumour free

equilibrium. We perform sensitive and bifurcation analyses, and produce nu-

merical simulations that reflect the discovered behaviour. Based on the results

of this analysis, we propose a new distributed delay system, and as in the previ-

ous case we analytically derive basic properties of the solutions, and prove the

existence of a tumour free and a tumour present equilibrium. Local stability

properties of the equilibria are also analysed, and numerical simulations using

the uniform and exponential distributions are produced that show the stability

switch of the tumour present equilibrium with the uniform distribution. The

final model we consider is a hybrid cellular automata system to incorporate

the diffusion of cells and chemicals in the in vivo representation introduced

in the second system. We explore the effect of different drug therapies on the

prostate cancer tumour, which we consider to have two phenotypes, one which

is sensitive to one of the three considered drugs, and one resistant to the same

drug.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common cause of cancer among men

worldwide [19, 76], accounting for 26% of all new cancer cases in males in the

UK as of 2016 [23], and with more than 11,500 men dying with PCa every

year [85], research into the causes and therapies of prostate cancer is still criti-

cal. The prostate is a small organ found immediately below the bladder which

manufactures and secretes seminal fluid, and maintaining the prostate in good

order is essential for optimal urinary health and sexual vitality [58]. While

there is plenty of data available over size, shape and growth rate of PCa tu-

mours, data cannot always reveal the mechanisms responsible for the observed

phenomena [22]. Over the last few decades many models (both biological and

mathematical), such as TRAMP (transgenic adenocarcinoma of the mouse

prostate) and LADY (a large PD promoter-large T antigen model of prostate

carcinoma), have been created using various strains of genetically engineered

mice to simulate PCa growth similar to that observed in humans. However,

there are several restrictions in using mice, such as prostate structure differ-

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

ences, different tumour location in prostate tissue and of course much shorter

lifespans and mass differences, which lead to pharmacokinetics being different

between mice and humans during drug trials [117]. While these difficulties

can be overcome to allow extrapolation of research conclusions to human PCa

cases, in vitro experiments have also been performed using cells taken from

specific strains of human prostate cancer, such as the LNCaP cell line that

was established in 1980 by Horoszewicz et al. [51].

One such experiment has been modelled by Cerasuolo et al. [27], in which

they considered neuroendocrine transdifferentiation of LNCaP cells to neuro-

endocrine-like cells as an explanation for PCa tumour growth under castrate

androgen conditions. The paper focuses on explaining the biological exper-

iments, data collection and comparison of results to numerical simulations,

but does not enter into a detailed analysis of the system of delay differential

equations (DDEs).

This thesis intends to start by providing an analysis of Cerasuolo et al.

system [27], and then proposes to answer the following questions:

• Can we improve the DDE model [27] by simplification of functions, re-

moval of unimportant parameters or changing the discrete delay?

• Can we still consider DDEs moving from an in vitro based model to an in

vivo based model where the mechanisms representing cell growth depend

on multiple factors compared to the fully controlled lab environment?

• Would modelling diffusion and drug therapies in a 2-dimensional lattice

with a system of PDEs give further insights into the dynamics of PCa

and finding optimal therapeutic strategies?
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To perform this analysis and to construct the models necessary to answer

these questions, we considered many ideas from several sources. In the follow-

ing sections we provide an overview of these materials.

1.1 Prostate Cancer Modelling

In the past, many mathematical models have been developed to describe the

dynamics of PCa. Kuang, Nagy and Eikenberry published a book called In-

troduction to Mathematical Oncology [62], with two chapters on PCa, where

they describe some of the mathematical models that have been developed to

investigate various therapies. The authors consider PCa screening models,

receptor chemical kinetics models and androgen dependency models, showing

how later models intrinsically build upon these ideas. They also introduce the

concept of resource competition, and take us through models governed by the

Droop [34] and logistic equations. Finally they consider the above mentioned

concepts with hormone treatment together, culminating in a discussion of the

KNE model and how stoichiometry can play a role in modelling cancer.

An early method of PCa screening was monitoring the levels of serum

prostate specific antigen (PSA), an enzyme produced by healthy prostate ep-

ithelium in humans, which usually found in very small concentrations in the

blood stream. Elevated levels of PSA is considered to be an indicator of pro-

static hyperplasia, which is the initial enlargement of tissue in the development

of PCa. Some of the models of PSA kinetics link concentration of PSA with

volume of tumour [111,118,119].

Androgen is also extremely important for the study and treatment of
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prostate cancer. Androgens can be split into testosterone (T) and dihy-

drotestosterone (DHT), both of which bind to androgen receptors (AR). The

importance of androgen is highlighted from experiments in rat castration. Over

70% of androgen sensitive cells undergo apoptosis and the prostate epithelial

mass decreases to 7% of its original mass in 3 weeks after castration [47, 91].

As most observed PCas are AR dependent, androgen ablation therapies, which

consist of surgical or chemical castration to reduce serum androgen levels by

up to 95% [47], are heavily motivated. Most patients usually experience can-

cer regression as a response to androgen ablation. However, patients with

metastatic PCa experience recurrence between 12 and 18 months following

treatment [47], with the recurrent cancer being more aggressive and harder

to treat, with median survival not exceeding 15 months [61]. Among other

models Kuang et al. discuss the construction of a multi-scale framework for

the role of androgen in prostate growth and cancer evolution, which was first

put forward by Eikenberry et al. [35]. The authors developed a model of the

intracellular kinetics of AR and androgen, which is used to create a model of

prostate epithelial growth in response to androgen, which is described by:

dR
dt

= λ− kTa TR + kTd CT :R − kDa DR + kDd CD:R − βRR ,

dT
dt

= U − kTa TR + kTd CT :R − αkcat T
KM+T

− βTT ,

dD
dt

= αkcat
T

KM+T
− kDa DR + kDd CD:R − βDD ,

dCT :R

dt
= kTa TR− kTd CT :R ,

dCD:R

dt
= kDa DR− kDd CD:R .

(1.1)
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The five variables are the free intracellular androgen receptor concentra-

tion, R(t), the free intracellular T concentration, T (t), the free intracellular

DHT concentration, D(t), and the complexes formed between the androgens

and the AR, CT :R and CD:R. U is the rate of T influx, the degradation rates for

AR,T and DHT are βR, βT and βD respectively, α is the concentration of 5-α-

reductase, kcat is the maximum rate at which T is converted to DHT by each

unit of 5-α-reductase and KM is the Michaelis constant. The mass action rate

constants for T and DHT binding to AR are represented by kIj , with I repre-

senting the androgen and j = a, d represents binding or unbinding respectively.

The authors also considered Rt to be the total AR concentration, which was

assumed to be constant due to homeostatic mechanisms, which is discussed in

further detail in [35]. As Rt = R + CT :R + CD:R, the AR introduction rate λ

can be defined as

λ = β∗RR,

λ = β∗R(Rt − CT :R − CD:R),

(1.2)

where β∗R is the normal AR turnover rate. Using parameter values taken from

empirical biological data or estimated using empirical data and steady state

analysis, the base dynamics of the model can be explored, which show a brief

peak in CT :R early on, but CD:R dominates and continues to increase, finally

reaching a steady state at around 250 days. These dynamics were biologically

expected.

Having established the AR kinetics model, the authors move on to link an-

drogen concentrations to the proliferation and apoptosis of prostate epithelial

cells. The variable Ct is introduced to represent the effective androgen and
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AR complexes concentration, and is a simple linear combination

Ct = CT :R + 2.4CD:R. (1.3)

The 2.4 constant comes from [123], which found that bound DHT was 2.4

times more potent than T. Using this, the kinetics model can be coupled to a

model of prostate growth mediated by androgen to give

dP

dt
= PM(Ct, S)− PN(Ct, S), (1.4)

where P (t) is the prostate epithelial cell population, M(Ct, S) is the per capita

proliferation rate and N(Ct, S) is the per capita death rate and S represents

the oxidative stress. To define the explicit form of these functions several as-

sumptions have to be established. These include that high concentrations of

androgen induce proliferation and low levels cause apoptosis, that both high

and low concentrations of Ct induce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and that

there is a background level of ROS, independent of androgen. Prostate prolif-

eration is assumed to be induced by increasing concentrations of Ct and a high

cell count inhibits proliferation, while modest levels of ROS induce prolifera-

tion, but increasing the level causes growth arrest and apoptosis. While the

paper goes on to further describe the model and the forms of M(Ct, S) and

N(Ct, S), the qualitative results, as the authors did not relate their results to

specific data sets and used a first approximation for parameter values, show

that lower androgen level always increase the turnover rate of the model, and

that for sufficiently high AR concentrations increasing androgen levels actually
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reduces prostate mass. Further, Kuang et al. consider the second model from

Eikenberry et al. [35], which is a state-transition model, and then continue

onwards to look at two models that allow for androgen deprivation therapy.

Jackson developed an experimentally-driven mathematical model to inves-

tigate the possible mechanisms of androgen-dependent relapse [57, 58]. The

model represents a tumour consisting of two populations, one androgen de-

pendent (AD) and the other androgen independent (AI), and also models how

androgen levels are affected by androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) and total

androgen blockage (TAB) treatments. Jackson assumes that AD cells increase

their proliferation rate and decrease their apoptosis rate in the presence of an-

drogen, and that AI cells’ proliferation rate is unaffected by androgen levels,

but the apoptosis rate increases. The model is given by:

∂p(t)

∂t
+∇ · (up) = αpθp(a)p− δpωp(a)p,

∂q(t)

∂t
+∇ · (uq) = αqθq(a)q − δqωq(a)q,

(1.5)

where p and q are the volume fractions of the AD and AI cells respectively, αp

and αq are the maximum growth rates and δp and δq are the per capita death

rates. The velocity, u, is calculated by assuming that p and q are constant,

and is relative to the tumour radius R(t). The androgen level, a, is assumed

to be constant, a0, until the time of treatment, T , after which the androgen
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level is dependent on the therapy being used:

a(r, t) = a0e
−bt + as t ≥ T for ADT,

a(r, t) = a0e
−bt t ≥ T for TAB.

(1.6)

The difference in these equations reflects that ADT only partially stops

androgen production, decreasing to a significantly lower constant level as, while

TAB results in exponential decline of androgen levels to zero. The functions

θp(a) and θq(a), that affect the proliferation of the cells, take the form

θp(a) = θ1 + (1− θ1)
a

a+K
,

θq(a) = 1,

(1.7)

so as to satisfy the assumptions of the model, and a
a+K

represents the satu-

ration of the receptor governing the proliferation response to androgen. ωp(a)

and ωq(a) are the functions that mediate the per capita death rates, and take

the form

ωp(a) = ω1 + (1− ω1) a
a+K

, ω1 > 1,

ωq(a) = ω2 + (1− ω2) a
a+K

, 0 ≤ ω2 ≤ 1.

(1.8)

With this model Jackson [58] predicted that ADT would successfully con-

trol or eliminate tumour growth in a small region of the parameter space for

all time, and for a larger, but still small, region for total androgen blockade.

This was strongly related to the assumption that androgen increases apopto-
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sis in AI cells. In the second paper [57] Jackson predicts that cancer could

recur through androgen-independent mechanisms after undergoing androgen

ablation therapy.

Ideta et al. [55] considered an extension of this work using intermittent

ADT that would show the evolution towards androgen-independent cancer re-

currence. This model considers the same assumptions as Jackson’s for androgen-

mediated growth and death, but also considers three hypotheses concerning

AI cell proliferation, which are:

1) Normal androgen levels have no effect on AI proliferation.

2) AI cell proliferation is negatively regulated by androgens and at a defined

normal androgen level (a0) the AI cells have zero net growth rate due to

balanced proliferation and apoptosis.

3) AI proliferation is negatively regulated by androgen, and the net growth

rate is negative at a0.

AD cells can mutate to become AI cells at a rate that increases with

decreasing androgen concentration, an assumption that stems from the idea

that low androgen concentration induces transformation into an AI phenotype.

Then the model becomes

da

dt
= −γa+ γa0(1− u),

dx1

dt
= α1p1(a)x1 − β1q1(a)x1 −m(a)x1,

dx2

dt
= α2p2(a)x2 − β2q2(a)x2 +m(a)x1,

(1.9)
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where a(t) is the androgen level, x1(t) is the AD population and x2(t) is the

AI population, and where the functions p1, q1, p2, q2 and m have the following

expression:

p1(a) = k1 + (1− k1) a
a+k2

, 0 ≤ k1 ≤ 1,

q1(a) = k3 + (1− k3) a
a+k4

, k3 ≥ 1,

p2(a) =


1 ; for hypothesis (1),

1−
(

1− β2

α2

)
a
a0

; for hypothesis (2),

1− a
a0

; for hypothesis (3),

q2(a) = 1,

m(a) = m1

(
1− a

a0

)
.

(1.10)

The treatment is represented by u, which is either 1 or 0 to represent

treatment on or off. In this paper, Ideta et al. proposed to use the serum PSA

level to decide when to switch u. PSA concentration is assumed to be a linear

function of AD and AI cells with no lag in production, and is represented by

y(t) = c1x1(t) + c2x2(t). (1.11)

Defining the threshold PSA for starting treatment as r1 and r0 as the
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threshold PSA for stopping treatment, u can be defined as

u(t) =


0→ 1 when y(t) = r1 and dy/dt > 0,

1→ 0 when y(t) = r0 and dy/dt < 0.

(1.12)

With this model, Ideta et al. considered how successful androgen depriva-

tion therapy was under the three hypotheses for the growth of AI cells. For

hypotheses (2) and (3) the intermittent therapy was able to delay the onset

of an AI relapse. However, as the assumptions that led to these hypotheses

are unlikely to hold true in in vivo conditions, the results from hypothesis

(1) are clinically more relevant. The major result from the simulations was

that intermittent therapy slightly reduces the time to relapse, which may be

an acceptable trade-off when considering the side-effects of therapy and the

possible quality of life improvements.

As malignant tumours often exhibit rapid growth, which must be fuelled

by high levels of resources, competition for resources increases as the tumour

volume increases, as tumour vasculature is unable to match the rapid expan-

sion. To reasonably model this issue, some authors considered only two types

of competing cancer cells and tracked the most limiting nutrient driving cell

growth.
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In 1986 Droop [34] proposed the basic cell quota model:

dx

dt
= µx,

dQ

dt
= u− µm(Q− q),

ds

dt
= −ux,

µ = µm

(
1− q

Q

)
,

u = um
s

Ks + s
,

(1.13)

where Q is the cell quota of cell mass x and s is the medium substrate concen-

tration. µ is the Droop equation, where µm is the maximum specific growth

rate, q is the minimum quota needed to sustain life, and u is the Monod

model [72] for nutrient-limited growth, where Ks is the Michaelis constant for

uptake. While this is the basic model, there have been several modifications

that made the model easy to implement, such as giving Q an upper limit, or

introducing a second potentially limiting nutrient. Droop models are capable

of producing interesting dynamics that match those observed from in vitro and

in vivo experiments, and it is a model that we got inspiration from for one of

the systems developed in this project.

In 2012 Portz et al. [84] introduced two cell-quota based models for PCa

hormone treatment, which aim to produce solutions to match clinical data.

The first model was only a preliminary model. In the second model the cell
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quota equation is used for both AD and AI populations:

dX1

dt
= µm

(
1− q1

Q1

)
X1 − d1X1 − λ1(Q1)X1 + λ2(Q2)X2,

dX2

dt
= µn

(
1− q2

Q2

)
X2 − d2X2 − λ2(Q2)X2 + λ1(Q1)X1.

(1.14)

Here, X1 is the AD population, X2 is the AI population, µm is the maximum

proliferation rate for both cell populations, di is the apoptosis rate for the

respective population and qi is the minimum cell quota, with q2 < q1 to adhere

to the assumption that AI cells can proliferate in low androgen environments

better than AD cells. The dynamics of cell quotas is modelled as follows

dQi

dt
= vm

qm −Qi

qm − qi
A

A+ vh
− µm(Qi − qi)− bQi, (1.15)

with constant degradation rate b. The mutation rate functions λi are designed

so that AD to AI mutation is low for normal and higher androgen levels and

high for low androgen levels, and that AI to AD mutation is the reverse, and

are given by

λ1(Q) = c1
Kn

1

Qn +Kn
1

,

λ2(Q) = c2
Qn

Qn +Kn
2

,

(1.16)

and finally this allows for the formation of a new equation for the serum

PSA concentration:

dP

dt
= σ0(X1 +X2) + σ1X1

Qm
1

Qm
1 + ρm1

+ σ2X2
Qm

2

Qm
2 + ρm2

− δP. (1.17)
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This second model (1.14, (1.15), (1.16)) was used against clinical data from

a study [4] where 7 men where treated with intermittent androgen suppression

therapy against late stage PCa. This model was found to be better at fitting

the clinical PSA data than either the preliminary data or the model of Ideta

et al. [55], and went on to predict uncontrolled growth in the AI population as

well as a poor response to another treatment cycle for the patients who had

already undergone two full treatment cycles.

Finally, Kuang et al. introduce and discuss the KNE model [63], which

was proposed by Kuang, Nagy and Elser and combines ideas from ecological

stoichiometry to tumour growth. In this model they consider organs where

growth is limited by space, nutrient and vasculature. For two strains of cancer

cells, i = 1, 2 , the model is defined by

dx

dt
= x

(
amin

[
1,

[Pe]

n

]
− dx − (a− dx)

x+ u

KH

)
,

dyi
dt

= yi

(
bi min

[
1,
βi[Pe]

mi

]
min[1, L]− di − (bi − di)

u

Kt

)
,

dz

dt
= cmin

[
1,

[Pe]

n

]
(y1(t− τ) + y2(t− τ))− dzz,

u = y1 + y2 + z.

(1.18)

Here x is the mass of healthy cells in the organ, yi is the cancer cells of

strain i and z is the total micro-vessel mass. KH is the overall mass of the

organ, and the tumour has maximum possible size KT . Pe is the extracellular

phosphorus within the organ, and it’s concentration is [Pe] =
Pe
fKH

, where

βi represents the relative efficiency of phosphorus uptake by cancer cells. a,bi

and c are the cell proliferation rates for healthy and cancerous strains and the
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blood vessel formation rate, and di for i = x, 1, 2, z represents the associated

cell death rates. τ is the delay for vessels to form in response the cancer cell

signal to form blood vessels.

The change in phosphorus is modelled by

dP
dt

= r − γ
(
n(dx + dzz) + (a− dx)nx

x+ y1 + y2 + z

KH

+
2∑
i=1

midiyi +
y1 + y2 + z

KT

2∑
i=1

mi(bi − di)
)
.

(1.19)

This model predicts that slow-growing cell lines can dominate the tumour

over time and can force faster-growing strains to extinction, which Kuang et

al. [63] suggest may provide the impetus for aggressive growth strains to spread

metastatically to distant sites. The Introduction to Mathematical Oncology

introduced some of the key concepts and functions that we used to construct

the second model in this thesis, as well as showing many of the other concepts

used in other cancer models.

1.2 Neuroendocrine Transdifferentiation

Neuroendocrine cells are specialised secretion cells, with a cell structure sim-

ilar to neurons. They are found throughout the human body, including in

glands such as the prostate, and usually contribute to the homeostasis of the

surrounding tissues [113] by secreting various hormones and proteins such as

neurotensin, serotonin and somatostatin [80]. Whilst there has been multiple

observations of neuroendocrine cells being present in prostate tumours, the

current theories on why they emerge are still considered controversial. One of
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these theories is the concept of neuroendocrine transdifferentiation. This the-

ory proposes that after the tumour has been under castrate conditions for 16

to 18 months, such as those caused by ADT, a proportion of the PCa cells un-

dergo transdifferentiation and become neuroendocrine cells, which is believed

to be due to the reduction in androgen levels [113]. Transdifferentiation is the

irreversible switch of one type of differentiated cell to another, and is associ-

ated with a discrete change in the programme of gene expression and is from

a direct ancestor-descendant relationship between the two cell types [103]. As

this switch occurs at a secondary growth of the castrate tumour, and as an-

drogen receptor signalling continues, the neuroendocrine cells are believed to

secrete androgen or similar anabolic hormones that promote the growth of the

tumour.

Figure 1.1: A simplified version of a diagram illustrating neuroendocrine transdif-
ferentiation from Terry and Beltran [113].

In 2015 Cerasuolo et al. published a paper [27] proposing a new model to

investigate the theory of neuroendocrine transdifferentiation, as well as the in

vitro experiments of androgen-deprived conditions on LNCaP cells growing in

Petri dishes. In this model the authors built upon work by Adimy et al. [1,2],
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two models we will discuss later, as well as work on PCa development in single

patients that consider androgen-dependent and androgen-independent cancer

cell populations [35,74]. These papers considered both populations being able

to proliferate under in vivo conditions. In Cerasuolo and colleagues’ model

they consider two cancer cell populations, one the LNCaP androgen-sensitive

cells and the other the neuroendocrine androgen-insensitive cells, which are

represented by L(t) and N(t) respectively. The neuroendocrine cells are con-

sidered to be postmitotic (they are unable to reproduce by mitosis) and are

produced through the transdifferentiation of the LNCaP cells. The LNCaP

cells go through asymmetric cell division, which means that upon undergoing

mitosis a proportion of the daughter cells will be differentiated. The model

also considers the concentration of androgen, A(t), which was introduced to

the Petri dishes through a charcoal stripped serum. As this was the only exter-

nal source of androgen, the serum could be considered equivalent to androgen

levels. As experimental evidence suggests that there is a delay in transdiffer-

entiation, the model assumes that differentiating cells need time to perform all

process to fully transdifferentiate. This population is represented by T (t). The

model also assumes that there is a delay in proliferating LNCaP cells complet-

ing the mitosis cell cycle, and as such the LNCaP cell population can be split

into proliferating and quiescent cells. The proliferating cells in the mitosis cell

cycle are represented by P (t), with the quiescent cells represented by L(t) as

explained above. The dynamics of the five quantities are represented in the
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following system:

dA(t)

dt
= −ϕA(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

A depletion

+ κN(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Feedback from NE to A

,

dL(t)

dt
= −δL(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

LNCaP death

− ktα(A(t))L(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Differentiation to NE

− β(L(t), A(t))L(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Quiescent cells becoming proliferating

+ 2(1− kpα(A(t− τ1)))e−γτ1β(L(t− τ1), A(t− τ1))L(t− τ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Newly born cells generated by asymmetric cell division

,

dN(t)

dt
= −µN(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

NE death

+ kte
−γτ2α(A(t− τ2))L(t− τ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Differentiation from L

+ 2(1− kpα(A(t− τ1)))e−δτ1β(L(t− τ1), A(t− τ1))L(t− τ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
NE generated by asymmetric cell division

,

dT (t)

dt
= −δT (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cell death

+ ktα(A(t))L(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Quiescent cells becoming differentiated

− e−δτ2ktα(A(t− τ2))L(t− τ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cells fully differentiated

,

dP (t)

dt
= −γP (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cell death

+ β(L(t), A(t))L(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Quiescent cells becoming proliferating

− e−γτ1β(L(t− τ1), A(t− τ1))L(t− τ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Returning to resting phase

,

(1.20)

where α and β are functions to represent the effect of androgen on LNCaP

transdifferentiation and the resting-to-proliferative phase rate respectively.

As experiments have shown that transdifferentiation occurs at low andro-

gen levels, α is a Ricker function, the standard choice for bell-shaped patterns

skewed to the right. As the resting-to-proliferative phase rate depends on both

androgen levels and cell density, β is best expressed as a continuous function
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that is zero in the absence of androgen, increases as A(t) increase and decreases

as L(t) increases:

β(L,A) = β0
θn

θn + Ln
A

b+ A
, (1.21)

where the first term is a Hill function, and the second is a Michaelis-Menten

function. The other Greek letters, as well as b, kt and kp, are considered to be

positive constants, and are explained further in Chapter 2.

The authors note that the model’s novelties stem from considering cell

differentiation and its dependence on the androgen concentration, but certainly

the most impactful new concept is that differentiated cells play an active role

in sustaining the tumour in castrate conditions.

This model was subjected to two different analyses, one to describe the

cell growth dynamics and the other to forecast behaviour. The first analysis

matched the outcomes of the in vitro experiments performed as part of the

integrated approach, with the growth curve resembling the observed increase

in cell numbers well. The second analysis predicted long term behaviour of

400 days, in which LNCaP cells would become almost extinguished while the

neuroendocrine cells remained nearly constant for the first 150 days. This was

followed by an increase in both cell populations, with the system reaching a

steady state after another 150 days. This predictive analysis led to the asser-

tion that LNCaP cells react to hormone deprivation by favouring the estab-

lishment of a neuroendocrine cell population, which leads to the development

of androgen-resistant PCa in most patients.

This paper did not include a mathematical analysis of the model, which
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instead has been done as the first part of this thesis. However before this was

possible an extensive understanding of DDEs was required.

1.3 Delay Differential Equation Models

In this thesis we consider two types of delays, discrete delays and distributed

delays. In the case of a discrete delay there exists a strictly positive constant

such that the derivative of the dependant variables can be written as a function

of the variables themselves at a specified previous time t−τ : x(t−τ) = xt [107].

This means that we need not only the status of the system at the current time

step, but at τ time steps ago. If however we have

xt =

∫ t

t−r
k(t− s)x(s)ds =

∫ r

0

k(z)x(t− z)dz

where 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞ and k is a kernel, then we are using a distributed delay,

which is the weighted average of the delays x(t− z) on [0, r]. As both forms of

delay require evaluation at a negative time step for t < τ , to perform numerical

simulations we must provide a history for all variables being modelled on the

interval [−τ, 0]. While this history can be dependent on the time and the

delay, it is often assumed to be a constant.

There are many examples of use of DDE systems in mathematical biology

and among these we focussed our attention on the works of Adimy et al. [1,2].

These models were used by Cerasuolo et al. [27] as a starting point for their

model.

While Adimy et al. [2] construct a model of hematopoiesis mediated by growth
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factors, that is a model about red blood cell production, it was useful as an in-

troduction to discrete DDEs, and to the modelling of transdifferentiating cells.

The aim of this model was to show that oscillations that appeared in similar

models are mainly due to the destabilisation of the feedback loop between

blood cells and growth factors, which is the cause of periodic haematological

diseases. In this work is the first time that the use of growth factors appears

in this area of modelling.

The system starts as four equations modelling quiescent hematopoietic

stem cells, Q(t), proliferating hematopoietic stem cells, P (t), growth factor

concentration, E(t), and mature blood cells, M(t). As the P (t) differential

equation is decoupled from the rest of the system, it can be removed from the

mathematical analysis and simulation as it is not required for the solution of

the system, reducing it to 3 equations:

dQ

dt
= −δQ(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cell death

− g(Q(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Differentiating to M

− β(Q(t), E(t))Q(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cells becoming proliferating

+ 2e−γτβ(Q(t− τ), E(t− τ))Q(t− τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Daughter cells from proliferation

,

dM

dt
= −µM(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cell death

+ g(Q(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Differentiating from Q

,

dE

dt
= −kE(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Degradation of E

+ f(M(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Feedback control

.

(1.22)

It should be noted that g(Q(t)) is non-decreasing and limQ→+∞ g(Q(t)) =

+∞, β(Q,E) is the function determining the resting-to-proliferative rate, τ is

the delay describing the cell cycle duration, and δ and µ are the respective cell

death rates for quiescent and mature blood cells.
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After proving non-negativity and boundedness of solutions, the local sta-

bility analysis leads to the identification of a τ ∗, the critical delay for a Hopf

bifurcation. During the numerical simulations, the assumption is made that

only E(t) triggers the resting-to-proliferative rate, i.e β = β(E(t)). This is

based on an idea from Belair et al. [13], which describes that a cell population

may only react to external stimuli and cannot be sensitive to its own size. This

leads to

β(E) = β0
E

1 + E
, (1.23)

which is the Michaelis-Menten function used in (1.21). The numerical simu-

lations go on to show that before the Hopf bifurcation the solutions converge

to a steady state with damped oscillations, while at and after τ ∗ there are

large oscillations, which increase as τ increases. The authors believed that

this model could be used to characterise some haematological diseases, as well

as provide understanding of the regulating process involved in the production

of hematopoietic cells.

The second paper by Adimy et al. [1] expanded on their hematopoiesis

model by considering a cell population with two distinct maturity levels, im-

mature and mature, with the mature cell population inhibiting immature cell

proliferation via a feedback function. In this model the immature population

corresponds to undifferentiated hematopoietic cells which have self-renewal

capabilities, while the mature population are totally or almost totally differ-

entiated cells which are about to end their maturation process. With the initial

system the immature population is split further into two groups, resting cells,

R(t), and proliferating cells, P (t), but once again the system of three equations
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can be reduced to two equations as the proliferating equation can be explicitly

calculated for t ≥ τ , and therefore can be explicitly solved given the resting

and mature M(t) populations, so:

dR(t)

dt
= − [δ +KR + β(M(t))]R(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cell death + Becoming M+ Becoming P

+ 2(1−KP )e−γτβ(M(t− τ))R(t− τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Asymmetric cell division from P

,

dM(t)

dt
= − µM(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cell death

+ KRR(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Maturing cells from R

+ 2KP e
−γτβ(M(t− τ))R(t− τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Asymmetric cell division from P

.

(1.24)

The asymptotic behaviour of the steady state is investigated for both a no-

delay and delay scenario, with the positive steady state locally asymptotically

stable when τ = 0. A Hopf bifurcation is found if there are two steady states,

a trivial one and an internal steady state, which occurs if

[2(1−KP )e−γτ − 1]β(0) > δ +KR

is true.

For the numerical analysis β(M(t)) is taken to be β(M) =
β0θ

n

θn +Mn
, which

is the Hill function in (1.21). During this analysis it is noted that KR, KP

and µ have a significant impact on whether the stability switch occurs, but

that as the delay increases, KR and KP must be kept small as large enough

values make the steady state asymptotically stable for all τ . It is also noted

that while the theoretical work indicates that there can be several stability

switches with an increasing delay, the simulations only show two switches at

most.

Both papers from Adimy et al. contain discrete delays. However, in the
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second model of this thesis we use a distributed delay rather than discrete

delays. Papers from Piotrowska and Bodnar [83], Rahman et al. [88] and

Fergola et al. [41] provided examples on functions, techniques and analytical

insight that helped greatly in creating and analysing our own model.

In [83] the authors’ consider a generalisation of the distributed delay models

that consider the interactions between tumour and host immune system. They

introduce the discrete model

dX(s)

ds
= w − uX(s) + aFF (Y (s− τ))X(s)− bX(s)Y (s),

dY (s)

ds
= Y (s)(r − cX(s)),

(1.25)

where X(s) is the size of specific anti-tumour immunity and Y (s) is the size of

the tumour, which is measured by the concentration of tumour antigens. The

constant parameters are w, the constant production of precursor cells as part

of the anti-tumour immunity, u, the natural immune cell death, aF coefficient

of proportionality for the increased growth rate in the presence of a tumour, b,

which is the decrease in activity of the immune system due to released factors

from tumour cells, r, the tumour cell growth rate, and c, the destructive rate of

the immune system on tumour cells. From Piotrowska’s previous work [82] the

function F was taken to be F (Y ) = Y α

kα1 +Y α
, to simulate the stimulation effect of

the tumour antigens on the activity of the immune system. It is also assumed

that α ≥ 1, and that k1, the half saturation coefficient, is strictly positive.
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The discrete model is transformed into its non-dimensional generalised form

dx(t)

dt
= d(θ − x(t) + ρf(y(t− τ))x(t)− ψx(t)(y)),

dy(t)

dt
= y(t)(1− x(t)),

(1.26)

where x = cX
r

, y = Y
k1

, f(y) = F (yk1), d = u
r
, θ = wc

ur
, ρ = aF

u
, ψ = bk1

u

and t = rs. With this new model the function f was considered to have no

particular form, instead only its four basic properties were assumed, which

are:

A1 f is a non-negative C2 class function defined for R≥,

A2 f(0) = 0, limy→+∞ f(y) = 1, f(1) = 1/2;

A3 f is increasing on R≥;

A4 f has at least one inflection point,

where R≥ = R+ ∪ {0}. These assumptions are necessary for the bifurcation

results shown later in the paper, the required Michaelis-Menten shape for the

generalisation of considered functions and for the results on the existence of

positive steady states.

The authors go on to note that the duration of a process is never constant

and is better represented as distributed around some average value, which

leads to considering

dx(t)

dt
=

(
θ − x(t) + ρx(t)f

(∫ ∞
0

K(s)y(t− s)ds
)
− ψx(t)y(t)

)
,

dy(t)

dt
= y(t)(1− x(t)),

(1.27)
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with initial conditions defined as non-negative functions belonging to the Ba-

nach space

K =

{
ϕ ∈ C : lim

ξ→−∞

1

1 + ξ2
= 0 and sup

ξ∈(−∞,0]

∣∣∣∣ϕ(ξ)
1

1 + ξ2

∣∣∣∣ <∞
}
, (1.28)

with the norm

||ϕ||η = sup
ξ∈(−∞,0]

∣∣∣∣ϕ(ξ)
1

1 + ξ2

∣∣∣∣ , forϕ ∈ K. (1.29)

The paper moves on to prove the existence of a unique solution from any

initial conditions as defined above, that the stability of the semi-trivial steady

state A = (θ, 0) is independent of the distribution function K used, and that

the positive steady state is unstable if the map of the distribution function is

continuous on a interval of R.

With these theorems proven the authors introduce the three distribution

functions that they will explore in detail, starting with the Erlang density

function. The Erlang function can come in two forms, a shifted and non-

shifted function, and so is defined as

K(s) = gm(s− σ), s ≥ σ,

gm(s) = a
(m−1)!

(as)m−1e−as,

(1.30)

where σ ≥ 0 is the shift, with a > 0, s ≥ 0. The non-shifted Erlang density

function is a special case of the Gamma density function, with the non-shifted

form having a mean value of
m

a
and a variance of

m

a2
.

The paper also considers two piecewise linear distribution functions, the
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triangular function and the uniform function. The triangular function is de-

fined as

K(s) =
1

ε2


s− σ, if s ∈ [σ, σ + ε),

2ε+ σ − s, if s ∈ [σ + ε, σ + 2ε],

0 otherwise,

(1.31)

for σ ≥ 0. This distribution needs to consider σ ≥ 0 and ε > 0 to ensure that

the average value is σ + ε and the standard deviation is equal to
ε√
6

.

The uniform function is defined as

K(s) =
1

2ε


0, if s /∈ [σ, σ + 2ε],

1, if s ∈ [σ, σ + 2ε],

(1.32)

where σ ≥ 0 with mean value σ + ε, with standard deviation equal to
ε√
3

.

It is noted that for (1.31) and (1.32) as ε → 0, these distributions converge

to the Dirac delta functions and therefore system (1.27) becomes a system

with discrete delay. Similarly, with (1.30), when m → +∞ and a =
m

τ
the

non-shifted Erlang distribution converges to a Dirac probability density and

therefore the discrete delay system (1.25) is recovered.

The paper continues by proving various stability theorems for each of the

distribution functions and then produces numerical simulations to show the

differences between these results, limiting themselves to a specific form of the

function f,

f(y) =
y

1 + y
, (1.33)

and by constructing parameter sets for each distribution by fitting the trajec-
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(a) The triangular function (1.31).
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(b) The uniform function (1.32).

Figure 1.2: Examples of both the uniform and triangular function. In both, σ = 0.3
and ε = 0.2.

tories of the model to two sets of experimental data provided in [116] using

MATLAB and particle swarm optimization algorithm [60].

To do this the authors apply the linear chain trick (details of the linear

chain trick can be found in the technical appendix) to each of the systems

using the distributions to construct discrete delay systems that numerically

produce the same results as the distributed delay systems would. This is a

crucial step as numerical solvers, such as MATLAB’s dde23 solver, can only

solve discrete delay systems, and was the most important idea we learnt from

this paper. An explanation of the dde23 solver can be found in the Technical

Appendix.

In [88] the considered model consists of both discrete and distributed de-

lays. This is done by introducing a distributed delay in the feedback connec-

tion between two sub-networks, and within each sub-network the neurons are
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coupled by a discrete delay, this leads to:

u̇1(t) = −u1(t) + a12f(u2(t− τ)) + α

∫ ∞
0

g(s)f(u4(t− s))ds,

u̇2(t) = −u2(t) + a21f(u1(t− τ)),

u̇3(t) = −u3(t) + a12f(u4(t− τ)) + α

∫ ∞
0

g(s)f(u2(t− s))ds,

u̇4(t) = −u4(t) + a21f(u3(t− τ)),

(1.34)

where ui are the voltages of the neurons, a12 and a21 denote the strength of

connections between neurons within each sub-network and α measures the

strength of the coupling between the two sub-networks. It is noted that all

the delays could be distributed, but that the variation in the delays within a

sub-network would be negligible in comparison to the variations seen in the

delay between sub-networks, hence the use of a discrete delay. Without loss

of generality, the distribution function g(s) is assumed to be positive-definite

and normalised to unity,

g(s) ≥ 0,

∫ ∞
0

g(s)ds = 1. (1.35)

The paper goes on to consider stability analysis for a general distribution

function, before considering the Dirac delta function, the uniform distribution

and the gamma distribution for more specific analysis of the system. The

gamma distribution is

g(s) =
sp−1γpe−γs

(p− 1)!
, (1.36)
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Figure 1.3: An example of the gamma distribution (1.36) when p = 1, p = 2 and
p = 5.

where γ and p is a non-negative integer. If p = 1 then g(s) is called the weak

gamma distribution, also known as the exponential distribution. This has

mean value
p

γ
and variance

p

γ2
. For each distribution numerical simulations

are produced which show the stability regions as α and τ are varied, which

produce greatly different shapes for each distribution. Using the linear chain

trick the authors are able to produce numerical simulations for the Dirac delta

distribution and the weak gamma distribution, which highlight the similarities

and differences between the distributions. This was an interesting paper, as

it provided insight into the exponential distribution that we use in the second

model, as well as highlighting the idea that a mixture of discrete and dis-

tributed delays could be used in modelling without hindering mathematical or

numerical analysis of the system.

Fergola et al. [41] consider a model for allelopathic competition between

two bacteria populations in a chemostat environment wherein the production

of allelochemicals are delayed, which is represented by a distributed delay. The

allelochemicals are assumed to be of lethal type, and representable by a mass
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action term. The proposed model is as follows:

Ṡ = (s0 − S)D − f1(S)N1 − f2(S)N2,

Ṅ1 = N1[f1(s)−D − γp],

Ṅ2 = N2

[(
1−

∫ 0

−τ
kω1(θ)N1(t+ θ)dθ

)
f2(S)−D

]
,

ṗ = N2f2(S)

∫ 0

−τ
kω1(θ)N1(t+ θ)dθ −Dp,

(1.37)

where S is the nutrient concentration, N1 is the density of the sensitive micro-

organism, N1 is the density of the toxin producing organism, p is the concen-

tration of toxicant, and all are dependent on time t. The other parameters are

considered to be constant and positive, where S0 is the constant input rate of

the limiting nutrient concentration, D is the constant washout rate, mi is the

maximal specific growth of Ni, i = 1, 2, and γ is the death rate of N1 due to

the toxin.

The three functions are the kernel function ω1(θ) which weighs the past

values of toxin production and represents the fraction of potential growth given

to produce allelochemicals, while

fi(S) =
miS

ai + S
, i = 1, 2, (1.38)

is the Michaelis-Menten function of the two populations, with ai the half-

saturation constant. The paper proves positivity and boundedness of solutions,

as well as proving that solutions exist globally in the future for non-negative

initial conditions, and then goes on to prove that the system has several differ-
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ent conditions that can produce different internal steady states (E1, E2), and

that the semi-trivial steady state E0 always exists.

With a general distribution kernel the paper proves that there are condi-

tions under which E0, E1, andE2 can each be locally asymptotically stable, as

well as proving global stability conditions for E1 and E2.

1.4 Models with Spatial Dynamics

Whilst DDE models can be used to replicate, predict and visualise in vitro

experiments with high precision, the models we have discussed so far are less

useful for predicting and visualising in vivo experiments, due to the lack of

spatial dimensions. Partial Delayed Differential Equations (PDDE), which

include these missing spatial dimensions, were considered for the next step of

this thesis but while there has been work in producing numerical methods for

creating numerical simulations [10, 12], the models considered either are of a

form not considered elsewhere in this discussion, or have restrictions to ensure

simplicity for the methods used. Therefore, to evolve the models to provide

an in vivo approach, we considered PDE models.

In the literature it is possible to find three kinds of PDE models used for

modelling tumour growth, continuous PDE models, Cellular Automata (CA)

models, and Hybrid models. Continuous models are a system of PDEs, but

can have issues if the processes modelled do not share the same temporal

scale. CA models usually start as a system of PDEs that are then discretised

to follow a decision flow tree or a set of rules to model cellular behaviour, and

Hybrid models are a combination of the two, using a CA approach for cellu-
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lar behaviour and PDEs for the continuous behaviour of nutrients and other

chemicals. Anderson and Chaplain [8] note that CA models have the advan-

tage over continuous models of being computationally fast and efficient, able

to provide qualitative information without needing exact parameter values,

and can represent the foundations of more detailed and precise mathematical

models. They also acknowledge that the major weakness of CA models is that

the variable state is discrete, and in biological scenarios the transition between

states is not always so clearly defined as to sit well in the CA framework.

There is a long history of modelling avascular tumour growth with continu-

ous models, dating back to work done by Thomlinson and Gray in 1955, which

led to the work by Greenspan [44] who first acknowledged that cell population

should be compartmentalised into proliferating, quiescent and necrotic cells,

reducing the model to locating the interface between compartments, as de-

fined by nutrient and drug concentrations. While recognising the value of this

approach, Sherratt and Chaplain [104] noted that the transition between the

compartments can be gradual, rather than abrupt. They proposed a model

that, assuming the tumour is “thin”, considers a one spatial dimensional cross

section of the tumour, a generic nutrient variable, and assumes that the den-

sities of proliferating, quiescent and necrotic cells are functions of time and

location. The model results showed that under the right circumstances the

tumour can grow as an advancing wave of proliferating cells, with bands of

quiescent then necrotic cells following it. While this model is relatively simple,

due to low spatial dimensions and functional choice, it did introduce several

key ideas to us, such as the rate of quiescence and necrosis being a function

of the nutrient concentrations, and that tumours may not be a multi-cellular
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spheroid.

While Sherratt and Chaplain considered one spatial dimension, Hormuth II

et al. [50] propose a mechanically coupled reaction-diffusion model with three

spatial distributions. This model builds on a reaction-diffusion model that the

authors had previously published [49] in an effort to correct the earlier models

error in predicting tumour volume and shape when compared to experimental

magnetic resonance imaging data. The new model considers that the growth of

tumour spheroids is inhibited by the stiffness of the embedded matrix, and that

as the tumour expands it induces mechanical stress on the surrounding tissue,

which can restrict further tumour expansion. This was done by introducing

a diffusion coefficient that varies spatially and temporally in response to local

tissue stresses. Another issue the earlier model had was that it predicted

its steady state would be a homogeneous distribution of cells in the tumour,

while in vivo results observed a heterogeneous distribution in the tumour.

The authors suggested that the heterogeneous distribution may be caused by

local space limitations, and local viability, and as such suggested allowing the

carrying capacity to vary spatially. The results showed that including both

adjustments resulted in a reduction in error on both a global and local level,

and that this model could provide accurate short and long term predictions

on a subject-specific basis. While we did not end up considering a three

dimensional model, this paper was excellent for highlighting the additional

issues that could come into play with higher dimensions, as well as introducing

the concepts of non-constant diffusion coefficients and carrying capacity.

Another paper that moves on from Sherratt and Chaplain’s work is the

study by Quinn and Sinkala [87]. For this model they consider the PCa tu-
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mour to have three sub-populations, healthy stem cells, mutant stem cells

and the progeny of mutant stem cells, as well as the organism’s response to

the tumour’s growth. Another key concept was that there is no death rate

term for the cells, and is expressed as combination of competition terms and

the organism’s response to the mutations. The authors are able to perform a

comprehensive stability analysis of the four equilibria, which allows them to

suggest possible clinical therapies to either slow progression and reduce final

tumour mass, or to remove both the healthy and mutant cell populations.

Lorenzo et al. [65] introduced us to the idea of personalising PCa modelling

to provide clinicians with far more accurate predictive tools. While other pa-

pers we looked at considered cell populations, Lorenzo et al. investigated an

order parameter that represented the overall health of the tissue, as well as

modelling the serum PSA concentration within the prostate. To derive geo-

metric models, to allow for comparison to the PCa in patients, a parametric

mapping method is used to deform a torus to match the personalised prostate

surface. This is an incredible idea and provided several insights for why tissue

biopsy may return a false negative or an inaccurate low cancerous tissue per-

centage, and highlights the necessity of a personalised approach to medicines,

therapies and modelling.

As we discussed before, there are multiple ways to model tumour growth,

and several researchers have considered different approaches to describe the

same scenario. Osborne et al. [77] considered a colorectal cancer multi-scale

model and propose two discrete models and a continuous model, which use the

same sub-cellular schemes to determine cell proliferation and to allow for cross

model comparison. The discrete models are defined as a cell-centre model
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and cell-vertex model, where the difference is that the location, shape and

movement of the cells is defined by the cell centres for the first model and

the cell vertexes for the second. This allows for different evolutions of the

epithelium, while obeying similar constraints. The continuum model considers

velocity and pressure fields, and that cancerous cells proliferate constantly

while normal cells can only proliferate in a specific region. A comparison of

the results of all 3 models shows that they exhibit similar behaviour for many

critical phenomena, and so the authors conclude that what framework to use is

an open question that requires careful consultation between experimentalists

and theoreticians, which can be aided by further modelling with integration of

data. This was one of the first papers that made us consider a CA approach

of our own, and while the Chaste framework it introduces was not used, the

ideas of irregular cell structure i.e. non-spheroid was compelling.

CA are widely used for simulating biological problems, with examples used

for mimicking the behaviour of nerve cells, animal coat markings, predator

prey models, and ecological problems [38]. Much of the early work done was

by Wolfram, as can be seen in his books [121, 122], and Interian et al. [56]

provides both a rigorous and philosophical definition of CA, with the rigorous

definition being as follows:

“The cellular automata is a quadruple(C, n, S, f) [33], where:

• C is a set of cells, not required to be finite.

• n : C × C → {0, 1} is a neighbourhood function that can be seen as a

relationship (usually reflexive and symmetric) between the cells. This

function shows which pair of cells are neighbours, that is, the geometry
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of the cell organisation. Furthermore, n must satisfy the neighbourhood

size independence condition:

|N(c0)| = |{c ∈ C : n(c0, c) = 1}| = N

is a constant for every c0 ∈ C, i.e. the size of the neighbourhood is the

same for all cells.

• S is a set of states. Each cell will have an associated state, in each

moment.

• f:S|N | → S is a transition function. The transition function is commonly

expressed with rules that define the state of the cell in the next moment

from the state of the cell neighbours.

The set of cells with the neighbourhood function n defines the structure of the

cell space.”

One of the first papers we read was by Moreira and Deutsch [73], which is

a review of tumour modelling using CA, covering growth, invasion and angio-

genesis focused models. The paper begins by introducing the basic concepts of

CA, and the extensions of the basic rules to provide for asynchronous site state

updates and for non-homogeneous transition rules. The discussion section is

split into sections based on biological functions, as the models considered in

the paper do not investigate the same biological processes, making direct com-

parison difficult. In particular the discussions on mitosis, cell death, nutrient

uptake and cellular metabolism provided insights into areas we wanted to con-

sider for our own model.
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Qi et al. [86] is an early example of CA work on cancerous growth. The

authors took the Gompertz model of cancer growth and used a CA to provide

a microscopic examination, and acknowledge the limitations of the computer

simulations available at the time, noting that their parameter choices were to

ensure the developing cancer did not touch the border of the square lattice.

One of the things taken from this paper was that if a cancer cell proliferates,

the daughter cell will stay in site and the other will randomly invade a nearest

neighbour site, reflecting the invasion of cancerous cells into the surrounding

normal tissue.

Initially, when approaching the problem of modelling in vitro experiments

the idea was to keep the time delays, which led us to Iarosz et al. paper [53].

Here the authors consider a CA of Ehrlich tumour with a time delay parameter

τ to represent the time it takes for the cancer cells to undergo mitosis, which

is done by including the delay parameter in both the proliferation rate and the

density of cancerous cells. Introducing this delay led to oscillatory behaviour

of the cancerous cell population being possible at values of τ dependent on

the network size. The paper goes on to investigate the chance of the tumour

undergoing metastasis, which is when the cancer spreads from one site to

another physiological organ via the blood stream or lymphatic system [39].

While the final scope of the paper was beyond what we were looking for, it

confirmed the ability to include delay parameters in CA.

Anderson and Chaplain [8] consider both a continuous model and a discrete

model for modelling tumour-induced angiogenesis, the formation and develop-

ment of capillaries. The continuous model follows previous experiments by

Sholley et al. [105] in which the endothelial-cell proliferation was stopped, and
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instead focuses on the motility of all the endothelial cells, and the discrete

version (which the authors identify as a CA style model) follows the motility

of a single endothelial cell at the tip of a capillary sprout, with the assumption

being that the path of this single cell will map the pathway of the associated

capillary. While this modelling technique was less useful in our endeavours,

the underlying discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of CA over

continuous methods helped frame key questions of our modelling, as well as

introducing movement as a discretised form of a continuous model rather than

being based on phenomenological rules.

Returning to Interian et al. [56], the authors define a CA based on a linear

elasticity tumour model described by Ramirez-Torres et al. [89]. The model

is reduced to a two-dimensional cross section passing through the origin of

the tumour, as the spherical symmetry condition of the original model allows

the reduction in dimensions to retain the inherent rules and behaviour. This

paper provided us with insight into some of the methods to derive a CA from

an established PDE system, as well as some of the ways to visualise and present

simulations of tumour growth.

Hybrid models are often used as they provide the best of both continuous

and CA models, without the numerical issues caused by differences in time-

scales. As Ribba et al. [90] explain, the complexity of biological problems is

a serious limitation on the mathematical approach of research in areas such

as physiology and molecular biology [120], stemming from the difference in

our knowledge for different layers of biology (molecular, cellular etc.) and the

varying time-scales of biological functions. The authors go on to explain that

Hybrid CAs overcome many of these issues by being multi-scaled, allowing for
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biological processes that depend upon non-local signalling cues or nutrients.

The paper goes on to quickly identify studies that have used a Hybrid CA

approach to highlight behaviour such as cancers use of their cells’ resistance

to acidity in order to increase its invasiveness, a concept we use in our own

model. Finally, the authors present an application of the Hybrid CA approach

for assessing chemotherapy treatment for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, which

showed us that this methodology can be used effectively for treatment studies.

One of the papers that introduced us to the Hybrid approach was by Patel

et al. [79], who investigated the effects of increased anaerobic metabolism of

cancer cells on tumour invasion in conjunction with local vascular density.

While we did not use their research ideas in our own models, such as not

considering oxygen or having blood vessels distributed randomly throughout

the CA lattice, this paper did point us to several key papers [8, 24, 86] that

helped further our understanding of this method, as well as provide a method

for overcoming discrepancies caused by allowing all models to instantly react

to changes in the PDE system.

While Patel et al. considered blood vessels distributed throughout the lat-

tice, a more common assumption is that the boundaries of the lattice represent

the vasculature, from which nutrients can diffuse into the carcinogenic tissue.

Mallet and De Pillis [66] consider that the vertical boundaries are wrapped

around, that is they have periodic boundary conditions. While this simulates

two blood vessels passing through the area of interest, it forces the square lat-

tice to be of a sufficient size to avoid the tumour colliding with itself along the

wrapped edge. They also consider the immune system response by simulating

lymphocyte infiltration of the tumour, with the immune cells being subject to
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the CA rules rather than the nutrient PDEs.

The main inspiration for our work came from Anderson’s paper [7]. He

presents a hybrid model to study the role of cell-cell and cell-matrix inter-

actions and the effects of tumour cell heterogeneity on the tumour structure.

Here the matrix being considered is the extracellular matrix (ECM), the three-

dimensional network that provides structural and biochemical support to cells.

The model focuses on four variables, tumour cell density, n, matrix-degradative

enzymes (MDE) concentration, m, macromolecules (MM) concentration, f ,

and oxygen concentration, c, and considers a solid tumour which already has

an established blood supply.

Then the interactions between these variables are defined by the system

∂n

∂t
= Dn∇2n︸ ︷︷ ︸

random motility

−χ∇ · (n∇f)︸ ︷︷ ︸
haptotaxis

,

∂f

∂t
= − δmf︸︷︷︸

degradation

,

∂m

∂t
= Dm∇2m︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

+ µn︸︷︷︸
production

− λm︸︷︷︸
decay

,

∂c

∂t
= Dc∇2c︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

+ βf︸︷︷︸
production

− γn︸︷︷︸
uptake

− αc︸︷︷︸
decay

,

(1.39)

which is later discretised in the paper to use the hybrid discrete-continuum

technique so that the individual tumour cells can either not move, or move

to one of the adjoining sites in a cardinal direction, which is referred to as

the 5-point stencil, with a weighted probability for each site. In this model

the MM concentration contributes to this stencil, ensuring that haptotaxis

from a gradient in MM will bias the movement of cells towards the direc-
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tion of increased MM concentration. Anderson also notes that he could have

considered allowing movement to any of the eight adjacent sites, so including

diagonal movement on the lattice, but the increase in computation time was

not offset by any obvious advantage over the chosen method. The life cycle

and death criteria of individual cells are given in detail in Figure 1 of the

paper. Also, it is important to highlight the novel idea of cell-cell adhesion

modelled by a simple comparison check. If the number of external neighbours

(Ae) of a cell is greater than or equal to its internal adhesion value (Ai) then

the cell is allowed to migrate by the 5-point stencil. The internal adhesion

value changes with phenotype, which can be altered through linear mutation

of the cells during mitosis.

In the numerical simulation section of the paper the author compares the

linear mutation simulations to a completely random mutation sequence, as well

as considering a homogeneous MM as opposed to a heterogeneous MM. The

linear mutation sequence shows that a homogeneous MM leads to a smooth tu-

mour structure, whilst heterogeneous MM leads to fingered morphology. With

random mutation sequence, the difference in homogeneous and heterogeneous

MM is that heterogeneous MM is more likely to lead to a single dominant

phenotype in the tumour, suggesting that the more aggressive cells are aided

in dominating the tumour population.

This model provided us with a detailed example of the combination of PDE

and decision flowcharts that make up hybrid models, as well as ideas for how

to approach cell death and cellular mutations.

Robertson-Tessi et al. [92] investigated metabolic and micro-environmental

heterogeneity, focusing on acid-mediated invasion, where the tumour cells acid-
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ify the local environment causing the surrounding tissue to degrade and allow

for tumour growth. The model is a hybrid CA, with the PDEs taking the

form:

∂C

∂t
= D∇2C + f(x, t) (1.40)

where C is the concentration, D is the diffusion constant and f(x, t) is the

consumption or production rate of the particular molecule, while the cellular

behaviour follows a decision flowchart. The paper also provides an extensive

parameter table, which helped greatly in fully understanding and replicating

the micro-environment equations. In the supplementary material of this paper,

the authors go into detail on how they derived the consumption or production

rate functions of the desired molecules.

As the thesis aims to investigate the use of chemotherapy drugs and PCa

tumour cells drug resistance, we considered various ideas on modelling drug

resistances to consider what may be the most relevant for us. While many

chemotherapy drugs are approved for clinical use, very few have satisfactory

mathematical model for the cellular pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynam-

ics, as highlighted by El-Kareh and Secomb [36]. In their paper the authors

proposed a model that would fill this gap for doxorubicin, an anticancer drug

that has been in use since the 1970s, and use Hill and Michaelis-Menten equa-

tions to generate a two-mechanism peak concentration model that was fitted

to eight data sets from the literature to estimate unknown parameter values.

This paper impressed upon us the importance of mathematical modelling for

furthering understanding of the behaviour of chemotherapy drugs, and the

idea of fitting simulations against data sets to test the validity of the model.
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Tredan et al. [114], proposed several interesting ideas with regards to the

interactions between chemotherapy drugs and cancer cells. The first is that

most chemotherapy drugs are more effective against proliferating cells than

quiescent cells, which they hypothesise is why slowly proliferating cells further

away from vasculature are likely to be resistant to the therapy. The second

is that the micro-environment can play a key factor in the cytotoxicity of

the drugs, pointing to the interaction of oxygen with doxorubicin to create

free radicals that contribute to the cytotoxicity. As such, in low oxygen con-

centrations some drugs may be less effective, while in contrast, drugs such as

mitomycin C only activates under low oxygen conditions. The pH of the tissue

can also have a similar effect on the drugs, with low pH leading to protonation

and decreased cellular uptake. While several of these ideas are beyond the

scope of this thesis, the concept of proliferating cells being more affected than

quiescent cells was used in the final model.

While Tredan et al. focused on the interactions that can diminish the ef-

fectiveness of the chemotherapy drugs, Sun and Hu [110] reviewed the known

mechanisms of drug resistance developing, and highlighted many of the mod-

elling approaches and data driven prediction methods used in drug resistance

studies. Of the five mechanisms they discuss, two were used in the forma-

tion of our third model, genetic mechanisms, the idea of random mutations

weakening the drug-cell interaction and so increasing survival chance, and epi-

genetic mechanisms, changing the gene expressions of the cells to adapt to the

targeted therapy.

Hamis et al. [46] proposed a multi-scale CA that focused on drug resistance

at the cellular level. While other models consider that a cell either has a form
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of resistance to a therapy or not, here the authors consider multiple forms

of drug resistance, starting with explicit, when a subcellular trait provides

protection for a cell, and implicit, when a cell is shielded by some indirect

reason, such as location or phase behaviour. Explicit resistance traits can be

induced by the drug presence, inherited through cell mutations or occur after

phenotypical alterations as a response to intercellular interactions.

While previous ideas have come from multi-scale models or reviews, Picco

et al. [81] considered an evolving model from untreated cell lines in in vitro

conditions through to in vivo conditions in treated mice. The main aim was

to investigate the effect of the surrounding environment upon the emergence

of drug resistance in the tumours. The mathematical models proposed were

a framework between the different experimental models and scales, trying to

separate the intrinsic and extrinsic components of resistance. The authors

concluded that with optimal treatment schedule, the recurrence of the tumour

after treatment ended was further delayed, and that the heterogeneity revealed

by the in vivo experiments highlights the importance in accounting for subject

specific microenvironmental parameters to ensure the accuracy of the dynamics

being modelled.



Chapter 2

DDE Model with Two Discrete

Delays

Several therapies of PCa explored consider the role of androgen, a group of

hormones that regulate and promote growth in prostate cells, healthy or can-

cerous, and recent work has considered the role of neuroendocrine cells in the

re-emergence of PCa tumours. Neuroendocrine cells are specialised secretion

cells, with a cell structure similar to neurons. They are found throughout

the human body, including in glands such as the prostate, and usually con-

tribute to the homeostasis of the surrounding tissues [113] by secreting various

hormones and proteins [80]. Whilst there have been multiple observations of

neuroendocrine cells being present in prostate tumours, the current theories

for their role in cancer development are still considered controversial. One of

these theories concerns the role of neuroendocrine transdifferentiation, which

is believed to be caused by the reduction in androgen levels [113]. This theory

proposes that after the tumour has been under castrate conditions for 16 to 18

46
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months, such as those caused by ADT, a proportion of the PCa cells undergo

transdifferentiation and become neuroendocrine cells. Transdifferentiation is

the irreversible switch of one type of cell to another [103]. Once this switch oc-

curs, neuroendocrine cells are believed to secrete androgen or similar anabolic

hormones which promote tumour growth, as androgen receptor signalling can

be detected even under ADT.

In 2015 Cerasuolo et al. [27] proposed a discrete delay dynamical system to

investigate the theory of neuroendocrine transdifferentiation in PCa, based on

in vitro experiments of androgen-deprived conditions on LNCaP cells growing

in Petri dishes. In these experiments the LNCaP cells were first grown in an

androgen rich environment, before being transferred to the androgen-deprived

condition of the Petri dishes, as shown in Figure 2.1. The mathematical model

was inspired by previous work on cell differentiation in hematopoiesis [1,2] and

on PCa, where the cancer cell population is divided in androgen-dependent and

androgen-independent cells that are able to proliferate under in vivo condi-

tions [35, 74]. In [27] the model represents two cancer cell populations, one

with androgen-dependent cells and the other with neuroendocrine androgen-

independent cells, and also considers the androgen concentration.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the scheme of LNCaP neuroendocrine transdifferen-
tiation and micrographs showing the cell morphology changes during the transdif-
ferentiation process [27]. (Right panel is reprinted from [27])

The model was parameterised against experimental data, and was used

to forecast tumour growth in the long term. In the first instance, the au-

thors showed agreement between the in vitro experiments and the simulated

growth curve. They then simulated the long term behaviour over 400 days,

and observed that at the beginning androgen-dependent cells would become

almost extinguished while the neuroendocrine cells remained nearly constant

for the first 150 days. This was followed by an increase in both cell popula-

tions, with the system reaching an equilibrium after another 150 days. This

predictive analysis led to the assertion that androgen-dependent cells react
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to hormone deprivation by favouring the establishment of a neuroendocrine

cell population, which leads to the development of androgen-resistant PCa in

most patients. The authors concluded that the main novelty of the model

stemmed from considering cell transdifferentiation as a consequence of andro-

gen concentration, and that the most interesting result was the active role that

differentiated cells can play in sustaining the tumour in castrate conditions.

As the paper by Cerasuolo et al. did not include any mathematical analysis of

the model, we perform the analysis here, to allow us to consider how it could

be improved upon.

The model considers two cell populations, L(t), the LNCaP androgen de-

pendent cells and the transdifferentiated non-malignant neuroendocrine andro-

gen independent cells, N(t). The growth of L(t) cells is affected by changes

in the androgen concentration in the environment, A(t), as it influences their

ability to proliferate. In the experiments the androgen was introduced into

the Petri dishes through a charcoal stripped serum, and as this was the only

external source of androgen, the serum could be considered equivalent to the

initial androgen concentration. The N(t) cells are assumed to be androgen

independent and post-mitotic; they are unable to proliferate and can only

be produced by transdifferentiation of L(t) cells. The L(t) cells go through

asymmetric cell division, which implies that upon undergoing proliferation a

proportion of the daughter cells will be differentiated. The L(t) cells are di-

vided into three compartments: mature/resting cells, L(t), proliferating cells,

P (t), and transdifferentiating cells, T (t). Note that the quantities P (t) and

T (t) denote different phases of the L(t) cells’ life cycle, and do not therefore

represent new cell types. Two discrete delays are considered: τ1, the average
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cell cycle duration for L(t) cells, and τ2, representing the duration of transd-

ifferentiation from L(t) to N(t) cells.

Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of the cellular behaviour and interactions.
Solid arrows represent a one-way output flow from a compartment. The solid arrow,
followed by a dotted compartment and a dashed and dotted arrow represent the
delayed flow through a different phase in the L cell life cycle. The dotted line
represents the secretion of A by N . Finally, the dot and dash line with the black
block represents the inhibiting effect that a high concentration of A has on several
mechanisms.

2.1 Model Formulation

For brevity in the following, we will denote x(t) as x and x(t − τi) as xτi , for

x ∈ {A ,L ,N , P , T} and i = 1, 2. All parameters are assumed to be positive.

Androgen is depleted with constant rate ϕ, and is secreted by N cells with

secretion rate, κ:

dA

dt
= −ϕA+ κN. (2.1)

The L cell death occurs at a constant per capita mortality rate, δ. The dif-
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ferentiation to N happens with the differentiation efficiency kt, and depends

on the concentration of androgen in the environment and, as suggested by

experimental evidence [27], is regulated by the Ricker function α(A)

α(A) = rAe−aA, (2.2)

where r is the gradient of the differentiation increase, and a the inverse of the

maximum differentiation rate.

Resting cells become proliferating with an introduction rate β(L,A), a

continuous function that is zero in the absence of androgen in the medium,

increases as the androgen concentration increases, and decreases as the L-cell

concentration increases. β(L,A) is expressed as the product of two terms,

the first term represents the inhibition of the mitotic reentry rate (the rate

at which L cells become proliferating) due to cell density, and is described

by a Hill function; while the second term represents the dependence of the

introduction rate on the amount of androgen in the medium and is represented

by a Michaelis-Menten function. The β function is based on the β functions

used by Adimy et. al. in [1] and [2]:

β(L,A) = β0
θn

θn + Ln
A

b+ A
. (2.3)

Here, β0 is the maximum rate of cell transfer from the resting phase to the

proliferating phase, b is the half-saturation constant for androgen concentra-

tion, and θ and n have similar roles to the Hill coefficients and represent the

response to LNCaP population changes. Finally, we note that β(L,A) is a
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decreasing function in L, such that 0 ≤ β(L,A) < β0 for all values of L and

A.
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Figure 2.3: The α(A) (left) and β(L,A) (right) functions are plotted using param-
eter values from [27].

The L cells are generated through asymmetrical cell division. This means

that rather than mitosis always resulting in two L cells, a proportion of daugh-

ter cells are generated as N cells. This proportion is regulated by the function

α(Aτ1), where the delay related to cell cycle duration is taken into account,

and by kp, i.e. the proliferation rate of L. The equation for L cells is given by

dL

dt
= −δL−ktα(A)L−β(L,A)L+2(1−kpα(Aτ1))e−γτ1β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1 . (2.4)

The N -cells die at a constant per capita mortality rate µ, they are generated

through the asymmetrical cell division of P -cells, and by the differentiation of

L-cells. The equation for N cells is given by

dN

dt
= −µN + kte

−δτ2α(Aτ2)Lτ2 + 2kpα(Aτ1)e−γτ1β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1 . (2.5)
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The transdifferentiating and proliferating cell populations satisfy the equa-

tions:

dT

dt
=− δT + ktα(A)L− e−δτ2ktα(Aτ2)Lτ2 , (2.6)

dP

dt
=− γP + β(L,A)L− e−γτ1β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1 , (2.7)

where τ2 represents the time T -cells take to become fully differentiated into N

cells and γ is the death rate of the proliferating cells.

We observe that equation (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) are decoupled from (2.6)

and (2.7) as neither T nor P appear in the equations of A, L and N . Moreover,

equation (2.6) and (2.7) can be solved explicitly as follows

T = kt

∫ t

t−τ2
e−δ(t−s)α(A(s))L(s)ds,

P =

∫ t

t−τ1
e−γ(t−s)β(L(s), A(s))L(s)ds.

(2.8)

For biological relevance we consider the initial conditions as positive continuous

functions A(ω) = φ1(ω), L(ω) = φ2(ω), and N(ω) = φ3(ω) for ω ∈ [−τmax, 0]

where τmax = max[τ1, τ2], with A(0) > 0, L(0) > 0, T (0) > 0 and P (0) > 0

satisfying:

T (0) = kt

∫ 0

−τ2
eδsα(φ1(s))φ2(s)ds,

P (0) =

∫ 0

−τ1
eγsβ(φ2(s), φ1(s))φ2(s)ds.

(2.9)

and N(0) ≥ 0.
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We can therefore restrict the study to the model to the following:

dA

dt
= −ϕA+ κN,

dL

dt
= − δL− ktα(A)L− β(L,A)L+ 2(1− kpα(Aτ1))e−γτ1β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1 ,

dN

dt
= −µN + kte

−δτ2α(Aτ2)Lτ2 + 2kpα(Aτ1)e−γτ1β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1 ,

(2.10)

where α(A) and β(L,A) are defined in (2.2) and (2.3) respectively, and

φ(ω) = (φ1(ω), φ2(ω), φ3(ω)), ω ∈ [−τmax, 0],

are the initial conditions functions for A,L and N such that A(0) =

φ1(0) > 0, L(0) = φ2(0) > 0 and N(0) = φ3(0) ≥ 0, and τmax =

max[τ1, τ2].

By observing that kpα(Aτ1) measures the loss of second generation cells

during mitosis by differentiation, it is clear that we need to assume

0 ≤ 1− kpα(Aτ1) ≤ 1. (2.11)

Remark 2.1.1. We can see that kpα(Aτ1) ≥ 0 holds as long as A ≥ 0 ∀ t, and

that a sufficient condition for kpα(Aτ1) ≤ 1 is that

kpαmax ≤ 1 (2.12)
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where

αmax = α

(
1

a

)
=
re−1

a
.

2.2 System Properties

In this section we investigate some basic properties of the solutions to system

(2.10), in particular non-negativity and boundedness. The initial conditions

for system (2.10) are the positive continuous functions φ(ω) = (φ1, φ2, φ3) ∈

C with −τmax ≤ ω ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, 3. Here, C denotes the Banach space

C([−τmax, 0],R3
+) of continuous functions mapping the interval [−τmax, 0] into

R3
+ with the supremum norm

||φ|| = sup
ω∈[−τmax,0]

|φ(θ)|,

and | · | is any norm in R3
+ [20].

To understand the parameter values for which the model (2.10) is biologi-

cally relevant, we will study non-negativity and boundedness of the solutions.

We prove the following results.

Lemma 2.2.1. If kp ≤
ae

r
then any solution of the system given by equations

(2.8) and (2.10) remains non-negative whenever it exists.

Proof. It is possible to prove that A is non-negative by contradiction.

Let t0 > 0 be such that A(t0) = 0, A(t) < 0 for t ∈ (t0, t0 + ε) with ε > 0

and ε < τm and for t < t0, A(t) > 0. Then (2.1) at t0 becomes

dA(t0)

dt
= κN(t0).
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We will now determine the sign of N(t0). From (2.5), at t0 we have

dN(t0)

dt
+ µN(t0) = kte

−δτ2α(A(t0 − τ2))L(t0 − τ2)

+2kpα(A(t0 − τ1))e−γτ1β(L(t0 − τ1), A(t0 − τ1))L(t0 − τ1),

and by using the variation of constant formula, we get

∫ t0

0

d

ds
(eµsN(s)) ds =

∫ t0

0

2kpe
(µs−γτ1)α(Aτ1(s))β(Lτ1(s), Aτ1(s))Lτ1(s) ds

+

∫ t0

0

kte
(µs−δτ2)α(Aτ2(s))Lτ2(s) ds,

that is

N(t0) = e−µt0N(0) + e−µt0
∫ t0

0

2kpe
(µs−γτ1)α(Aτ1(s))β(Lτ1(s), Aτ1(s))Lτ1(s) ds

+e−µt0
∫ t0

0

kte
(µs−δτ2)α(Aτ2(s))Lτ2(s) ds.

Hence, as all initial conditions are non-negative and as the integrals are

strictly positive and continuous functions, we have that N(t0) ≥ 0 on the

closed interval [0, t0], which means that
dA(t0)

dt
≥ 0. Therefore, on the interval

(t0, t0+ε) we have that A(t) is negative and increasing which is in contradiction

to the initial hypothesis A(t0) = 0, and therefore A is non-negative.

By contradiction and using the non-negativity of A it is possible to prove

that L is non-negative.

Suppose there exists t0 > 0 and 0 < ε < τ1 such that L(t) > 0 for t < t0,

L(t0) = 0, Lτ1(t) > 0 and L(t) < 0 for t ∈ (t0, t0 + ε). Therefore (2.4) at t0
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becomes

dL(t0)

dt
= 2(1− kpα(Aτ1(t0)))e−γτ1β(Lτ1(t0), Aτ1(t0))Lτ1(t0) ≥ 0. (2.13)

This is a contradiction of L(t) < 0 for t ∈ (t0, t0 + ε) , and therefore L is non-

negative. The non-negativity of N can be proved using the same reasoning as

for L.

Remark 2.2.1. We observe that the positivity of A and L imply the positivity

of both P and T by considering recurrence arguments applied to the integral

forms (2.8).

Given the non-negativity of the solutions (Lemma 2.2.1), in order to prove

their boundedness we will show that they are bounded above.

Lemma 2.2.2. Provided that

β0(2e−γτ1 − 1) ≤ δ (2.14)

and Lemma (2.2.1) is satisfied then the solutions of system (2.10) are bounded.

Proof. Let

Z(t) = L+ 2e−γτ1
∫ t

t−τ1
(1− kpα (A(s)))β(L(s), A(s))L(s) ds.

We can observe that Z(t) is a differentiable function in [0,+∞), and that
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its derivative is

Ż(t) = L̇+ 2e−γτ1(1− kpα(A))β(L,A)L− 2e−γτ1(1− kpα(Aτ1))β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1 ,

which, with substitution of L̇ from (2.10), becomes

Ż(t) = −δL− ktα(A)L− β(L,A)L

+2e−γτ1(1− kpα(Aτ1)β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1

+2e−γτ1(1− kpα(A))β(L,A)L

−2e−γτ1(1− kpα(Aτ1))β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)Lτ1 .

Therefore from 0 ≤ α(A) ≤ αmax we have that

Ż(t) ≤ L
(
(2e−γτ1 − 1)β(L,A)− δ

)
.

If (2.14) holds and as L is positive and β(L,A) is a decreasing function in

L such that β(L,A) < β0, it follows that Ż(t) ≤ 0 for t ≥ 0 and therefore Z(t)

is decreasing. As Z(t) is a non-negative function, as the integral is of a strictly

positive and continuous function on the closed interval of [t, t + τ1], then it

follows that Z(t) is bounded, which implies that L is bounded on [0,∞).

Let us now consider the equation (2.5) for N . Using the variation of constant
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formula we obtain

∫ t

0

d

ds
(eµsN(s)) ds = 2kp

∫ t

0

eµs−γτ1α(Aτ1(s))β(Lτ1(s), Aτ1(s))Lτ1(s) ds

+kt

∫ t

0

eµs−δτ2Lτ2(s)α(Aτ2(s)) ds.

That is,

N = e−µtN(0) + 2kpe
−µt
∫ t

0

eµs−γτ1α(Aτ1(s))β(Lτ1(s), Aτ1(s))Lτ1(s) ds

+ kte
−µt
∫ t

0

eµs−δτ2Lτ2(s)α(Aτ2(s)) ds,

which gives

N ≤ e−µtN(0)+
2kp
µ
α

(
1

a

)
β0L

∗e−γτ1
(
1− e−µt

)
+
kt
µ
α

(
1

a

)
L∗e−δτ2

(
1− e−µt

)
,

where L∗ = sup
[0,+∞)

L(t). We conclude that N is bounded for all t ∈ [0,+∞).

We will now prove that A is bounded. As we did for N , by considering the

variation of constant formula applied to equation (2.1) we get that

∫ t

0

d

ds
(eϕsA(s)) ds = κ

∫ t

0

eϕsN(s) ds.

That is

A = e−ϕtA(0) + κe−ϕt
∫ t

0

eϕsN(s) ds,

which is

A ≤ e−ϕtA(0) +
κN∗

ϕ

(
1− e−ϕt

)
,
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where N∗ = sup
[0,+∞)

N(t). Therefore, we see that limt→∞ supA(t) < +∞, and

that A is bounded for all t ∈ [0,+∞). This concludes the proof.

Remark 2.2.2. It is important to note that if 2e−γτ1 − 1 ≤ 0 then the con-

dition (2.14) is automatically satisfied. Also, by solving (2.14) for τ1, we are

able to find a lower bound for the first delay, which ensures that the model is

biologically relevant, giving

τ1 ≥
1

γ
log

(
2β0

δ + β0

)
. (2.15)

2.3 Equilibria and Their Stability analysis

2.3.1 Existence of Equilibria

The general equilibrium of system (2.10), Ē = (Ā, L̄, N̄) can be found by

solving the following equations:

0 = −ϕĀ+ κN̄,

0 = −δL̄− ktα(Ā))L̄− β(L̄, Ā)L̄+ 2(1− kpα(Ā))e−γτ1β(L̄, Ā)L̄,

0 = −µN̄ + kte
−δτ2α(Ā)L̄+ 2kpα(Ā)e−γτ1β(L̄, Ā)L̄.

(2.16)

From the second equation of (2.16) we obtain that either L̄ = 0, which

leads us to the tumour-free state E0 = (0, 0, 0), or that the following must be

satisfied:

0 = −δ − ktα(Ā)− β(L̄, Ā) + 2(1− kpα(Ā))e−γτ1β(L̄, Ā).
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This can be solved for β(L̄, Ā), giving

β(L̄, Ā) =
ktα(Ā) + δ

2e−γτ1(1− kpα(Ā))− 1
. (2.17)

By observing that by definition β(L,A) ≥ 0 ∀L,A, then in order to be able

to solve equation (2.17) we must assume that 2e−γτ1(1 − kpα(Ā)) − 1 > 0,

which is satisfied if τ1 <
1

γ
log(2(1− kpαmax)). We denote the right hand side

of (2.17) by β∗(Ā), then (2.16) yields the other components of Ē as functions

solely dependent on Ā. Solving the third equation of (2.16) for N̄ gives us

N̄ =
L̄α(Ā)(kte

−δτ2 + 2e−γτ1β∗(Ā))

µ
, (2.18)

which, via the first equation of (2.16) yields to

L̄ =
µϕĀ

κα(Ā)(kte−δτ2 + 2e−γτ1β∗(Ā))
=

µϕ

κre−aĀ(kte−δτ2 + 2e−γτ1β∗(Ā))
. (2.19)

From (2.17), we have that at an internal equilibrium

β(L̄, Ā) = β∗(Ā),

and by substituting the expression (2.19) obtained for L̄ we can generate an

equation in Ā which when solved will give us the equilibria of (2.10). This
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leads to the transcendental equation

β0θ
nĀ

(Ā+ b)

(
θn +

(
µϕĀ

κα(Ā)

(
kte−δτ2+

2kpe
−γτ1 (ktα(Ā)+δ)

2e−γτ1 (1−kpα(Ā))−1

)
)n) =

ktα(Ā) + δ

2e−γτ1(1− kpα(Ā))− 1
.

(2.20)

We observe that

β∗(0) = lim
Ā→∞

β∗(Ā) =
δ

2e−γτ1 − 1
and β∗

′
(Ā) =

((2e−γτ1 − 1)kt + 2e−γτ1kpδ)α
′(A)

(2e−γτ1(1− kpα(A))− 1)2

which implies that, like the Ricker function, β∗(Ā) has a maximum at 1/a. If

we now analyse the left hand side of (2.20), we can see that:

lim
Ā→∞

L̄(Ā) = +∞ =⇒ β(L̄(0), 0) = lim
Ā→∞

β(L̄(Ā), Ā) = 0.

Also, if we write

β(L̄, Ā) = g(L̄)f(Ā) where g(L̄) = β0
θn

θn + L̄n
, f(Ā) =

Ā

b+ Ā
,

then

∂

∂Ā
β(L̄, Ā) =

∂g

∂L̄

∂L̄

∂Ā
f(Ā) +

∂f

∂Ā
g(L̄).

From the expression of the derivative for L̄

L̄′(Ā) =
eĀαϕµ(e−δτ2ktα + 2e−γτ1αβ∗(Ā)− 2e−γτ1β∗

′
(Ā))

κr(e−δτ2kt + 2e−γτ1β∗(Ā))2
(2.21)

and since β∗ has a maximum at 1/a the following result holds:

Proposition 2.3.1. If e−δτ2ktα + 2e−γτ1αβ∗(0)− 2e−γτ1β∗
′
(0) < 0 then there
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exists a value A1(< 1/a) such that the function L̄(A) has a minimum in A1. If

e−δτ2ktα+ 2e−γτ1αβ∗(0)− 2e−γτ1β∗
′
(0) > 0 then L̄ is monotonically increasing

in A.

From Proposition 2.3.1 and by observing that f(0) = 0, we can see that the

function β(L̄, Ā) will initially increase and then tend to zero as A→∞, which

ensures the existence of at least one maximum A∗ ≥ A1 for β(L̄, Ā). Given

these observations, a sufficient condition for the existence of internal equilibria

(tumour-present) would be g(L(1/a))f(1/a) > β∗(1/a). However, this would

be far from an optimal sufficient condition, as will be shown with a numerical

example below. The above results are summarised in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3.2. System (2.10) admits the following equilibria.

(i) For all parameter values system (2.10) admits the tumour-free equilib-

rium E0 = (0, 0, 0). If the inequality (2.14) is satisfied then E0 is the

only equilibrium.

(ii) If

g(L(1/a))f(1/a) > β∗(1/a) (2.22)

then (2.10) will admit at least two tumour-present equilibria provided that

2e−γτ1(1− kpαmax)− 1 > 0, (2.23)

and condition (2.12) holds.

In Figure 2.4 we observe, by plotting the left hand side, which we relabel β̄(Ā),

against the right hand side β∗(Ā) whilst varying Ā, that there can be up to 4
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intersections between the two functions. As β∗(0) 6= 0 (Figure 2.4 inset), each

of the intersections represent distinct tumour-present equilibria.

Figure 2.4: A plot of β̄(Ā) (blue line) and of β∗(Ā) (red dotted line), using param-
eters from [27]. The parameter values satisfy the necessary condition (2.23) for the
existence of tumour-present equilibria, but not the sufficient one (2.22).

Remark 2.3.1. It is possible to observe that by changing the parameter value

κ while keeping the other parameters fixed, the number of tumour-present equi-

libria changes through 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 (not shown).

In Section 2.4 we explore in detail how the number of equilibria, and their

stability properties, changes depending on parameter values.

2.3.2 Stability Analysis

Here, we derive results concerning the local stability of the tumour-free equilib-

rium that will additionally be used in Section 2.3.2 in order to prove its global
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stability. Local stability of the equilibria is determined by the characteristic

equation, i.e.

det
∣∣λI −X − Y e−λτ1 − Ze−λτ2∣∣ = 0 (2.24)

where I ∈ M3×3(R) is the identity matrix and X,Y and Z are the Jacobian

matrices with respect to the non-delayed, τ1 delayed and τ2 delayed variables

respectively (the explicit expression of the characteristic equation can be found

in the Supplemental Material).

Equation (2.24) can be written as

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

λ+ ϕ 0 −κ

x21 + y21e
−λτ1 λ− x22 − y22e

−λτ1 0

−y31e
−λτ1 − z31e

−λτ2 −y32e
−λτ1 − z32e

−λτ2 λ+ µ

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
= 0
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where

x21 = kt
dα(A)

dA

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄+
∂β(L,A)

∂A

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄,

x22 = δ + ktα(Ā) +
∂β(L,A)

∂L

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄+ β(L̄, Ā),

y21 = 2kp
dα(Aτ1)

dAτ1

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

e−γτ1β(L̄, Ā)L̄− 2(1− kpα(Ā))e−γτ1
∂β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)

∂Aτ1

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄,

y22 = 2(1− kpα(Ā))e−γτ1

(
∂β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)

∂Lτ1

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄+ β(L̄, Ā)

)
,

y31 = 2kp
dα(Aτ1)

dAτ1

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

e−γτ1β(L̄, Ā)L̄+ 2kpα(Ā))e−γτ1
∂β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)

∂Aτ1

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄,

y32 = 2kpα(Ā)e−γτ1

(
∂β(Lτ1 , Aτ1)

∂Lτ1

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄+ β(L̄, Ā)

)
,

z31 = kte
−δτ2 dα(Aτ2)

dAτ2

∣∣∣∣
(L̄,Ā)

L̄, and z32 = kte
−δτ2α(Ā),
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so that

0 = λ3 + λ2(µ− x22 − e−λτ1y22 + ϕ)

+λ
[
ϕ(µ− x22 − e−λτ1y22)− µ(x22 + e−λτ1y22)− κ(e−λτ1y31 − e−λτ2z31)

]
−µϕ(x22 + e−λτ1y22)− κ[e−λτ1x21y32 + e−λτ2x21z32 + e−2λτ1y21y32 + e−λ(τ1+τ2)y21z32

− (e−λτ1x22y31 + e−λτ2x22z31 + e−2λτ1y22y31 + e−λ(τ1+τ2)y22z31)].

(2.25)

Theorem 2.3.1. The tumour-free state E0 is always locally asymptotically

stable.

Proof. The characteristic equation (2.25) computed at E0 reduces to

(λ+ ϕ)(λ+ δ)(λ+ µ) = 0 (2.26)

which gives

λ1 = −ϕ, λ2 = −δ, λ3 = −µ.

Hence, since Re(λi) < 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, the tumour-free state E0 is always

stable.

Remark 2.3.2. We observe that the stability of the tumour-free state E0 is

not dependent on either of the delays of system (2.10).

Because of the complexity of the explicit form of the characteristic equation

and the impossibility to get explicit expressions of the tumour present states,

the stability of the latter will be analysed numerically.
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Global Stability of E0

We will now prove that under the sufficient condition that ensures the bound-

edness of solutions and the uniqueness of the tumour-free equilibrium, it is

possible to prove that E0 is globally asymptotically stable.

Theorem 2.3.2. If condition (2.14) holds, then all solutions (A,L,N) of

(2.10) converge to the tumour-free state E0 as t→∞.

Proof. Consider the function:

V1(t) =
µ

k
A(t) + L(t) +N(t).

Along the solutions of (2.10) we obtain

V̇1(2.10) = − µ
k
ϕA+ µN − δL− α(A)ktL− β(A,L)L

+ 2e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1 − 2kpα(Aτ1)e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1

−µN + 2kpα(Aτ1)e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1 + ktα(Aτ2)e−δτ2Lτ2 .

We then consider the functional:

V2(t) = 2e−γτ1
∫ t

t−τ1
β(A(u), L(u))L(u)du+ kte

−δτ2
∫ t

t−τ2
α(A(u))L(u)du.

Finally, we define a Liapunov functional,

V = V1 + V2.
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Since

V̇2(2.10) = 2e−γτ1β(A,L)L− 2e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1 + kte
−δτ2α(A)L

− kte−δτ2α(Aτ2)Lτ2 ,

then

V̇(2.10) = − µ
k
ϕA+ µN − δL− α(A)ktL− β(A,L)L

+ 2e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1 − 2kpα(Aτ1)e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1

−µN + 2kpα(Aτ1)e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1 + ktα(Aτ2)e−δτ2Lτ2

+ 2e−γτ1β(A,L)L− 2e−γτ1β(Aτ1 , Lτ1)Lτ1 + kte
−δτ2α(A)L

− kte−δτ2α(Aτ2)Lτ2 ,

giving

V̇(2.10) = − µ
k
ϕA− α(A)ktL(1− e−δτ2)− L (β(A,L)(1− 2e−γτ1) + δ) .

Since Lemma 2.2.1 ensures the positivity of maximals, when condition

(2.14) holds then we obtain that V̇ (t)|(2.10) ≤ 0. Therefore, the maximum in-

variant set in {(A,L,N) : V̇ (t)|(2.10) = 0} is E0, and by applying the Liapunov-

LaSalle type theorem for delayed systems [62], we get (A(t), L(t), N(t)) →

(0, 0, 0) as t→∞, thus E0 is globally attractive.
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From the results of local stability in Theorem 2.3.1 and the global attractivity

in 2.3.2 we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 2.3.1. If condition (2.14) holds then the tumour-free equilibrium

E0 = (0, 0, 0) of system (2.10) is globally asymptotically stable in R3
+.

2.4 Numerical Results

In this section we provide numerical results that allow us to explore system

(2.10) further. First, we use bifurcation analysis to analyse different system

behaviours with respect to the parameters that cannot be estimated experi-

mentally, then we run a sensitivity analysis to establish which parameters con-

tribute most to the uncertainty in the model outputs, and finally we present

some numerical simulations under various parameter conditions.

2.4.1 Bifurcation Analysis

In Cerasuolo et al. [27] the authors show that only three of the parameters

in system (2.10) cannot be estimated by designing suitable experiments, these

are kt, kp and κ. Therefore, such parameters could prove to be mathematically

interesting and we explored the behaviour of (2.10) as kt, kp and κ vary (kt is

not shown as it exhibits the same bifurcation behaviour as kp).

In order to investigate the parameters κ and kp for bifurcations we used the

software DDE Biftool v3.1.1 [37], with the parameter values as in Table 2.1 and

with the ranges [0.00001, 0.02] and [0, 0.7] for κ and kp respectively. The upper

limits of these ranges were provided by the literature, while the lower limits
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were chosen so that the ranges could be maximal and biologically sensible at

the same time. Results from the bifurcation analysis are shown in Figures

2.5a and 2.5c, with Figure 2.5a showing a shorter range as the behaviour of κ

doesn’t change for κ > 0.01. The kp range ensures that condition (2.12) was

satisfied.

Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units

ϕ 0.08 day−1 a 1.5 -

κ 0.017 day−1 β0 1.81 day−1

δ 0.013 day−1 b 0.2 %

kt 0.52 day−1 θ 0.85 ×106 cells

kp 0.41 day−1 r 3.67 -

γ 0.013 day−1 τ1 1.43 days

µ 0.006 day−1 τ2 7 days

n 4 -

Table 2.1: Parameter values taken from [27], where - indicates the parameter is
unitless.

As we can see from Figure 2.5a, varying κ in the range [0.00001, 0.005]

greatly affects the number of tumour-present equilibria as well as their stability

properties. For very small values, κ < 0.00024, only the tumour-free state E0

exists, but increasing κ leads to a saddle node bifurcation, which results in two

tumour present equilibria, one stable and one unstable. Figure 2.5b shows that

the unstable tumour present equilibrium heads very close to the tumour free

state E0. When κ ≈ 0.00055 the stable tumour present equilibrium undergoes

a Hopf bifurcation becoming unstable and a limit cycle appears. When κ ≈

0.00077 a new saddle-node bifurcation occurs, again producing two additional

tumour present equilibria, one stable and one unstable. As κ increases, the new

stable tumour present equilibrium undergoes a Hopf bifurcation, leading to the
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appearance of a limit cycle (κ ≈ 0.00096), but continuing to increase κ leads

to a second Hopf bifurcation, returning to a stable tumour present equilibrium

when κ ≈ 0.0047. The second unstable tumour present equilibrium does not

change behaviour while κ increases.

Figure 2.5c shows that changing kp does not change the stability or be-

haviour of the largest stable tumour present equilibrium or the smallest un-

stable tumour-present equilibrium (which is shown in Figure 2.5d). As kp

increases through 0.347, a saddle node bifurcation occurs. The stable tumour-

present equilibrium undergoes a Hopf bifurcation as kp increases, leading to

the appearance of an unstable tumour-present equilibrium and a limit cycle.

Increasing kp further does not change the stability or behaviour of any of the

tumour-present equilibria.

Both Figures 2.5a and 2.5c confirm that the tumour-free equilibrium E0 is

always stable.

A bifurcation analysis was also performed for r, a and θ (not shown).

The bifurcation diagrams for a and r, Figures 2.6a and 2.6b respectively, were

obtained with parameter ranges such that condition (2.12) was satisfied. While

with r the system exhibits the same bifurcations and stability changes as with

kp, increasing a decreases the number of tumour-present equilibria, with a

saddle node bifurcation at a ≈ 1.691.
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(a) Bifurcation diagram with respect to κ.
(b) Zoom of bifurcation diagram (a) with
A ≤ 0.03.
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(c) Bifurcation diagram with respect to
kp.

(d) Zoom of bifurcation diagram (c) with
A ≤ 0.03.

Figure 2.5: Bifurcation diagrams produced using DDE Biftool with parameter val-
ues taken from Table 2.1. Red indicates an unstable equilibrium, blue an unstable
equilibrium with a stable limit cycle, and green is a stable equilibrium. The pink
circle indicates the presence of a saddle-node bifurcation, and the black square indi-
cates a Hopf bifurcation. (b) and (d) shows the unstable tumour present equilibrium
near the tumour free state E0.
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(a) Bifurcation diagram with respect to a.
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(b) Bifurcation diagram with respect to r.

Figure 2.6: Bifurcation diagrams produced using DDE Biftool with parameter
values taken from Table 1. Red indicates an unstable equilibrium, blue an unstable
equilibrium with a stable limit cycle, and green is a stable equilibrium. The pink
circle indicates the presence of a saddle-node bifurcation, and the black square
indicates a Hopf bifurcation.

2.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis

A global sensitivity analysis (SA) was performed to examine the response of

system (2.10) to parameter variation, following the approach by Marino et al.

[67]. Since the relationship, including monotonicity, between the parameters

and the outputs is not known a priori, two methods were used: 1. Latin Hyper-

cube Sampling/Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient (LHS/PRCC) sensitivity

analysis; and 2. an extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (eFAST) [67].

The two methods provide different rankings to the same parameters, so a dual

method approach helps to highlight additional parameters of interest. In this

way we were able to reduce some of the uncertainty caused by performing the

analysis on a large number of parameters simultaneously.

We considered all parameters taking values in R. Therefore, n, which is the

exponent in the β(L,A) function and is assumed to be an integer, was excluded,
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and was taken to be n = 4. The parameter values used for the SA were

either derived as means of parameter ranges obtained from experimental data

(see [27]) or were taken from literature (see Table 2.2). As Parameter ranges

were constructed to reflect a 10% and a 20% variation in the data, and the

parameters were assumed to be random variables with uniform distributions.

We took the history to be the constant values φ(ω) = (10, 0.1, 0), when ω ∈

[−max{τ1, τ2}, 0), and the initial conditions to be φ(0) = (3.74, 1.95, 17.58),

close to the upper stable tumour present equilibrium shown in Figure 2.5. This

was done to reflect the experimental conditions [27], and to start close to a

stable equilibrium to avoid possible unstable manifolds that could disrupt the

results. It should be noted that condition (2.12) was met for all simulations.

The sensitivity analysis was run against L and N outputs, in order to

highlight the effect of parameter values on the outcome of the tumour.

The PRCC were generated using a Monte Carlo method called the Latin

Hyperspace Sampling (LHS) technique [109]. The analysis was performed

using the MATLAB R2019b solver dde23 over 200 runs, simulating 500 days of

PCa growth to allow solutions to converge to a final behaviour. The calculated

PRCC values can be seen in Table 2.3. The parameters with large PRCC

values (> 0.5 or < −0.5) statistically have the most influence [124]. However,

it should be noted that any parameter with a PRCC value with modulus larger

than that of the dummy value may be significant [67].

The eFAST method was used to generate the first order sensitivity (Si)

and total order sensitivity (STi) of each parameter. It works by calculating

the variance of the model output based on the input parameters variation.

This variance is partitioned to determine what fraction can be explained by
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Parameter Mean 10% 20% Units

ϕ 0.08 ±0.008 ±0.016 day−1

κ 0.017 ±0.0017 ±0.0034 day−1

δ 0.013 ±0.0013 ±0.0026 day−1

kt 0.6 ±0.06 ±0.12 -

kp 0.5 ±0.05 ±0.1 -

γ 0.013 ±0.0013 ±0.0026 day−1

µ 0.006 ±0.0006 ±0.0012 day−1

r 3 ±0.3 ±0.6 day−1

a 1.3 ±0.13 ±0.26 -

β0 1.8 ±0.18 ±0.36 day−1

b 0.2 ±0.02 ±0.04 %

θ 0.9 ±0.09 ±0.18 ×106 cells

τ1 1.43 ±0.143 ±0.246 day

τ2 7 ±0.7 ±1.4 day

Table 2.2: Parameter Value ranges used in the Sensitivity Analysis, where - indi-
cates a unitless parameter.

each input parameter. Parameters with total order sensitivity less than or

equal to the dummy parameter’s total order sensitivity are considered to have

no significant influence on the outcome of the system [67]. The values in Table

2.3 (eFAST columns) represent the ranks of STi in decreasing order (1 is the

most sensitive).
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10% Range 20%Range

PRCC eFAST PRCC eFAST

Parameter L N L N L N L N

ϕ -0.776 0.949 4 3 -0.814 0.949 12 11

κ 0.77 -0.943 5 2 0.794 -0.949 1 1

δ -0.429 -0.113 7 8 -0.534 -0.143 6 9

kt -0.373 0.585 8 7 -0.221 0.563 11 5

kp -0.005 0.0562 15 14 -0.094 0.127 8 6

γ -0.040 -0.0706 10 13 -0.038 0.083 15 12

µ -0.816 -0.677 6 5 -0.822 -0.701 14 15

r -0.126 0.601 14 4 -0.405 0.612 13 2

a 0.845 -0.966 3 1 0.853 -0.965 5 4

β0 0.89 0.068 2 9 0.895 0.265 7 8

b -0.127 -0.021 11 15 0.027 0.082 4 13

θ 0.992 0.677 1 6 0.993 0.638 2 10

τ1 -0.093 -0.172 13 10 -0.083 0.008 9 3

τ2 -0.046 -0.164 9 12 -0.244 -0.132 10 7

Dummy -0.062 0.024 12 11 -0.091 0.004 3 14

Table 2.3: PRCC and eFAST ranks for both parameter ranges. Bold text indicates
a significant PRCC value, while a grey background represents an insignificant result.
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The PRCC of the parameters can also be computed dynamically and plot-

ted against time, as shown in Figure 2.7, which demonstrate the variation in

PRCC over time with respect to the 10% and 20% parameter ranges. Across

both parameter ranges the greatest change occurs in the first 100 days, with

all parameters reaching a constant PRCC at around 150 days. The time plots

of L and N across the 200 runs, Figure 2.8, show that all the solutions head

to a stable tumour present equilibrium.
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Figure 2.7: Plots showing the variation in PRCC over time.
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(a) 200 L solutions with the 10% param-
eter range.
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(b) 200 N solutions with the 10% param-
eter range.

(c) 200 L solutions with the 20% parame-
ter range.

(d) 200 N solutions with the 20% param-
eter range.

Figure 2.8: Plots of the solutions of L and N over both parameter ranges.
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(a) PRCC values for L with the 10% param-

eter range.

(b) PRCC values for N with the 10% param-

eter range.

(c) PRCC values for L with the 20% param-

eter range.
(d) PRCC values for N with the 20% param-

eter range.

Figure 2.9: Bar graphs showing the PRCC values for L and N over the 10%
parameter ranges.
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(a) STi for L with 10% parameter range. (b) STi for N with 10% parameter range.

(c) STi for L with 20% parameter range. (d) STi for N with 20% parameter range.

Figure 2.10: Plots generated by eFAST for the 10% parameter ranges.

From Table 2.3 and the bar graphs in Figures 2.9, we observe that in the

10% range there are five incidents of non significance from PRCC, with kp, γ,

τ1 and τ2 being not significant for L, and b for N . Moving to the 20% range, we

find that N has no not-significant parameters, and kp and τ2 become significant

for L. We should note that increasing the parameter range only caused δ for L

to become highly significant, with no parameters becoming less significant, and

that, for N , all of kp, γ, and β0 for the 10% range and γ, b and τ1 for the 20%

range have small enough PRCC values for their significance to be investigated

further. The eFAST rankings from Table 2.3 and the bar graphs in Figures
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2.10 show that κ and θ are consistently sensitive across both parameter ranges.

Increasing the parameter range to 20% causes all other parameters to become

insignificant for L, while kp, γ, µ, b and τ2 change their significance for N ,

with µ becoming the only insignificant parameter for N .

Comparing the PRCC and eFAST results we see that eFAST finds that

more parameters are insensitive on both parameter ranges, and that κ, b, θ

and τ1 are the parameters for which both methods record the same results

across both variables and parameter ranges. Finally, r is an interesting pa-

rameter as for both methods the significance for L and N does not change

when increasing the parameter range, even though the methods do not give

the same significance.

From table 2.3 it is clear that κ and θ are the most significant parame-

ters with both methods, with ϕ, µ and a consistently highly significant from

the PRCC. It is notable that these parameters regulate the reintroduction of

mature cells in the proliferating phase (θ), how much testosterone is made

available through N -cells to L-cells for their growth (κ), the androgen degra-

dation rate (ϕ), the death rate of N -cells (µ) and the maximum rate of the

differentiation from L to N cells (a).

2.4.3 Numerical Simulations

Using the MATLAB R2019b solver dde23, with step size tolerance 10−6, we

simulated the various system behaviours disclosed by the bifurcation analysis,

as well as the global stability property of the tumour-free state when condition

(2.14) holds. In fact, as Figure 2.5a illustrates, by varying κ in the interval
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[0, 0.0047] the system undergoes five bifurcations with changes in both the

number of equilibria and their stability properties. In this subsection, we

will explore numerically the dynamics of system (2.10) for κ = 0.00017, κ =

0.0009, κ = 0.003 and κ = 0.005, as well as the behaviours associated with

condition (2.14). Unless otherwise stated, we use the parameter values from

Table 2.1, with final time at 1000 days. We consider the following constant

history values φ(ω) = (10, 0.1, 0), when ω ∈ [−max{τ1, τ2}, 0), to replicate

the high androgen concentration environment used to prepare the cancer cells

before the experiment [27], and the constant initial values (at ω = 0) φ(0) =

(A0, L0, N0). In each figure we present solutions for A, L and N with different

initial values φ(0), and the corresponding phase portrait.
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(a) A solutions from different ICs.
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(b) L solutions from different ICs.
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(c) N solutions from different ICs. (d) Phase portrait of all ICs.

Figure 2.11: Plots showing solutions from different initial conditions, where
the thick solid line is for [2, 3, 16], the dashed line is for [1, 2, 3], the dotted
line is for [0.6, 0.5, 1.5], the dash-dotted line is for [0.3, 0.1, 1] and the thin solid
line is for [0.001, 0.001, 0.001]. The circle marks the internal steady state at
[1.0911, 2.1175, 5.1344].

Figure 2.11 shows plots with parameters from Table 2.1, that do not satisfy

condition (2.14). We can see that the system converges to a stable tumour-

present equilibrium for all φ(0) considered. Instead, if β0 = 0.01, then condi-

tion (2.14) is satisfied, and we can see that all φ(0)s head to the tumour-free

equilibrium, as stated in corollary 2.3.1 and shown in Figure 2.12. We can

observe that the L component approaches the trivial equilibrium faster than
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both A and N , taking less than 300 days for all initial values, while A and N

can take up to 900 days for the largest initial value. A plausible explanation

is that N -cells mortality rate, µ, is much lower than the L-cells one, γ, and A

is produced by N -cells.
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(a) A solutions from different ICs.
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(b) L solutions from different ICs.
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(c) N solutions from different ICs. (d) Phase Portrait of all initial conditions.

Figure 2.12: Plots with different initial values illustrating the global stability of
the tumour-free state E0 when β0 = 0.01 and other parameter values are from
Table 2.1. Here the solid line corresponds to φ(0) = (2, 3, 16), the dashed line to
φ(0) = (1, 2, 3), the dotted line to φ(0) = (0.6, 0.5, 1.5) and the dash-dotted line to
φ(0) = (0.3, 0.1, 1). The circle on the phase portrait marks the tumour-free state
E0 at (0, 0, 0).

From our bifurcation analysis it is clear that varying κ at low values leads

to significant changes in behaviour. If κ = 0.00017 then all initial conditions
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approach the tumour-free equilibrium, E0, as seen in Figure 2.13, even though

condition (2.14) is not satisfied.
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(a) A solutions from different ICs.
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(b) L solutions from different ICs.
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(c) N solutions from different ICs.
(d) Phase Portrait of all initial conditions.

Figure 2.13: Plots with different initial values illustrating the global stability of
the tumour-free state E0 when κ = 0.00017 and other parameter values are from
Table 2.1. Here the solid line corresponds to φ(0) = (2, 3, 16), the dashed line to
φ(0) = (1, 2, 3), the dotted line to φ(0) = (0.6, 0.5, 1.5) and the dash-dotted line to
φ(0) = (0.3, 0.1, 1). The circle on the phase portrait marks the tumour-free state
E0 at (0, 0, 0).

For κ = 0.0009 it is possible to distinguish three different behaviours of

the system as shown in Figure 2.14, with one initial value heading to a stable

tumour present equilibrium, one going to the tumour-free state E0 and the

others tending towards a limit cycle, consistent with Figure 2.5a.
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(a) A solutions from different ICs.
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(b) L solutions from different ICs.
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(c) N solutions from different ICs. (d) Phase Portrait of all initial conditions.

Figure 2.14: Plots with different initial values illustrating the different system
behaviours when κ = 0.0009 and other parameter values are from Table 2.1. The
grey solid line corresponds to φ(0) = (3, 0.961086, 90.2606), the black dashed line
to φ(0) = (1, 0.261, 45.26), the black dotted line to φ(0) = (0.347, 0.298, 11.36), the
black dash-dotted line to φ(0) = (0.02; 0.121; 3), the grey dashed line to φ(0) =
(0.002, 0.298, 0.176) and finally the black solid line to φ(0) = (0.001; 0.001; 0.001).
The green dots represents the steady tumour present equilibria and the red dots the
unstable ones.

When κ = 0.003 we can see that the solutions approach one of two limit

cycles, and the initial condition close to the tumour-free state E0 is still in its

basin of attraction. It is interesting to note that the limit cycle corresponding

to higher androgen levels (HAL) has a shorter period, approximately 8 days,

compared to the limit cycles corresponding to lower androgen levels (LAL),
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over 400 days, which also has a longer period compared to the corresponding

limit cycle in the case when κ = 0.0009. We observe that in the case of

the HAL limit cycle the oscillation only happens along the L-axis and with

a period comparable to the τ2 delay value from Table 2.1, while for the LAL

limit cycle all components oscillate, as shown in Figure 2.15.
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(a) A solutions from different ICs.
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(b) L solutions from all the ICs.
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(c) L solutions from the larger two
ICs.
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(d) L solutions from the smaller three
ICs.
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(e) N solutions from different ICs. (f) Phase Portrait of all initial condi-
tions.

Figure 2.15: Plots with different initial values illustrating the different system
behaviours when κ = 0.003 and other parameter values are from Table 2.1. The
grey solid line corresponds to φ(0) = (3, 0.961086, 90.2606), the solid black line to
φ(0) = (1, 0.261, 45.26), the black dotted line to φ(0) = (0.347, 0.298, 11.36), the
black dash-dotted line to φ(0) = (0.02; 0.121; 3), the grey dashed line to φ(0) =
(0.002, 0.298, 0.176) and finally the black dashed line to φ(0) = (0.001; 0.001; 0.001).
The green dots represents the steady tumour present equilibria and the red dots the
unstable ones. L solutions have been separated according to their initial values to
adequately display their behaviour, and we note that the oscillation frequency in
Figure 2.15c is comparable to that of the τ2 delay.
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It is worthy of note that when the initial values are such that the trajec-

tories are attracted by the second limit cycle, there are long periods of time

(∼ 200 days) in which the tumour cells are almost extinct. In a clinical set-

ting, this would correspond to considering the patient disease-free as N -cells

are non-tumorigenic and cannot be detected through the blood-based PCa

tumour markers [27].
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(a) A solutions from different ICs.
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(b) L solutions from different ICs.
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(c)N solutions from different ICs.
(d) Phase Portrait of all initial
conditions.

Figure 2.16: Plots with different initial values illustrating the different system
behaviours when κ = 0.005 and other parameter values are from Table 2.1. The
grey solid line corresponds to φ(0) = (3, 0.961086, 90.2606), the black dashed line
to φ(0) = (1, 0.261, 45.26), the black dotted line to φ(0) = (0.347, 0.298, 11.36), the
black dash-dotted line to φ(0) = (0.02; 0.121; 3), the grey dashed line to φ(0) =
(0.002, 0.298, 0.176) and finally the black solid line to φ(0) = (0.001; 0.001; 0.001).
The green dots indicate where the equilibria (both tumour present and tumour-free)
are on the phase portrait, and the red dots represent the unstable tumour present
equilibrium.
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Finally, for κ = 0.005 all of the initial conditions, including the one close

to the tumour-free state E0, give rise to trajectories that tend to the stable

tumour present equilibrium (Figure 2.16). Interestingly, for initial conditions

such that L < 0.9, we observe a transition phase with large oscillations in L

disappearing into the tumour-present equilibrium, suggesting that the limit

cycle could have become unstable (see Figure 2.5a for reference). Increasing

κ removes such behaviour as shown in Figure 2.11 obtained with the baseline

parameters.

2.5 Discussion

In this chapter we explored the dynamics of the discrete-delay dynamical sys-

tem proposed by Cerasuolo et al. [27] to investigate the neuroendocrine trans-

differentiation of PCa cells grown in vitro in androgen-deprived conditions.

The model, based on experimental evidence, had already been compared to

biological data, but the authors had not performed an exhaustive analytical

and/or numerical study of this dynamical system. Here, analytical properties

of system (2.10) solutions, such as boundedness and positivity, were proved,

showing that the model has the necessary features to be biologically signifi-

cant. The local and global stability analysis of the tumour-free equilibrium E0,

together with the sensitivity and bifurcation analyses provide further insights

into the system dynamics. Finally, through the use of the latter numerical

methods, we were able to determine which parameters are the most influential

on the outcome of tumour growth. Via numerical examples we highlighted the

different behaviours of the model.
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Interestingly, the most significant parameters from both methods of sen-

sitivity analysis were κ and θ, the production of testosterone from N -cells

and the reintroduction of mature cells in the proliferating phase respectively.

Other highly significant parameters were the androgen degradation rate, ϕ, the

N -cells death rate, µ, and the maximum transdifferentiation rate, a, which

suggest that in androgen-depleted conditions the PCa tumour cells survival

is heavily dependent on the rate at which L-cells transform into N -cells, as

well as the efficiency of the N -cells at surviving and producing testosterone.

However, the bifurcation analysis showed that the most interesting dynamics

can be observed by changing κ. In particular from Figure 2.5a we can see a

very rich dynamics emerging as κ takes values in the range (0, 0.0047). Even

a small increase in κ allows to move from a situation of global stability of

the trivial equilibrium to one in which the L-cells will almost always survive

(κ > 0.00024), depending on the initial conditions. The sensitivity analysis

demonstrates that both τ1 and τ2 are never highly significant for system (2.10).

The analytical and numerical results show that when subjected to ADT,

tumour L-cells that fail to divide or, equivalently to move from the mature

to the proliferating phase quickly enough, eventually become extinct (Figure

2.12). Bi-stability is observed for κ ∈ (0.00024, 0.00055) and for larger values

oscillatory behaviours appear, until finally when κ ≥ 0.0047 solutions will

either go towards the tumour-free equilibrium E0 or towards the stable tumour

present equilibrium. However, what is of note in all of these cases is that as

soon as there is enough (even if minimal) release of testosterone from N -cells

the tumour is able to sustain itself, regardless of the lack of androgen imposed

by the therapy. It is interesting to note that most of the cyclic behaviours
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can be observed only for a small window of κ values and that even if counter-

intuitive such a survival strategy could be the most successful one for the

tumour cells. Certainly, from a therapeutic point of view it is of extreme

importance to consider the possibility of being unable to detect the tumour

when in fact it persists under a different guise.

From the sensitivity analysis we can conclude that the delays are neither

highly significant for both cell populations L and N at the same time, nor that

they are consistently significant using either method. This seems to suggest

that modifications to system (2.10) could involve removing one or both delays,

as well as giving additional emphasis to the sensitive parameters κ, θ, ϕ, µ,

a and associated functions. In the next chapter we will consider a model

that incorporates some of these ideas, and further studies could focus on the

feedback loop regulating the release of testosterone, or the androgen-dependent

mechanisms regulating LNCaP cell transdifferentiation.



Chapter 3

DDE Model with a Distributed

Delay

While the model in Cerasuolo et al. [27] described experiments with cancer

cells cultured in vitro, the model introduced and studied in this chapter aims

to describe the dynamics of prostate cancer cells grown in in vivo conditions,

as well as answering the first two research questions of this thesis, which are:

• Can we improve the DDE model by simplification of functions, removal

of unimportant parameters or changing the discrete delay?

• Can we still consider DDEs moving from an in vitro based model to

an in vivo based model where the mechanisms representing cell growth

depends on multiple factors compared to the fully controlled lab envi-

ronment?

As in the previous chapter we assume that androgen is the limiting growth

factor for PCa cells, and depending on androgen concentration the PCa cells

94
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can transdifferentiate to neuroendocrine-like cells. However, in order to reflect

in vivo conditions, a few changes have been introduced.

The first major change is to the proliferation of the PCa cells. A condition

of in vivo models is that inter-cellular competition for space and resources

have a large effect on the growth rate of the population. This has led to us

considering a logistic growth model instead of the Hill function considered in

(2.3).

The second major change is to the delays. As the analysis in Chapter 2

showed, both delays are never highly significant parameters for the system

(2.10) and are not involved in the local stability of the trivial steady state. We

therefore no longer consider a delay in the transdifferentiation from LNCaP

cells to NE cells and the mitosis rate. However, we assume, like Hutchinson

[52], that per capita growth rate is negatively affected by population density

after a delay representing the development and maturation of the species, and

as such take τ to be this delay.

Following Cassidy and Humphries [25], who consider a heterogeneous cell-

cycle duration more realistic than a discrete delay, we consider τ to be a

distributed delay, as a discrete delay assumes uniform and constant behaviour

across all cells, while a distributed delay will allow for variation in a small

interval. In this way we can assume that the dependence of the growth limi-

tation on population density is distributed over a past time interval and not

concentrated in a single instant. With this distributed delay, our logistic term

will be similar to that in Volterra’s proposed predator-prey system introduced

in 1931, which is easily accessible in Scudo and Ziegler’s work [99].

Another change in this model is the reduction in the number of equations
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from five to three. This is motivated by the removal of the transdifferentiation

delay, as without it there is no equation for the trans-differentiating cells,

T . As we don’t consider the LNCaP cell to be separated into quiescent and

proliferating phases, there is also no differential equation for the proliferating

cells, P .

In this chapter we present a model that considers the two cell populations,

L(t) and N(t), and the androgen concentration in the environment, A(t). For

brevity in the following, we will denote x(t) as x for x ∈ {A ,L ,N}. All

parameters are assumed to be positive.

3.1 Model Formulation

The equation for the androgen dynamics follows the modelling by Baez and

Kuang [11], where Amin represents the minimum androgen concentration re-

quired to sustain the tumour, and Amax > Amin, the maximum androgen

concentration of the system. Here we consider that androgen can be produced

from other endocrine glands such as the adrenal glands and kidneys, with pro-

duction rate γ and diffusion rate proportional to the difference between Amax

and A. The depletion rate, µA, has also been changed to reflect the minimum

amount of androgen required to sustain the cancer. The secretion rate, κ, from

N remains the same, which leads to the equation

dA

dt
= γ(Amax − A)− µA(A− Amin) + κN. (3.1)

With the change from two discrete delays to a single distributed delay, the
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equation for the L dynamics has altered significantly. We still consider that L

cells are generated through asymmetric cell division, regulated by kp, the N

proliferation rate, and α(A), which is the Ricker function

α(A) = rAe−aA. (3.2)

The introduction of a logistic function with a distributed delay requires the

introduction of the parameter ηk, the carrying capacity of the environment and

ω(θ), the delay kernel or delay distribution function. The proliferation of L

cells is governed by A through the Droop equation [34]

F (A) = βP

(
1− Amin

A

)
, (3.3)

where βP is the maximum proliferation rate of L and Amin is the minimum

androgen concentration required for tumour growth, as in (3.1). Finally, L

cells undergo apoptosis at rate δL, and transdifferentiate to N cells at a rate

ktα(A), with α(A) defined by (3.2). Therefore, the equation for L is

dL

dt
= (1− kpα(A))F (A)L

(
1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

)
− δLL− ktα(A)L, (3.4)

where Lθ = L(t+ θ) is the delay term for LNCaP cells.

For the dynamics of the N -cells the death rate has been altered to introduce

the idea that for neuroendocrine-like cells competition for space and resources

from other neuroendocrine-like cells is another significant contributory factor

to the death rate, and is represented by−δNN2 [11]. The other terms represent

production of N cells through asymmetrical cell division of L cells and from
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transdifferentiation of L cells,

dN

dt
= kpα(A)F (A)L

(
1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

)
+ ktα(A)L− δNN2 − µNN. (3.5)

Therefore, we define our model as

dA

dt
= γ(Amax − A)− µA(A− Amin) + κN,

dL

dt
= (1− kpα(A))F (A)L

(
1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

)
− δLL− ktα(A)L,

dN

dt
= kpα(A)F (A)L

(
1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

)
+ ktα(A)L− δNN2 − µNN,

(3.6)

where α(A) and F (A) are defined in (3.2) and (3.3) respectively, and

φ(ω) = (φ1(ω), φ2(ω), φ3(ω)), ω ∈ [−τ, 0],

are the initial conditions functions for A,L and N such that A(0) =

φ1(0) ≥ Amin, L(0) = φ2(0) ≥ 0 and N(0) = φ3(0) ≥ 0.

For biological relevance we consider that all parameters are positive, and

that the initial conditions are non-negative continuous functions defined as

A(θ) = φ1(θ); L(θ) = φ2(θ); N(θ) = φ3(θ),

where φ(θ) = (φ1, φ2, φ3)T ∈ C are such that φi(θ) ≥ 0, (−τ ≤ θ ≤ 0, i =

1, 2, 3). C denotes the Banach space C([−τ, 0],R3
+) of continuous functions
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mapping the interval [−τ, 0] into R3
+ with the supremum norm

||φ|| = sup
θ∈[−τ,0]

|φ(θ)|

where | · | is any norm in R3
+ [20].

As we have already seen in Chapter 2, the maximum of α(A) is at A = 1
a
,

and therefore we have that

0 ≤ α(A) ≤ α

(
1

a

)
=
re−1

a
= αmax. (3.7)

Using this, and the fact that by biological relevance we require the proportion

of L cells produced by asymmetric division to be between

0 < 1− kpα(A) ≤ 1 ∀A,

we get the same result as in Remark 2.1.1

0 ≤ kp <
1

αmax
=
ae

r
. (3.8)

3.2 Properties of System (3.6)

Since system (3.6) describes a biological problem, we will prove non-negativity

and boundedness of its solutions. To prove boundedness of solutions for (3.6)

we use Theorem 2.1 from Faria and Liz [40], which is
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Theorem 3.2.1. Consider

ẋ(t) = b(t)x(t)[1−M(x(t))], (3.9)

where the following hold.

(H1) We have

(i) b : R→ R is a continuous function, and there are constants β0, β0 such

that 0 < β0 ≤ b(t) ≤ β0 for all t ∈ R;

(ii) M : C → R is a positive linear operator with m := ||M || > 0.

Define x∗ = m−1 and consider the IVPs (3.9) with x0 = ϕ, with solution

x(ϕ)(t). Then the following results hold.

(i) x(ϕ)(t) is defined for t ≥ 0, bounded below from zero and bounded on

[0,∞).

(ii) If x(ϕ)(t) is non-oscillatory around x∗, then x(ϕ)(t)→ x∗ as t→∞.

(iii) Moreover, if x(ϕ)(t) is oscillatory around x∗ and

∫ t

t−τ
b(τ)dτ ≤ 3

2
for large t,

then x(ϕ)(t)→ x∗ as t→∞.

Lemma 3.2.1. Let φi(s) ≥ 0 and φ1(s) ≥ Amin, with s ∈ [−τ, 0] and i = 2, 3.
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If either of the following conditions hold,

LB∆

ηk
< 1, or (3.10)

LB∆

ηk
≥ 1 and kt >

(
LB∆

ηk
− 1

)
kpβP , (3.11)

where LB = sup[0,+∞)] L(t) and ∆ =

∫ 0

−τ
ω(θ)dθ, then the solutions of (3.6)

are non-negative and bounded. In particular, A(t) ≥ Amin ∀t ≥ 0.

Proof. By considering the second equation of (3.6)

dL

dt
= L

(
(1− kpα(A))F (A)

(
1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

)
− δL − ktα(A)

)
,

with L(0) = φ2(0) > 0, then

L(t) = L(0)e

(1−kpα(A))F (A)

1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

−δL−ktα(A)


∀ t ≥ 0.

If L(0) = 0 then L(t) = 0 ∀ t ≥ 0.

Let t0 > 0 be such that A(t0) = Amin, A(t) < Amin for t ∈ (t0, t0 + ε) with

0 < ε < τ and for t < t0, A(t) > Amin. Then the first equation of (3.6) at t0

becomes

dA(t0)

dt
= γ(Amax − Amin) + κN(t0).
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We will determine the sign of N(t0). From the third equation of (3.6) at t0

dN(t0)

dt
= ktα(A(t0))L(t0)− δNN(t0)2 − µNN(t0),

dN(t0)

dt
+N(t0)fN(N(t0)) = B(A(t0), L(t0)),

where fN(N(t0)) = (δNN(t0) + µN) and B(A(t0), L(t0)) = ktα(A(t0))L(t0).

Then by the variation of constant formula

N(t0) = N(0)e
−

∫ t0

0

fN(N(s)ds
+

∫ t0

0

B(A(s), L(s))ds

and as all initial conditions are non-negative, A(t0) > 0 and L(t) ≥ 0∀ t ≥ 0,

N(t0) ≥ 0, and therefore dA(t0)
dt
≥ 0. This is a contradiction of the initial

hypothesis, and therefore A(t) ≥ Amin ∀ t ≥ 0.

Before proving the positivity of N , we need to prove the boundedness of

L.

Following Faria and Liz [40], and as L(θ) = φ1(θ) ≥ 0 with θ ∈ [−τ, 0] and

L(t) ≥ 0, A(t) ≥ Amin ∀t ≥ 0, we can write the second equation of (3.6) as

L̇ < F (A)L

(
1− 1

ηk

∫ 0

−τ
Lθω(θ)dθ

)
,

that is,

L̇ < βPL
(
1−M(Lθ)

)
,

where M : C → R is a non-zero positive integral linear operator where

M(φ2) ≥ 0∀φ2 ∈ C, φ ≥ 0.
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We can observe that all hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.1 are satisfied for the

equation

L = βPL
(
1−M(Lθ)

)
.

This result, together with Gronwall’s Inequality, ensures that L(t) is bounded

for all t ∈ [0,+∞).

We can now prove the positivity of N . Let us consider the third equation

of (3.6)

dN

dt
= kpα(A)F (A)L

(
1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

)
+ ktα(A)L− δNN2 − µNN.

Let there exist a t0 such that N(t0) = 0, N(t) > 0 for t < t0, and N(t) < 0

for t ∈ (t0, t0 + ε], then

dN(t0)

dt
= L(t0)α(A(t0))

(
kpF (A(t0)) + kt −

kpF (A(t0))

ηk

∫ 0

−τ
L(t0 + θ)ω(θ)dθ

)

so if either hypothesis (3.10) or (3.11) holds then dN(t0)
dt

is greater than zero,

which is a contradiction of N(t) < 0 for t ∈ (t0, t0 + ε]. Therefore, N ≥ 0 for

all t ≥ 0.

Having shown non negativity of N we now prove its boundedness. Let us

consider the third equation of (3.6)

dN

dt
= kpα(A)F (A)L

(
1−

∫ 0

−τ

Lθ
ηk
ω(θ)dθ

)
+ ktα(A)L− δNN2 − µNN.
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As L is bounded, α(A) ≤ αmax ∀A, and from (3.8), our equation becomes

dN

dt
< βPLB + ktαmaxLB − µNN,

where LB = sup[0,+∞) L(t). This can be solved to give

N(t) < N(0)e−µN t +
LB(βP + ktαmax)

µN

(
1− e−µN t

)
,

and therefore N(t) is bounded above for all t ≥ 0.

Finally, from the first equation of (3.6) and using the variation of constant

formula and Gronwall’s Inequality we get

Ȧ < γAmax + µAAmin − A(γ + µA) + κNB,

A(t) < e−(γ+µA)tA(0) +
(
κNB + γAmax + µAAmin

)
e−(γ+µA)t

∫ t

0

e(γ+µA)sds,

A(t) < e−(γ+µA)tA(0) +

(
κNB + γAmax + µAAmin

γ + µA

)(
1− e−(γ+µA)t

)
,

where NB = sup[0,+∞)] N(t). Therefore A(t) is bounded for all t ≥ 0, which

completes the proof of non-negativity and boundedness of the solutions to

(3.6).
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3.3 Equilibria

To find the equilibria, we consider the solutions of the algebraic system ob-

tained when the right hand side of (3.6) is equal to zero, which is

(γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin) = κN∗, (3.12)

0 = L∗
(

(1− kpα(A∗))F (A∗)

(
1− L∗

ηk
∆

)
− δL − ktα(A∗)

)
, (3.13)

and

N∗(δNN
∗ + µN) = kpα(A∗)F (A∗)L∗

(
1− L∗

ηk
∆

)
+ ktα(A∗)L∗, (3.14)

where ∆ =

∫ 0

−τ
ω(θ)dθ, X∗ is an equilibrium point with X = A,L,N . From

(3.12) we get that

N∗ =
(γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin)

κ
(3.15)

and by considering that (3.13) has a common factor L∗ it becomes apparent

that there is a tumour free equilibrium E1 at

(A1, L1, N1) =

(
γAmax + µAAmin

γ + µA
, 0, 0

)

.

It is also possible to prove the existence of a tumour present equilibrium
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(all non-zero components). From (3.13) we get

(1− kpα(A∗))F (A∗)

(
1− L∗∆

ηk

)
− δL − ktα(A∗) = 0. (3.16)

This can be solved for L∗ to give

L∗ =
ηk
∆

(
1− A∗(δL + ktα(A∗))

βP (A∗ − Amin)(1− kpα(A∗))

)
. (3.17)

Since, for biological reasons, L∗ > 0, we obtain

A∗(δL + ktα(A∗))

βP (A∗ − Amin)(1− kpα(A∗))
< 1. (3.18)

If we sum (3.13) and (3.14) we get that

N∗(δNN
∗ + µN) = L∗F (A∗)

(
1− L∗∆

ηk

)
− δLL∗, (3.19)

and substituting F (A)
(

1− L∗∆
ηk

)
=
δL + ktα(A∗)

1− kpα(A∗)
into (3.19) gives

N∗(δNN
∗ + µN) = L∗

(
δL + ktα(A∗)

1− kpα(A∗)
− δL

)
. (3.20)

Therefore, for the equilibrium to exist (3.18) and (3.20) must be satisfied.

Observing that L∗ and N∗ can be expressed as functions of A∗ by (3.15) and

(3.17) we can rewrite (3.20) as a function of A∗. If we consider a tumour
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present equilibrium then the right hand side becomes

H(A∗) =
ηk
∆

(
1− A∗(δL + ktα(A∗)

βp(A∗ − Amin)(1− kpα(A∗))

)(
δL + ktα(A∗)

1− kpα(A∗)
− δL

)
,

(3.21)

and the left hand side becomes

G(A∗) =
δN
κ2

(
((γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin))2 +

κµN
δN

((γ + µA)A∗

−(γAmax + µAAmin))

)
.

(3.22)

This is a quadratic equation whose minimum can be obtained by solving

dG

dA∗
=
δN
κ2

(
2(γ + µA)((γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin)) +

κµN(γ + µA)

δN

)
= 0,

which is

(
2(γ + µA)((γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin)) +

κµN(γ + µA)

δN

)
= 0,

A∗ =
(γAmax + µAAmin)

γ + µA
− κµN(γ + µA)

2δN(γ + µA)2
.

Therefore we define

A2 =
2δN(γAmax + µAAmin)− κµN

2δN(γ + µA)
, (3.23)

so that

G(A2) =
−µ2

N

4δ2
N

, (3.24)

which means our minimum is less than zero. As A2 < A1 and G(A1) = 0 we
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have that G(A∗) > 0 for all A∗ > A1, which is part of the condition for the

existence of N∗ > 0. If we consider (3.21) given its expression it can be seen

that

lim
A∗→A−min

H(A∗)→ +∞ and lim
A∗→A+

min

H(A∗)→ −∞

and that

lim
A∗→+∞

H(A∗)→ 0.

Therefore if we can show that H(A1) ≥ 0 then there must be a positive

intersection of the functions H and G greater than A1, implying there exists

a tumour present equilibrium. So, we need t

H(A1) =
ηk∆

δN

(
1− A1(δL + ktα(A1))

βP (A1 − Amin)(1− kpα(A1))

)(
δL + ktα(A1)

1− kpα(A1)
− δL

)
≥ 0.

(3.25)

We require that either both brackets are greater than zero, less than zero

or that one or both are equal to zero. As the second bracket is positive due to

(3.7) and (3.8) then we only need to consider the first bracket being greater

or equal to zero. Therefore we require that

A1(δL + ktα(A1))

βP (A1 − Amin)(1− kpα(A1))
≤ 1. (3.26)

The following lemma can be easily proved.

Lemma 3.3.1. If A∗ > A1 >
1

a
and

A1(δL + ktα(A1))

βP (A1 − Amin)(1− kpα(A1))
≤ 1 then

condition (3.18) holds.

Proof. If A∗ > A1 and A1 >
1
a

then we obtain that α(A1) < α(A∗) and since
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the function h(A) = A
A−Amin is decreasing for all A ∈ R+ we obtain that

A∗(δL + ktα(A∗))

βP (A∗ − Amin)(1− kpα(A∗))
<

A1(δL + ktα(A1))

βP (A1 − Amin)(1− kpα(A1))
≤ 1.

Using Lemma 3.3.1 we can state the following:

Theorem 3.3.1. System (3.6) always admits the tumour free equilibrium

E1 = (A1, L1, N1) =

(
γAmax + µAAmin

γ + µA
, 0, 0

)
,

and if the conditions

A1(δL + ktα(A1))

βP (A1 − Amin)(1− kpα(A1))
< 1,

and

A1 >
1

a
, (3.27)

hold, then there exists a tumour present equilibrium E∗ = (A∗, L∗, N∗), whose

components are given by

L∗ =
ηk
∆

(
1− A∗(δL + ktα(A∗))

βP (A∗ − Amin)(1− kpα(A∗))

)
, (3.28)

N∗ =
(γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin)

κ
,
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and where A∗ (> A1) solves the equation

δN
κ2

(
((γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin))2 +

κµN
δN

((γ + µA)A∗ − (γAmax + µAAmin))

)
=
ηk
∆

(
1− A∗(δL + ktα(A∗)

βp(A∗ − Amin)(1− kpα(A∗))

)(
δL + ktα(A∗)

1− kpα(A∗)
− δL

)
.

3.4 Local Stability Analysis

Given the generic equilibrium Ē = (Ā, L̄, N̄) and by using the following change

of variables x1 = A − Ā,x2 = L − L̄ and x3 = N − N̄ we can rewrite system

(3.6) as follows

dx1

dt
= −(γ + µA)x1 + κx3 + γ(Amax − Ā)− µA(Ā− Amin) + κN̄,

dx2

dt
= (1− kpα(x1 + Ā))F (x1 + Ā)(x2 + L̄)

(
1− 1

ηk

∫ 0

−τ
(x2θ + L̄)ω(θ)dθ

)
−(δL + ktα(x1 + Ā))(x2 + L̄),

dx3

dt
= kpα(x1 + Ā)F (x1 + Ā)(x2 + L̄)

(
1− 1

ηk

∫ 0

−τ
(x2θ + L̄)ω(θ)dθ

)
+ktα(x1 + Ā)(x2 + L̄)− δN(x3 + N̄)2 − µN(x3 + N̄).

(3.29)

The stability analysis of Ē can be performed by analysing the characteristic

equation associated with the linearized system of (3.29), which is calculated
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by using the truncated Taylor expansion about (0, 0, 0), that is:

dx1

dt
= −(γ + µA)x1 + κx3,

dx2

dt
= b1x1 + b2x2 − c1

∫ 0

−τ
x2θω(θ)dθ,

dx3

dt
= b3x1 + b4x2 − (2δNN̄ + µN)x3 − c2

∫ 0

−τ
x2θω(θ)dθ,

(3.30)

where

b1 = −kpα′(Ā)F (Ā)L̄
(

1− L̄∆
ηk

)
+ F ′(Ā)(1− kpα(Ā))L̄

(
1− L̄∆

ηk

)
− ktα′(Ā)L̄,

b2 = (1− kpα(Ā))F (Ā)
(

1− L̄∆
ηk

)
− (δL + ktα(Ā)),

b3 = kpα(Ā)F ′(Ā)L̄
(

1− L̄∆
ηk

)
+ ktα

′(Ā)L̄+ kpα
′(Ā)F (Ā)L̄

(
1− L̄∆

ηk

)
,

b4 = kpα(Ā)F (Ā)
(

1− L̄∆
ηk

)
+ ktα(Ā),

and

c1 = 1
ηk

(1− kpα(Ā))F (Ā)L̄,

c2 = 1
ηk
kpα(Ā)F (Ā)L̄.

Remark 3.4.1. We can represent system (3.30) as a sum of two terms as

follows:

ẋ = Bx+

∫ 0

−τ
C(θ)xθdθ
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where

B =


−(γ + µA) 0 κ

b1 b2 0

b3 b4 −(2δNN̄ + µN)


and

C =


0 0 0

0 −c1 0

0 −c2 0

 .

The characteristic equation is then given by

det

[
λI −B −

∫ 0

−τ
Cω(θ)eλθdθ

]
= 0,

where I ∈ <3. Then the characteristic equation can be written as:

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

λ+ γ + µA 0 −κ

−b1 λ− b2 + c1Φ(λ) 0

−b3 −b4 + c2Φ(λ) λ+ 2δNN̄ + µN

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0, (3.31)

where

Φ(λ) =

∫ 0

−τ
ω(θ)eλθdθ.
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If we consider E1 = (A1, 0, 0) , then (3.31) becomes

det



λ+ γ + µA 0 −κ

0 λ− (1− kpα(A1))F (A1) + δL + ktα(A1) 0

0 −kpα(A1)F (A1)− ktα(A1) λ+ µN


= 0,

(3.32)

which gives

(λ+ γ + µA)(λ− (1− kpα(A1)F (A1) + δL + ktα(A1))(λ+ µN) = 0. (3.33)

This equation has roots

λ1 = −(γ + µA),

λ3 = −µN ,

(3.34)

and

λ2 = (1− kpα(A1))F (A1)− δL − ktα(A1). (3.35)

Therefore E1 is locally asymptotically stable if

δL + ktα(A1) > (1− kpα(A1))F (A1),

which can be rearranged to give

A1(δL + ktα(A1))

βP (A1 − Amin)(1− kpα(A1))
> 1. (3.36)
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Therefore we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3.4.1. The tumour free equilibrium E1 is locally asymptotically sta-

ble if

A1(δL + ktα(A1))

βP (A1 − Amin)(1− kpα(A1))
> 1

and is unstable otherwise.

Remark 3.4.2. We can observe that the condition for the instability of E1

ensures the existence of a tumour present equilibrium.

If we consider E∗ = (A∗, L∗, N∗), the tumour present equilibrium, then

from (3.16) we obtain b2 = 0, and from (3.14) we get that

α(A∗)

(
kpF (A∗)

(
1− L∗∆

ηk

)
+ kt

)
= N∗(δNN

∗ + µN),

and therefore (
kpF (A∗)

(
1− L∗∆

ηk

)
+ kt

)
> 0.

Using this we can rewrite b4 = N∗(δNN
∗ + µN) > 0. Then the associated

characteristic equation is

0 = λ3 + λ2(γ + 2δNN
∗ + µA + µN)

+λ(2γδNN
∗ + 2µAδNN

∗ + γµN + µAµN − κb3)− κb1b4

+ Φ(λ)[c1λ
2 + λc1(γ + µA + 2δNN

∗ + µN)

+ c1(2γδNN
∗ − κb3 + 2µAδNN

∗ + γµN + µAµN) + κb1c2].

(3.37)
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For τ = 0, this becomes

0 = λ3 + λ2(γ + 2δNN
∗ + µA + µN)

+λ(2γδNN
∗ + 2µAδNN

∗ + γµN + µaµN − κb3)− κb1b4.

(3.38)

From the conditions that ensure the existence of a tumour present equilibrium,

i.e. (3.28) and (3.27), which implies A∗ > 1/a, we obtain that α′(A∗) < 0 and

L∗ < ηk
∆

which imply b1 > 0. Hence, by Descarte’s rule we have that at least

one solution to (3.38) has a positive real part, and therefore the tumour present

equilibrium is unstable when τ = 0.

Theorem 3.4.2. If τ = 0 then whenever E∗ exists, it is unstable.

To understand how the stability properties of E∗ change with increasing τ

we need to specify the distribution function ω(θ). We will consider two delay

distributions, the uniform and the exponential distributions, [3, 83].

The uniform distribution uses the kernel

ω(θ) =


1

τ
if − τ ≤ θ ≤ 0,

0 otherwise,

(3.39)

and, as can be seen in Figure 3.1a, gives equal weight to all the history incor-

porated by the delay. From a biological point of view, this type of distribution

assumes that the development and maturation time are bounded above by τ

days, and that an individual cell will mature in t days, with t ∈ [0, τ ]. The uni-

form distribution is used if there is no a priori information on the behaviour

of the delay, as is the case here.
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(a) The Uniform Distribution. (b) The Exponential Distribution.

Figure 3.1: Plots showing the uniform and exponential distribution, using param-
eters found in Table 3.1.

The exponential distribution is mostly used in the literature and is repre-

sented by

ω(θ) = ζeψθ. (3.40)

In this case the history of the L cells is assumed to have a much greater weight

as it gets closer to the present time, as seen in Figure 3.1b. Biologically this

can be interpreted as the competition for resources and space has a greater

effect the closer the L cell is to reaching maturity, meaning that the period

with the greatest risk of cell death is just before the present time step.

Using the uniform distribution (3.39) we have that when τ 6= 0

Φ(λ) =


1 λ = 0,

1− e−τλ

τλ
λ 6= 0.
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Then for λ 6= 0 and τ 6= 0 the characteristic equation (3.37) becomes

τλ4 + λ3(γ + 2δNN
∗ + µA + µN)τ

+λ2(c1 + 2τδN(γ + µA)N∗ + µNτ(γ + µA)− κτb3)

+λ(c1(γ + 2δNN
∗ + µA + µN)− κτb1b4)

+ c1(2δN(γ + µA)N∗ + µN(γ + µA)− κb3) + κb1c2

− e−τλ(c1λ
2 + c1λ(γ + 2δNN

∗ + µA + µN)

+ c1(2δN(γ + µA)N∗ + µN(γ + µA)− κb3) + κb1c2) = 0.

(3.41)

We can observe that the characteristic equation is of the type:

D(λ, τ) = Pn(λ, τ) + e−τλQm(λ, τ)

where Pn(λ, τ) =
∑n

k=0 pk(τ)λk and Qm(λ, τ) =
∑m

k=0 qk(τ)λk, with n,m ∈

N, n > m and pk(τ) and qk(τ) are continuous and differentiable functions of

τ . In this case n = 4 and m = 2. For such characteristic equations, where the

coefficients depend on the delay, we can follow the geometric stability switch

criteria introduced by Beretta and Kuang [17] to define functions whose zeroes

are the critical values at which the Hopf bifurcations occur.

Let us consider λ = iω. We can separate P4(iω, τ) and Q2(iω, τ) into a
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real part

PR(iω, τ) = τω4 − ω2(c1 + τz1) + z3,

QR(iω, τ) = −z3 + c1ω
2,

(3.42)

and an imaginary part

PI(iω, τ) = ω(c1z2 − κτb1b4)− τz2ω
3,

QI(iω, τ) = c1z2ω,

(3.43)

where

z1 = (2δNN
∗ + µN)(γ + µA)− κb3,

z2 = γ + 2δNN
∗ + µA + µN ,

z3 = c1z1 + κb1c2.

We define function F (ω, τ) as:

F (ω, τ) = |P4(iω, τ)|2 − |Q2(iω, τ)|2,

which is equivalent to taking the separate real and imaginary parts of D(iω, τ)

and squaring and summing them, and is such that its zeroes are the Hopf

frequencies associated with the imaginary roots of the characteristic equation
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(3.41). Factorising ω2 out we obtain the equation:

F (ω, τ) = τω6 + ω4(τz2
2 − 2(c1 + τz1))

+ω4(2c1z1 + τz2
1 + 2z3 − 2c1z2(z2 − κτb1b4))

− 2z1z3 − 2b1b4c1z2κ+ b2
1b

2
4κ

2τ = 0.

(3.44)

Note that ω = 0 cannot be considered as a solution to F (ω, τ) as we are

assuming λ 6= 0.

Lemma 3.4.1. If A∗ > 1
a

+ Amin and τ < τ ∗
(

= 2(b1b4c1κz2+z1z3)

b21b
2
4κ

2

)
in (3.44),

then F (ω, τ) has at least one positive real root ω∗, that is F (ω∗, τ) = 0.

Proof. A∗ > 1
a

+Amin implies that b3 < 0 and therefore z1 > 0, which ensures

that τ ∗ > 0. Since F (ω, τ) is a continuous function of ω over the interval

[0,+∞), lim
ω→∞

F (ω, τ) = +∞ and F (0, τ) = −2z1z3 − 2b1b4c1z2κ+ b2
1b

2
4κ

2τ < 0

when τ < τ ∗, then there exists at least one positive solution to the equation

F (ω, τ) = 0.

Lemma 3.4.1 states that if τ ∈ (0, τ ∗)(= I) then the tumour present equi-

librium can experience a stability switch where system (3.6) undergoes a Hopf

bifurcation. However, that does not give us information about the critical

value τc at which the bifurcation occurs. For this objective, let us substitute

λ = iω in D(λ, τ) = 0. In this way we will obtain:

PR(iω, τ) + iPI(iω, τ) + e−iωτ (QR(iω, τ) + iQI(iω, τ)) = 0.
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By separating the equation into real and imaginary parts we obtain:

τω4 − ω2(c1 + τz1) + z3 = cos(τω)(z3 − c1ω
2) + c1ωz2 sin(τω),

ω(c1z2 − κτb1b4)− τz2ω
3 = c1z2ω cos(τω)− sin(τω)(z3 − c1ω

2),

which gives

sin(τω) =
τω(z2(−c1z1 + z3)ω2 + b1b4κ(z3 − c1ω

2))

z2
3 − 2c1z3ω2 + c2

1ω
2(z2

2 + ω2)

cos(τω) =
c1z2ω

2(c1z2 − b1b4κτ − z2τω
2) + (z3 − c1ω

2)(z3 − c1ω
2 − z1τω

2 + τω4)

z2
3 − 2c1z3ω2 + c2

1ω
2(z2

2 + ω2)
.

Dividing cos(τω) by sin(τω) we obtain that

τω(τ) = θ(τ) + kπ, k ∈ N, τ ∈ I,

where

θ(τ) = arctan
c1z2ω

2(c1z2 − b1b4κτ − z2τω
2) + (z3 − c1ω

2)(z3 − c1ω
2 − z1τω

2 + τω4)

τω(z2(−c1z1 + z3)ω2 + b1b4κ(z3 − c1ω2))
,

from which we obtain the map

τk(τ) =
θ(τ) + kπ

ω(τ)
, k ∈ N, τ ∈ I

where ω(τ) is a positive real solution to (3.44). We can now define the functions

Sk(τ) = τ − τk(τ), k ∈ N, (3.45)
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which are continuous and differentiable in τ as proved in [17], and whose

solutions represent the values of the time delay at which the Hopf bifurcation

occurs.

Let us now assume that ω(τ) is a positive real root of (3.44) defined for

τ ∈ I and that τc is a root of (3.45) for some n ∈ N. Then Theorem 2.2. of [17]

ensures that there exists a pair of pure imaginary roots λ±(τc) = ±iω(τc) which

crosses the imaginary axis from left to right if

sign

{
dRe(λ)

dτ

∣∣∣∣
λ=iω(τc)

}
= sign{F ′ω(ω(τc), τc)}sign

{
dSn(τ)

dτ

∣∣∣∣
τ=τc

}
> 0,

and from right to left otherwise, where λ(τ) is a solution to the characteristic

equation (3.41) for τ in a neighbourhood of τc.

Therefore, from Lemma 3.4.1 and applying Theorem 2.2. of [17] we can

obtain the following theorem about the stability of the tumour present equi-

librium of system (3.6) and the occurrence of a Hopf bifurcation.

Theorem 3.4.3. Let ω(θ) be defined as in (3.39). If A∗ > 1
a

+ Amin and

(3.44) has at least one positive real root ω(τ) defined for τ ∈ I, and at some

τc ∈ I, Sk(τc) = 0 for some k ∈ N and F ′ω(ω(τc), τc) 6= 0, then the tumour

present equilibrium undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at a critical value of the time

delay τ = τc if sign{F ′ω(ω(τc), τc)}sign

{
dSn(τ)
dτ

∣∣∣
τ=τc

}
> 0.

The results stated above, together with Theorem 3.4.3, will be used to calculate

the values τc where the stability switches occur once the parameter values are

defined.

Differently from the uniform distribution, the exponential distribution was

only used to run numerical simulations and to emphasise how strongly the
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choice of the delay kernel influences the dynamics of the system.

3.5 Numerical Simulations

To perform numerical simulations of (3.6) we must transform the distributed

delay into an equivalent discrete delay system using the ’linear chain trick’ (for

more details please refer to the Technical Appendix) [107]. This transformation

retains the same equilibria, properties and behaviour of the original system,

and it is specific to the distribution function used.

3.5.1 Uniform Distribution

For the uniform distribution (3.39) we introduce the new state variable

U(t) =
1

τ

∫ t

t−τ
L(s)ds,

where s = t+ θ. Finding the derivative with respect to t gives

dU

dt
=

1

τ

(
L(t)− L(t− τ)

)
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Hence, system (3.6) becomes

dA

dt
= γ(Amax − A)− µA(A− Amin) + κN,

dL

dt
= (1− kpα(A))F (A)L

(
1− U

ηk

)
− δLL− ktα(A)L,

dN

dt
= kpα(A)F (A)L

(
1− U

ηk

)
+ ktα(A)L− δNN2 − µNN,

dU

dt
=

1

τ
(L(t)− L(t− τ)),

(3.46)

with the following initial conditions for the original state variables

A(t) = φ1(t) for t ∈ [−τ, 0],

L(t) = φ2(t) for t ∈ [−τ, 0],

N(t) = φ3(t) for t ∈ [−τ, 0],

(3.47)

and following [83] we define at t = 0 the initial condition for U , which is

U(0) =
1

τ

∫ 0

−τ
φ2(s)ds.

3.5.2 Exponential Distribution

For the exponential distribution (3.40) we introduce the new state variable

U(t) =

∫ t

t−τ
ζeψ(s−t)L(s)ds,
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where s = t+ θ. Therefore,

dU

dt
= ζL− ζe−ψτL(t− τ)− ψU.

Then system (3.6) becomes

dA

dt
= γ(Amax − A)− µA(A− Amin) + κN,

dL

dt
= (1− kpα(A))F (A)L

(
1− U

ηk

)
− δLL− ktα(A)L,

dN

dt
= kpα(A)F (A)L

(
1− U

ηk

)
+ ktα(A)L− δNN2 − µNN,

dU

dt
= ζL− ζe−ψτL(t− τ)− ψU.

(3.48)

with the following initial conditions for the original state variables

A(t) = φ1(t) for t ∈ [−τ, 0],

L(t) = φ2(t) for t ∈ [−τ, 0],

N(t) = φ3(t) for t ∈ [−τ, 0],

(3.49)

and following [83] we define at t = 0 the initial condition for U , which is

U(0) =

∫ 0

−τ
ζeψsφ2(s)ds.

As distribution kernels are assumed, without loss of generality, to be positive-

definite and normalised to unity [88], we assume that ∆ = 1 and as such a
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relationship between ζ, ψ and τ can be gained from

∫ 0

−τ
ζeψθdθ = 1,

which is,

ζ

ψ
(1− e−τψ) = 1 =⇒ ζ =

ψ

(1− e−τψ)
.

This relationship will be used later to define the parameter ζ.

3.5.3 Parameter Values and Initial Conditions

Using (3.46), (3.48) and the MATLAB R2019b solver dde23 we are able to

produce numerical simulations that will highlight the difference between the

two distributions. For the following figures we define our history as φ(θ) =

(φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4)T , such that φi(θ) ≥ 0 for −τ ≤ θ < 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. To

reflect the in vivo conditions of the model we consider that the history of the

simulations reflects normal conditions for the prostate, and that the initial

conditions and onward consider the tumour undergoing ADT. So we have

that φ(θ) = [10, 3.1, 0, U0]T with initial condition of [1, 3.1, 0, U0]T , where

for the uniform distribution U0 = 3.1, and for the exponential distribution

U0 =
3.1ζ

ψ
(1 − e−ψτ ). It should be noted that all simulations were run for a

time span of 200 days, and for clarity we plot only the dynamics of A,L and

N .

All but two parameters that appear in both system (2.10) and system (3.6)

have kept the values found in [27]. The two parameters with different values

are κ and µN . κ has decreased to 0.009 from 0.017. This is due to the fact
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that κ is a free parameter with no experimentally-measured value, and since

we now consider external sources of androgen secretion a higher value for such

parameter would have resulted in an over-production of androgen. µN (µ in

Model (2.10)) has been increased from 0.006 to 0.08, as we now consider an

in vivo situation in which cells can become apoptotic more easily than in in

vitro conditions, such as the one described in [27] where all resources for cell

growth except for androgen were provided in abundance.

Remark 3.5.1. As shown in Figure 3.2, by using the parameter values in

Table 3.1 we obtain that the function S0(τ) has two roots. The first root,

(τ 1
c ≈ 0) is such that sign

{
dRe(λ)
dτ

∣∣∣
λ=iω(τ1

c )

}
< 0, therefore there exists a pair of

pure imaginary roots that crosses the imaginary axis from the right to the left

plane, which implies that the tumour present equilibrium becomes stable. The

second root (τ 2
c ≈ 7.6) is such that sign

{
dRe(λ)
dτ

∣∣∣
λ=iω(τ2

c )

}
> 0, which means

that a pair of pure imaginary roots crosses the imaginary axis from left to right,

and therefore a Hopf bifurcation occurs (Theorem 3.4.3). The same behaviour

is observed for all Sk(τ), k > 0, suggesting that the only stability switch is the

one observed with S0(τ).
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Figure 3.2: Plot of S0(τ) (solid line) and S1(τ) (dashed line) obtained with param-
eter values defined in Table 3.1.
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Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units

γ 0.013 day−1 a 1.5 -

Amax 6 % βP 1.4 day−1

µA 0.08 day−1 ηk 3 ×106 cells/`

Amin 0.1 % δN 0.013 day−1

κ 0.009 day−1 µN 0.08 day−1

δL 0.013 day−1 τ 1.42 day

kt 0.52 day−1 ψ 1 -

kp 0.41 day−1 ζ 1.318 -

r 3.67 - t 200 day

Table 3.1: Parameter values taken from [27] or amended from the first model.

Using the parameters shown in Table 3.1, we get Figures B.1a and B.1b,

which can be found in Appendix B. With this choice of parameter values,

both transformed systems (3.46) and (3.48) have a tumour present equilibrium,

which is to be expected as with these parameters A1 ≥ 1
a
, and condition (3.18)

is satisfied, ensuring the existence of a tumour present equilibrium (Theorem

3.3.1).
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(a) Uniform distribution.
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(b) Exponential distribution.

Figure 3.3: Plot of system (3.46) and (3.48) with parameter values as in Table 3.1
and a = 1.

By choosing a = 1 neither conditions (3.28) nor (3.27) for the existence of

the tumour-present equilibrium is satisfied. This case can be seen in Figures

(3.3a) and (3.3b), where for both distributions the system solutions tend to-

wards the tumour free equilibrium E1. The stability of the tumour present

equilibrium is affected by τ , so we consider different τ values, τ = 0.01, 3, 10,

which are plotted in Figure 3.4.
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(a) Uniform distribution with τ = 0.01
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(b) Exponential distribution with τ =
0.01
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(c) Uniform distribution with τ = 3
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(d) Exponential distribution with τ = 3
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(e) Uniform distribution with τ = 10
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(f) Exponential distribution with τ = 10

Figure 3.4: Plots with different τ values illustrating the change in stability of the
tumour present equilibrium.

Decreasing τ (Figures 3.4a and 3.4b) does not affect the solutions of either

distribution. Increasing τ to 10 days introduces oscillatory behaviour to the

uniform distribution, as seen in Figure 3.4e, with increasing further to τ = 20

increasing the amplitude and wavelength of the oscillations, as seen by Figure
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Figure 3.5: A plot with the uniform distribution with τ = 20.

3.5. We note that while the L population appears to come close to zero, it is

still a population of 1.1× 104. In the case of the exponential distribution the

dynamics of the solutions does not change by increasing τ without modifying

other parameters.

Since analytically, in the case of exponential distributed delay, it was not

possible to get to any conclusion regarding the stability properties of the tu-

mour present equilibrium, we explored the parameter range numerically. We

ran 200 simulations, each time selecting parameter values at random from the

parameter ranges reported in Table 3.2. For each simulation, we recorded the

parameter values used in that simulation so that we were able to identify what

values gave interesting behaviour and replicate it.
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Parameter Range Units Parameter Range Units

γ [0, 0.1] day−1 δN [0, 0.1] day−1

Amax [3, 20] % µN [0, 0.1] day−1

µA [0, 0.1] day−1 r [3, 4.4] -

Amin [0.001, 1] % a [1, 2] -

κ [0.0001, 0.01] day−1 βP [0, 2] day−1

δL [0, 0.1] day−1 ηk [2, 12] ×106 cells/`

kt [0, 1] day−1 τ [0.01, 20] day

kp [0, 0.61] day−1 ψ [0.005, 1] -

ζ [0.052, 100.5] - t 500 day

Table 3.2: Parameter ranges used for searching for the exponential distributions
stability switch. A - means the parameter is unitless.

We should observe that the proposed parameter ranges far exceed the

ranges found in [27], and that the parameter combinations were chosen so

that they would satisfy the condition (3.8), which ensures the biological rel-

evance of the solutions. Using this method we were able to find simulations

that showed different oscillatory behaviour, which can be seen in Figure 3.6 ,

with the recorded parameter values shown in Table 3.3.
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Parameter 3.6a 3.6b Units Parameter 3.6a 3.6b Units

γ 0.0425 0.052 day−1 δN 0.0695 0.0051 day−1

Amax 4.2956 19.108 % µN 0.0246 0.0642 day−1

µA 0.0108 0.0021 day−1 r 4.3442 3.7421 -

Amin 0.9732 0.7297 % a 1.6336 1.5008 -

κ 0.003 0.0021 day−1 βP 1.4528 1.4765 day−1

δL 0.0645 0.0073 day−1 ηk 11.6966 4.7457 day−1

kt 0.2182 0.7580 day−1 τ 15.2528 4.7707 day

kp 0.2951 0.4192 day−1 ψ 0.055 0.115 -

ζ 0.0969 0.2723 - t 200 200 day

Table 3.3: Parameter values for the observed oscillatory behaviour in Figures 3.6a
and 3.6b. A - means the parameter is unitless.

Figure 3.6a shows that both L and N populations oscillate with similar

frequency (roughly 1 cycle every 23 days), but with L having a much larger

amplitude than N . The A concentration does also oscillate, but with a very

small amplitude (less than 0.02%).

Figure 3.6b shows oscillatory behaviour in L, with a larger frequency

(roughly one cycle every 8 days) but smaller amplitude than that seen in

Figure 3.6a, while A and N appear to have reached a stable point.

As we have varied all the parameters to produce Figure 3.6 isolating the

key parameters is very difficult, but comparing Table 3.1 and 3.3 shows that

the parameters that are similar for Figures 3.6a and 3.6b but different to the
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(a) Oscillatory behaviour in A,L and N .
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(b) Oscillatory behaviour in L.

Figure 3.6: Plots showing different oscillatory behaviour with the exponential dis-
tribution and parameter values in Table 3.3.

baseline parameters are γ, which is smaller in Table 3.1, and κ, which is much

larger in 3.1. These parameters regulate the production of androgen, either

from other endocrine glands or from N cells, further emphasising that the

androgen dynamics play a critical role in the survival of the PCa tumour.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter we made changes to the system proposed by Cerasuolo et al. [27]

and explored the dynamical properties of the new system (3.6) through analyt-

ical methods and numerical simulations in an effort to see if we could simplify

and improve the work done in the previous chapter. We showed analytically

the biological relevance of the system by finding conditions for the bounded-

ness and positivity of the solutions, as well as deriving the condition for the

existence of two equilibria. The stability properties of the tumour free equi-

librium E1 were fully explored through local stability analysis, and the delay

τ was found to be a bifurcation parameter when the kernel of the distributed

delay was modelled as a uniform distribution, with the critical bifurcation pa-
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rameter identified. Finally, numerical examples were produced to highlight the

different possible behaviours that can be obtained with different distributions.

The modifications introduced have significantly changed the behaviour of

the system, such as the reduction in possible equilibria from five to two, the

loss of a tumour free equilibrium with all zero components, and the existence of

a tumour free equilibrium whose stability properties depend on the non-delay

parameter values. With the introduction of Amax and the idea of androgen be-

ing produced from other endocrine glands, γ, these changes, with the reliance

on A1 for the stability of E1, suggest that in androgen-depleted conditions the

extinction of the PCa tumour is heavily dependent on the androgen dynamics

and, in particular, on the hormone chemistry outside of the prostate.

The stability of the tumour present equilibrium was found to be dependent

on the choice of the distribution function. In the case of a uniform distribution

(system (3.39)), with the local stability analysis we were able to show that the

delay τ is a bifurcation parameter, and the numerical simulations confirm this

and show that the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation as the delay τ increases.

Also, we observed that as τ increases the frequency of the oscillations decreases

and the amplitude increases, which indicates that the longer the LNCaP cells

take to fully mature, the more volatile the PCA tumour’s growth becomes.

The study of the system with exponential distribution (3.40) was very

involved and didn’t show any conclusive result. However, initial numerical

simulations showed that with the baseline parameters, from Table 3.1, with

the exponential distribution τ is not a bifurcation parameter for the stability

of the tumour present equilibrium. Exploring the parameter ranges further, we

were able to find examples of oscillatory behaviour with the exponential dis-
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tribution, with strong indication that γ and κ, together with τ could strongly

influence the system’s behaviour.

While the modifications to system (2.10) have made the mathematical anal-

ysis more efficient, and brought the behaviour and solutions in line with in vivo

conditions, the new system does have its limitations. While the introduction of

a logistical growth term for LNCaP cells and the contribution of inter-cellular

resource competition to the death rate for NE cells has brought a concept of

finite space to the system, it does not consider the spatial distribution of the

the cells and the effect this has on resource availability. Another limitation

is that while replacing β(L,A) (2.3), the introduction to proliferation rate

function, with F (A) and the logistic growth function has helped in the sim-

plification of the model, α(A) has remained unchanged, causing complications

in the analysis due to its transcendental nature.

In the next chapter we will focus our attention on the spatial distribution

of cancer cells by considering the cross-sectional growth of a tumour.



Chapter 4

PDE Model with Drug

Therapies

With the previous systems (2.10) and (3.6) we considered a PCa tumour re-

ceiving ADT. We showed that ADT is ineffective at preventing the tumour

from resurgent growth, which led us to consider alternative forms of treat-

ment. While ADT is effective for most PCa patients [71] at controlling PCa

tumours for between 15 and 18 months [27], clinical studies have shown that

most PCa tumours will begin to show signs of growth after this period [16],

becoming what is called castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) and giv-

ing the patient an average survival period of two to three years. There are

alternative methods of treatment that are currently provided for PCa in the

UK [75], including chemotherapy, steroid therapy and radiotherapy. We de-

cided to focus solely on the effectiveness of different chemotherapy regimes

and their impact upon PCa cellular differentiation, which gave rise to our

third research question:

137
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• Would modelling diffusion and drug therapies in a 2-dimensional lattice

with a system of PDEs give further insights into the dynamics of PCa

and finding optimal therapeutic strategies?

Cerasuolo et al. [26] developed a stochastic differential equation (SDE)

model that used the experimental evidence and collected data from the re-

sponse of TRAMP mice to enzalutamide both in vivo and in vitro to describe

the PCa tumour’s response and relapse to enzalutamide. As part of the study

in silico experiments showed that, under any length of treatment schedule,

CRPC cells become the dominant phenotype, suggesting that enzalutamide

resistant cells have a higher fitness than sensitivity cells, meaning they have a

higher efficiency to grow under oxygen and glucose deprived conditions. While

this model considers TRAMP mice, PCa in TRAMP mice mimics the devel-

opment of human PCa, as well as reacting and relapsing to ADT in a similar

manner that is observed in men [112].

While an SDE based model incorporates elements of probability that are

novel for this thesis, the lack of spatial distribution of cells has already been

highlighted as a limitation of our previous models. To incorporate this concept

would require using either a continuum model, a cellular automata (CA) or

a hybrid approach. While continuum models have been used extensively to

consider many different elements of tumour growth and treatment [44, 50, 87,

104], CA models are considered more efficient to use due to computational

ease and the ability to provide qualitative information without needing exact

parameter values [5, 6, 8, 21, 77]. However, as we are considering a multi-scale

model, as PCa cells and drug behaviours occur on different time scales, we
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will use a hybrid approach, where partial differential equations (PDEs) govern

the behaviour of the drugs and other chemicals, and a CA gives the rules for

the tumour cells. Hybrid approaches have been used to consider avascular

tumour growth [5], immune cell response [64], and radiotherapy in prostate

cancer [108]. The novelty of this model comes from considering the effects of

multiple drug therapies combined with the use of spatial distributions, and

the use of probability functions, informed by the previously developed SDE,

in the CA rules to govern the PCa tumour cells behaviour. We also continue

to use the idea of asymmetric cell division from our previous systems (2.10)

and (3.6) to represent spontaneous mutation development.

4.1 Model Formulation

For this model we consider a PCa tumour that has three populations of cell

phenotypes, one PCa tumour cell phenotype sensitive to enzalutamide, Si,

another resistant to it, Ri and the necrotic cells, N . We want to consider that

each PCa tumour cell phenotype will go through a proliferating (subscript p)

and a quiescent phase (subscript q) with different behaviour for each phase.

While the cells behaviour will be governed by the rules of the CA described

below, the micro-environment consisting of oxygen, glucose, hydrogen ions and

cancer drugs will be calculated using a system of PDEs. We no longer consider

androgen as a limiting factor on the growth of the PCa tumour, as we assume

that the tumour is not undergoing ADT.

This model simulates a two dimensional slice through a PCa tumour and

surrounding tissue, with a boundary region intended to simulate the local
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vasculature that delivers nutrients and the selected drugs into the region by

diffusion, and excretes waste products such as hydrogen ions. To do this we

consider a quadrilateral spatial domain Ω = [0, 10] × [0, 10], which has been

partitioned into a regular grid of 100× 100 points with step size h = 0.1, with

a boundary region occupying the outer most ring of points. Each inner point is

occupied by one of six cell types; Sp, Sq, Rp, Rq, N , and healthy prostate cells,

P , and are 20µm ×20µm in size. The healthy prostate cells are considered to

have little to no effect on the micro-environment when compared to the PCa

tumour cells, and are assumed to undergo apoptosis as the tumour grows,

allowing the tumour to expand unhindered.

4.1.1 Tumour Micro-Environment

The tumour micro-environment can be defined as the filled space around a cell

which only that cell interacts with. The chemicals considered in the model are

oxygen, O, glucose, G, and hydrogen ions, H, as they have a key role in the

cells’ growth either as nutrients or cell growth inhibitors. We assume that O,

G, and H behave as shown by Ibrahim-Hashim et al. [54] and Robertson-Tessi

et al. [92], with the corresponding parameter values dependent on the cell

type present in the grid point being calculated, where we assume that healthy

prostate cells and necrotic cells do not consume O or G, and do not produce

H.

In the supplemental information for [92] they consider that cells metabolise

oxygen and glucose to produce adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is the

primary source of energy for cellular behaviour, and that there are two mech-
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anisms for ATP production, the glycolytic pathway which is less efficient but

does not require oxygen, and the aerobic respiration pathway, which does re-

quire oxygen and is roughly eighteen times more efficient than the glycolytic

pathway. Under ideal conditions a cell will use the aerobic pathway exclu-

sively however if oxygen becomes scarce the cell will temporarily increase

usage of the glycolytic pathway in an attempt to shore up the decrease in

ATP production, and if oxygen becomes absent the glycolytic pathway is used

exclusively. A side effect of over usage of the glycolytic pathway is an acidifi-

cation of the extracellular pH, which is caused by the final by-product of the

glycolytic pathway, lactic acid, which is excreted into the micro-environment.

This can be detrimental to cell survival. However, some tumour cells show a

higher adaptability to acidic environments especially enzalutamide resistant

PCa cells, which perform much better (with higher fitness) in a more acidic

environment than enzalutamide sensitive PCa or healthy prostate cells [26].

When glucose is depleted, the cell must either use alternative sources of

energy or reduce its ATP requirements by becoming quiescent. As this model

does not consider other energy sources, the cells are assumed to become quies-

cent when ATP production drops below a threshold, and then undergo apop-

tosis if a minimal ATP need is not met.

To discuss the functions for the respective chemicals, Robertson-Tessi et al.

considered the important steps of metabolism which use several intermediate

chemicals not actively modelled, such as nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

(NAD+), its reduced form (NADH) and pyruvate (Pyr), which is the chem-

ical used in both the aerobic and anaerobic pathways.

Glycolysis, a series of reactions that uses glucose to produce ATP from
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ADP, can be summarised by:

G+ 2ADP + 2Pi + 2NAD+ → 2Pyr + 2ATP + 2NADH + 2H+ (4.1)

where Pi is a phosphate group, and generates 2 ATP molecules for each glucose

molecule anaerobically. The pyruvate that is produced can be metabolised in

one of two ways, depending on oxygen concentration. Under low oxygen con-

centrations the pyruvate is converted into lactate (Lac) to oxidise the NADH

molecule into NAD+ for reuse in the (4.1). If there is sufficient oxygen, then

the pyruvate is transported to the mitochondria, where it is used to feed the

aerobic pathway, which through the citric acid cycle and the oxidative phos-

phorylation pathway combined produces roughly 25 molecules of ATP. This

aerobic pathway, combined with the glycolysis, can be expressed by

G+ 5O2 + 29ADP + 29Pi → 29ATP + waste, (4.2)

where waste products such as CO2 are produced but ignored in the model.

When ATP is hydrolysed into ADP, the reaction results in a release of

energy and of H+, which can then be used to summarise the anaerobic pathway

as

G→ 2Lac+ 2H+ + energy. (4.3)

In the aerobic pathway, the hydrogen ions produced by ATP hydrolysis are

reused during the oxidative phosphorylation pathway, which means there is no

excess hydrogen ion excretion. This means that under anaerobic conditions

there will be an increase in hydrogen ion production.
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We assume that the ratio of NADH and its reduced form remain relatively

constant over long time periods, and that ATP and ADP are well regulated

under modelled conditions. The final assumption for the internal metabolism is

that pyruvate remains stable over time, as it is not exported from the cell. This

allows us to consider the temporal derivatives of these intermediate products

to be zero, and can thus assume that the cell is a closed system, except for

the inputs of oxygen and glucose and the excretion of hydrogen ions, for the

internal metabolism.

The diffusion and consumption of oxygen, O(x, t), was modelled using the

reaction-diffusion equation:

∂O(x, t)

∂t
= DO∇2O(x, t)− VO

O(x, t)

O(x, t) + kO
(4.4)

where DO is the diffusion co-efficient, VO is the maximum oxygen consump-

tion under ideal conditions and kO is the half-maximum consumption for the

Michaelis-Menten kinetics, with parameter values dependent on the cell type

present in the position x. Assuming that normal ATP demand is satisfied

when the oxygen concentration is high enough to ensure −VO O(x,t)
O(x,t)+kO

≈ −VO,

we assume that the target normal ATP production is given by

AO =
29VO

5
. (4.5)

Glucose consumption is driven to satisfy the normal ATP demand, and as
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such is given by:

G(x, t)

∂t
= DG∇2G(x, t)−

(
pGAO

2
−

27VO
O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO

10

)
G(x, t)

G(x, t) + kG
(4.6)

where DG is the diffusion coefficient, pG is the multiplier representing the

altered glucose metabolism of the tumour cells, and kG is the half-maximum

of the Michaelis-Menten kinetics, which was introduced to stop high glucose

consumption when the concentration was low. The fraction 27
10

is included to

recognise that from five oxygen molecules there are 27 ATP molecules produced

under ideal conditions, with the additional factor of a half included to reflect

that each glucose molecule is guaranteed to produce a minimum of two ATP

molecules [92]. As with glucose, the parameter values are dependent on the

cell type present in the position x.

Hydrogen regulation considers a proportional relationship between anaero-

bic glucose consumption and the extracellular concentration of hydrogen, and

is given by:

∂H(x, t)

∂t
= DH∇2H(x, t) + kH

(
29(pGVO − VO O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO
)

5

)
(4.7)

where DH is the diffusion co-efficient, pG is the altered glucose metabolism

multiplier seen in many tumour cells, and kH accounts for proton buffering

caused by sodium bicarbonate and other systemic buffers. When the oxy-

gen concentration is sufficient to allow maximum aerobic respiration the net

hydrogen production is zero, while when there is no aerobic respiration the

hydrogen production rate will be roughly twice the glucose consumption. As
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we consider pG > 1 for the PCa cells, there will always be some hydrogen

production, regardless of oxygen consumption.

Finally we consider the actual ATP production, which is determined by

the nutrient consumption rates, and is given by

A(O(x, t), G(x, t)) =

2

pGAO
2
−

27VO
O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO

10

 G(x, t)

G(x, t) + kG
+

27VO
O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO

5

 ,

(4.8)

and is used to determine if cells switch between the proliferating and quiescent

phase, and whether apoptosis occurs.

The drugs introduced in the therapies of this model are enzalutamide Ez,

cabazitaxel Cb and everolimus Ev. Enzalutamide is a non-steroidal androgen

receptor inhibitor that has been approved for the treatment of CRPC [28],

although PCa tumour progression is eventually seen in patients, and PCa re-

sistance to enzalutamide has also been noted. At this time, the mechanism

that governs this resistance has not been discovered [29]. Cabazitaxel is a next

generation taxane, a type of drug widely used for chemotherapy, that works

by impairing the natural dynamics of microtubules, which provide shape and

structure to eukaryotic cells, leading to mitotic block and apoptosis [59]. It

has been approved for treatment when PCa progression has occurred during

treatment with docetaxel [78], although it has been used alone in clinical tri-

als [32]. Everolimus is an mTOR inhibitor, where mTOR is the pathway that

regulates all major cellular processes such as cell growth, proliferation and pro-

tein synthesis, and is involved in several clinical trials evaluating combinations

of drugs as potential therapeutic strategies [115].
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The PDEs for the drugs can be written as:

∂Ez(x, t)

∂t
= DEz∇2Ez(x, t),

∂Cb(x, t)

∂t
= DCb∇2Cb(x, t),

∂Ev(x, t)

∂t
= DEv∇2Ev(x, t),

(4.9)

where Di for i = Ez, Cb, Ev are the constant diffusion terms for the respective

drugs, and as such we assume that the drugs are unhindered by the type of cell

they are diffusing around. We also assume that the drugs are only effective

against proliferating cells, due to their increased activity and uptake rate over

quiescent cells. Finally, the degradation of the drugs is assumed to occur in

the vasculature between doses, rather than in the tissue level, and as such the

degradation term is included in the boundary condition. From this we consider

the micro-environment to be governed by the following system of PDEs:
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∂O(x, t)

∂t
= DO∇2O(x, t)− VO O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO
,

G(x, t)

∂t
= DG∇2G(x, t)−

(
pGAO

2
−

27VO
O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO

10

)
G(x,t)

G(x,t)+kG
,

∂H(x, t)

∂t
= DH∇2H(x, t) + kH

(
29
(
pGVO−VO O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO

)
5

)
,

∂Ez(x, t)

∂t
= DEz∇2Ez(x, t),

∂Cb(x, t)

∂t
= DCb∇2Cb(x, t),

∂Ev(x, t)

∂t
= DEv∇2Ev(x, t),

(4.10)

with parameter values dependent on the present cell type. All of the

micro-environment equations are assumed to have Dirchlet boundary

conditions:

BO = 0.012 mMol/`, BG = 0.05 mMol/`, BH = 7.4 pH,

BEz = fEz(t), BCb = fCb(t), BEv = fEv(t),

with fEz, fCb and FEv are defined in (4.27),(4.28) and (4.29) respectively,

which are found in Section 4.2.

4.1.2 Cellular Automata Rules for the Hybrid Model

In this section we describe the CA rules for the PCa tumour cells Sp, Sq, Rp and

Rq. Healthy tumour cells and necrotic cells are assumed to remain unaffected
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throughout the simulation, and as such do not have CA rules assigned to them.

For all rules we use x to denote the grid location for referencing the correct

concentration of O, G and H, and that all functions described are probability

distribution functions, where the probability generated is compared with the

probability of a randomly generated number using a uniform distribution.

If the former is larger than the latter, the behaviour addressed by the rule

occurs [64].

Each CA iteration represents a single day, with each grid point being as-

sessed once per iteration. Tumour cells follow the following rules in order,

only moving on to the next rule if the checked behaviour does not happen, as

illustrated in Figure 4.1. Parameter values can be found in Table 4.1, which

are used in Figures 4.11 - 4.6. All the probabilities that refer to drug induced

death are based on experiments and models developed in [26].

Necrosis Necrosis is unplanned cell death that happens when the oxygen concen-

tration becomes lower than a threshold, denoted by ON . In the model

it occurs with probability

Pnecro =
1

1 + e−kN (ON−O(x,t))
. (4.11)

Here kN is the stiffness of the observed curve, with a larger kN giv-

ing a sharper transition at the threshold [64], and the PCa tumour cell

becomes a N cell.
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Figure 4.1: A flowchart of the life cycle of a PCa cell using the CA rules.

Figure 4.2: Probability of necrosis.
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Apoptosis Programmed cell death, apoptosis, occurs naturally when ATP total

production, A(x, t), fails to reach a minimum threshold, ATPd. Here we

assume it occurs with probability

Papop =
1

1 + e−ka(ATPd−A(x,t))
, (4.12)

with ka as the stiffness of the curve [64].

Figure 4.3: Probability of apoptosis.

Drug Death As the drugs affect the sensitive and resistant phenotypes of the cells

differently, we consider different functions for each phenotype, using a

proportional rate if the cell is sensitive to the drug, and a Michaelis-

Menten function if it is resistant. For therapies where we administer

multiple drugs, we compare each probability generated against a ran-

domly generated number, and the cell dies if any of the probabilities

are greater than the random number. As stated before, we assume that

the chemotherapy drugs only interact with the proliferating cells, due to

their increased activity and uptake rate compared to the quiescent cells.

For Sp enzalutamide is more effective than cabazitaxel [26], and as such
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we consider the following probabilities

PS−Enza = min [δEzEz(x, t), 1] ,

PS−Caba =
δCbCb(x, t)

kCb + Cb(x, t)
,

(4.13)

where δEz and δCb are the mortality rates, and kCb is the half-maximum

coefficients for cabazitaxel.

Unlike above, for Rp cabazitaxel is more effective than enzalutamide [26],

and so we use the following probabilities:

PR−Enza =
λEzEz(x, t)

kEz + Ez(x, t)
,

PR−Caba = min [λCbCb(x, t), 1] ,

(4.14)

where λEz and λCb are the mortality rates, and kEz is the half-maximum

coefficients for enzalutamide.

(a) Probability of drug death due
to cabazitaxel.

(b) Probability of drug death due
to enzalutamide.

Figure 4.4: Drug death probabilities, where the blue line is Sp and the yellow line
is Rp.
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As for everolimus, there are still ongoing clinical trials and its effective-

ness against CRPC cells is largely unknown. While we assume that it

is more effective against Rp cells, we cannot assume it has the linear

death rate we have considered for cabazitaxel. Therefore for both cell

phenotypes we consider a Michaelis-Menten dynamic, represented by

PS−Evero =
δEvEv(x, t)

kEvS + Ev(x, t)
,

PR−Evero =
λEvEv(x, t)

kEvR + Ev(x, t)
,

(4.15)

where δEv and λEv are the mortality rates, and kEvS and kEvR are the

respective half-maximum coefficients.

Figure 4.5: Probability of drug death due to everolimus for Sp (blue line) and Rp
(yellow line).

Remark 4.1.1. It is important to observe that even if a cell population

is resistant to a drug, it will still show some degree of sensitivity to that

drug.

Phase Switch As cells can switch between the proliferating and quiescent phases based

on their ATP total production, we consider the probability that a cell
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will become quiescent to be defined by

PQ =
1

1 + e−kq(ATPq−A(x,t))
, (4.16)

where ATPq is the ATP production threshold for cells to remain pro-

liferating. As PCa cells are either proliferating or quiescent we assume

that the probability of becoming proliferating and the probability of be-

coming quiescent sum to one, and therefore we can take the probability

of becoming proliferating to be

PP = 1− PQ. (4.17)

Proliferation Proliferation is only considered for cells that did not undergo a phase

switch within the current CA iteration. For the Sp and Rp cells to

proliferate there must be a free neighbouring grid point in any of the

four cardinal directions, and if this is met it occurs with probability

PY−Prolif = min

[
KY p1Y

(
O(x, t)

p2 +O(x, t)

)(
G(x, t)

p3 +G(x, t)

)(
1

H(x, t)

)ng
, 1

]
,

Y = R,S.

(4.18)

This is based on the proliferation function first introduced by Casciari

et al. [24], where KY is the maximum proliferation rate for the specific

phenotype, p1Y is the fitness coefficient that determines how well cells

are able to cope with an hostile environment, p2 and p3 are the half-

maximum constants for the Michaelis-Menten kinetics for oxygen and
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glucose respectively, and ng < 1 is a limiting factor on the impact of

hydrogen.

If a cell proliferates then one of its daughter cells occupies one of the free

neighbouring grid points, chosen at random, and the cell in the original

grid point is checked to see if the enzalutamide concentration has caused

it to change its resistance phenotype, which was modelled following the

approach by Portz et al. [84].

For Sp cells this occurs with probability

PResis =
E(x, t)

a1 + E(x, t)
, (4.19)

and for Rp cells this occurs with probability

PSensi =
a2

a2 + E(x, t)
.

Figure 4.6: Probability of differentiation from Sp to Rp (blue line) and differentia-
tion from Rp to Sp (yellow line).

For Sp cells, this daughter cell is checked to see if it has undergone a ran-
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dom mutation to the resistant phenotype, which occurs with probability

kp. We do not consider the reverse mutation possible for this model.

If a cell fails to proliferate, either due to no free neighbours or due to

unfavourable conditions, the cell instead undergoes a phase switch and

becomes quiescent.
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Param Value Units Ref Param Value Units Ref

DO 1820 µm2/s [92] kN 5× 104 `/mMol ∗

DG 500 µm2/s [92] ka 2× 1014 `/mMol ∗

DH 1080 µm2/s [92] ATPq 0.5× 10−13 mMol/` ∗

VOS 0.0288 mMol/`/s [26] ATPd 0.2× 10−13 mMol/` ∗

VOR 0.0216 mMol/`/s [26] kq 2× 1014 `/mMol ∗

kO 0.005 mMol/` [92] kp 0.0002 day−1 [27]

kG 0.04 mMol/` [92] KS 1.15 - [26]

kH 2.5× 10−4 - [92] KR 0.907 - [26]

DEz 800 µm2/s [43] p1S 0.0146 - [26]

DCb 800 µm2/s [43] p1R 0.02 - [26]

DEv 800 µm2/s [43] p2 7.29× 10−3 mMol/` [24]

ηEz 0.17 day−1 [26] p3 1.76× 10−2 mMol/` [24]

ηCb 0.25 day−1 [26] ng 0.4566 - [24]

ηEv 0.8 day−1 [26] ON 0.001 mMol/` ∗

δEz 7.455 day−1 [26] a1 0.0017 mMol/` [26]

δCb 0.753 day−1 [26] a2 0.008 mMol/` [26]

δEv 0.168 day−1 [26] kEz 0.0563 mMol/` [26]

λEz 0.308 day−1 [26] kCb 0.753 mMol/` [26]

λCb 0.635 day−1 [26] pGS 1.3 - [26]

kEvS 0.0504 mMol/` [26] kEvR 0.1014 mMol/` [26]

λEv 0.454 day−1 [26] pGR 4 - [26]

Table 4.1: Parameters for the simulations of the model, where references marked
by ∗ are model specific parameters and units marked by - are unitless.
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4.1.3 Therapies

In this section we show the simulations of different therapies that consider

either a single drug or a pair, and with varying durations of treatment. All

therapies assume that the drugs enter the tumour from the vasculature bound-

ary region, and diffuse through the surrounding tissue without affecting the

healthy cells. In each therapy, the simulation is run for 7 weeks before the

drugs are added to simulate the time required for the tumour to be discovered

and the treatments to begin.

As previously stated, we wish to consider the effectiveness of the drugs

singularly, and with enzalutamide in combination with either cabazitaxel or

everolimus. For the single drug therapies, the drugs are administered over a

12, 18 and 52 week period. The combinations are administered over the same

periods, but in two different ways which we refer to as “Then” and “Alternate”.

For “Then” enzalutamide is given by itself for the first half of the time period,

with the other drug being administered over the second half. With “Alternate”

the drugs are administered alternately. For the cabazitaxel pair this means

that enzalutamide is given for a week, and the next week cabazitaxel is given

during the middle of the week. For everolimus the drugs are administered on

alternate days, starting with enzalutamide. This method is done to avoid any

toxic or pharmacokinetic interactions that could occur between the drugs [14].

4.2 Simulation Process of the Hybrid Model

The model that we are considering in this section is a multi-scale system with

drug diffusion, where each time step of the simulation begins with solving the
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micro-environment PDEs. Because the disparity between the time scales of the

micro-environment and the CA is very large, the change in cells can be consid-

ered as adiabatic perturbations for the micro-environments. For this reason,

following the ideas as used by Patel et al. [79], the PDEs can be solved as ellip-

tic boundary-value equations on a coarse time-scale rather than as parabolic

diffusion equations explicit in time. This method does greatly increase the

simulation efficiency, but can introduce discrepancies in the simulation as all

cells react to changes in the micro-environment simultaneously. To avoid that,

the CA is advanced in a series of random subsets of CA elements. This means

that only a fraction, f < 1, of the CA elements is updated at a time, and

after each fraction is updated the PDEs are solved again to determine the

response of the micro-environment. This process is repeated until all of the

CA elements have been updated, i.e. 1/f times. Patel et al. [79] found that

there was no qualitative difference in the CA as long as f < 0.2. Therefore,

for all simulations we considered f = 0.1.

To determine the cells updated during each subset, we considered a column

vector of length 1002, that is the area of the grid, with each entry containing

its subscript as the element. Using MATLAB’s randperm command [68], the

entries of this vector were randomly redistributed at the start of each time

step. Then for each subset the grid indices for the cells to be updated where

calculated as follows:

i = b (V (1+(k−1)∗l)−1)
100

c+ 1,

j = (V (1 + (k − 1) ∗ l)− 1) mod 100 + 1,
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where k ∈ [1, 10] is the current subset and l ∈ [1, 1000] is the current cell

being updated. This method allowed us to randomly select cells to update

without repetition, and as the subsets are chosen randomly at each time step,

this prevents all cells from being updated simultaneously or in a left-to-right,

top-to-bottom manner. Given that, and that we have assumed that healthy

prostate cells and necrotic cells do not consume or produce O, G and H, the

micro-environment system (4.10) is different depending on the cell present

at x. As such, the micro-environment system (4.10) for Sp, Sq, Rp and Rq

becomes

DH∇2H = −kH
(

29
(
pGVO−VO O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO

)
5

)
,

DO∇2O = VO
O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO
,

DG∇2G =

(
pGAO

2
−

27VO
O(x,t)

O(x,t)+kO

10

)
G(x,t)

G(x,t)+kG
,

DC∇2C = 0,

(4.20)

where C = EZ , Cb, Ev, and for healthy prostate and necrotic cells they are

DC∇2C = 0, (4.21)

where C = H, O, G, Ez, Cb, Ev.

To avoid conflicts for space during proliferation, cells look at space avail-

ability with the current cell distribution as well as any sites that have already

been updated by previous subsets. This allows space created by apoptosis or

drug deaths to be used immediately, as well as preventing two cells proliferat-

ing into a shared neighbour.
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To perform the numerical simulations we used MATLAB 2019a. We con-

sider a square grid, and discretised the Laplacian operator as

∇2 =
wi−1,j + wi+1,j + wi,j−1 + wi,j+1 − 4wi,j

h2
, (4.22)

where wij is the position in the grid, and h is the distance between grid points

[97]. To easily solve this finite difference problem, the grid was relabelled from

a double subscript indexing into a linear format, which is done as follows

vi+(j−i)m = wij, (4.23)

where m is the length of the side of the grid, and i + (j − i)m is the linear

location on the grid. To solve the linearized equations (4.20) and (4.21), we

can use Av = b, where A is the matrix form of the diffusion, and b is the

vector containing the functions on the right hand side of the equation and

the boundary conditions. By definition, Ap,q is the qth coefficient of the pth

equation of Av = b, which means that A represents the Laplacian operator,
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and as such using (4.22) and (4.23) A is governed by

Ai+(j−1)m,i+(j−1)m = −4
h2 ,

Ai+(j−1)m,i+1+(j−1)m = 1
h2 ,

Ai+(j−1)m,i−1+(j−1)m = 1
h2 ,

Ai+(j−1)m,i+jm = 1
h2 ,

Ai+(j−1)m,i−1+(j−2)m = 1
h2 .

(4.24)

While this satisfies the internal points of the grid, the boundary conditions

require formulation as well. As the boundary conditions are assumed to be of

the Dirchlet type and constant, the corresponding entries in A and b are set to

1 and the boundary condition respectively to ensure the boundary conditions

remain constant. Any remaining entries are zero. With this construction v

can now be solved, providing the micro-environment for the next subset to

interact with.

Enzalutamide is given intravenously in a small dose daily such that the

effective concentration in the vasculature fluctuates so minutely as to be con-

sidered constant, which the model readily assumes. Cabazitaxel is given in a

much larger dose once every fortnight, and everolimus is given once every two

days.

In TRAMP mice enzalutamide is given orally in a small dose daily such

that the effective concentration in the vasculature fluctuates so minutely as

to be considered constant, which the model readily assumes. Cabazitaxel
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is administered by intraperitoneal injection, that is direct injection into the

body cavity, in a much larger dose once every fortnight, and everolimus is

taken orally once every two days. As the drugs do not immediately leave

the vasculature when the doses stop, we assume that the drug degradation

occurs in the vasculature. Therefore the change in drug concentration in the

vasculature is given by

Ḋ = −ηDD(t), (4.25)

which can be solved to give

D = D(0)e−ηDt, (4.26)

and therefore we consider an exponential term for the degradation rate in the

boundary conditions of the drugs.

To reflect the dose and timings of each drugs, we consider the boundary

condition for each drug to be a function of time. In the first seven weeks

of tumour growth the initial boundary conditions will be zero, as we assume

that no treatment is given before the tumour is “visible”. The enzalutamide

boundary function fEz(t) is given by

fEz(t) =


Ezbc if t ∈ [ti, tj],

Ezbce
−ηEz(t−tj) if t > tj,

(4.27)

where Ezbc is the administered dose over a day, ηEv is the degradation rate, ti

are the start times for giving the doses of enzalutamide, tj are the stop times

for finishing the course of dosages, i < j and i, j ∈ J, where J is the set of
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start and stop dates of the given therapy.

The cabazitaxel boundary condition is given by

BCCb(t) =


Cbbc if t = tiCb,

Cbbce
−µCb(t−tiCb) if tiCb < t < ti+1

Cb ,

(4.28)

where Cbbc is the administered dose over a day, ηCb is the degradation rate

and tiCb is a start date, with i ∈ I, where I is the set of starting days for the

selected therapy. Similarly, the everolimus boundary condition is

BCEv(t) =


Evbc if t = tiEv,

Evbce
−µEv(t−tiEv) if tiEv < t < ti+1

Ev ,

(4.29)

where Evbc is the administered dose over a day, ηEv is the degradation rate,

tiEv is a start date with i ∈ I, where I is the set of starting days for the selected

therapy.

4.3 Simulation Results

The following simulations were carried out on a 100 by 100 grid, a discretisa-

tion of the square [0, 10] × [0, 10] with a space step of h = 0.1. To allow each

square of grid to approximately be the same area as a tumour cell, h is also

considered to be roughly 20µm [92]. We assume that PCa tumour cells cannot

proliferate into the boundary region, and that oxygen, glucose and hydrogen

have Dirchlet boundary conditions of 0.012 mMol/`, 0.05 mMol/` and 7.4 pH,
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which is the neutral pH level, respectively. The drug boundary conditions are

as described above in section 4.2 with the initial dose for each drug equal to

Ezbc = 0.02mMol/`, Cbbc = 1.9mMol/` and Evbc = 0.11mMol/` respectively.

Initially a small cluster of Sp cells are centred around (5,5), with the starting

oxygen, glucose and hydrogen concentration being the respective initial condi-

tion throughout the domain. The simulation is run for each therapy, and the

parameter values taken for all simulations are in Table 4.1. For each simulation

the final cell distribution is illustrated, as well as the total populations of the

sensitive and resistant phenotypes over time. For the 18 week therapies there

is also a comparison of the PCa cell coverage as a percentage of pathological

area against data from Cerasuolo et al. [26]. We also consider the unrestricted

growth of the PCa tumour without treatment, to use as a benchmark for com-

parison with our therapies. For completeness, all Figures for simulations not

discussed in detail can be found in Appendix B.

As we have used stochastic elements throughout the CA, there will be

variation between multiple simulations of the same therapy, with each simula-

tion having slight differences in tumour shape, coverage and cell phenotypes.

Each therapy has been run multiple times (at least three times each), and

the following simulations are typical examples of the system undergoing each

therapy.

4.3.1 12 Week Therapies

Since TRAMP mice start developing PCa tumours around week five or six of

their lives, and that by week 12 the tumours are visible, we assume for these
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simulations that they begin at week five of the TRAMP mice life cycle.

In Figure 4.7, we can see the dynamics of untreated prostate cells in

TRAMP mice, with a necrotic core forming at the centre of the PCa tu-

mour. We also note the irregular shape of the tumour growth at week 18 of

the TRAMP mice life cycle (91 days of the simulation), and that continued

growth creates four zones completely encircled by the PCa tumour.
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Figure 4.7: Untreated PCa simulations over 133 days, at (a) 49 days, (b) 91 days
and (c) 133 days.

Introducing enzalutamide causes the majority of the cell population to

differentiate to the resistant phenotype, as seen in Figure 4.8. We also note

that the majority of the cells inhabit the regions closest to the vasculature,
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though at 12 weeks of therapy it has yet to reach the corners of the grid.

Small clusters of cells (between one and five cells together) can be observed

in the centre of the grid at the 6 week and 12 week points, though the risk

of metastasis is limited by the density of cells between the clusters and the

vasculature.
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Figure 4.8: Enzalutamide only, at (a) therapy start, (b) 6 weeks of therapy and (c)
12 weeks of therapy.

In contrast, cabazitaxel has a more pronounced effect on the distribution

of the PCa cells, with it forming into five large clusters by 12 weeks, with a

minimal presence on the edge of the vasculature, as seen in Figure 4.9. We

note that this has resulted in fewer small clusters of cells, with a few visible
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close to the large regions at week 12.
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Figure 4.9: Cabazitaxel only, at (a) therapy start, (b) 6 weeks of therapy and (c)
12 weeks of therapy.

Figure 4.10 shows the effect of everolimus on the PCa tumour, with a

final cell distribution similar to that of the enzalutamide therapy, though, as

expected, little to no differentiation has occurred. We note that the PCa cells

cover a larger region near the vasculature at 12 weeks than in Figure 4.8 (c),

suggesting that everolimus is less effective at delaying the growth of the PCa

tumour.
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Figure 4.10: Everolimus only, at (a) therapy start, (b) 6 weeks of therapy and (c)
12 weeks of therapy.

Comparing the single drug therapies, cabazitaxel only seems to be the

most effective over 12 weeks, resulting in a much curtailed cell distribution in

comparison to the other two, as well as a lower total cell population. However,

Figure 4.11 (b), (c) and (d) show that for each therapy the total cell population

is steadily increasing, though at a much slower rate for cabazitaxel than the

others, which suggests that these therapies won’t be effective in the long run.

We can also see that for the enzalutamide only therapy there is always a

small population of sensitive cells that survives, Figure 4.11 (b). This is most

likely caused by resistant cells switching to sensitive cells at a sufficient rate
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to replace those lost to drug death and apoptosis.
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(b) Enzalutamide only.
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(c) Cabazitaxel only.
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(d) Everolimus only.

Figure 4.11: The cell populations of the PCa phenotypes undergoing the single
drug 12 week therapies, where the blue line is the sensitive phenotype and the red
line is the resistant phenotype.

For the “Then” therapies we expect to see similar behaviour after six weeks

of therapy as we do for the enzalutamide only therapy, as for the first six weeks

all of these therapies have enzalutamide only being given.

Figure 4.12 (c) shows that at the end of the “Then” cabazitaxel 12 week

therapy that the cells have survived in the areas very close to the vasculature,

though with a greatly decreased population in comparison to the enzalutamide

only therapy. We note that the sensitive phenotype is dominant in the cell

population, which is to be expected in an enzalutamide deficient environment

and with the effectiveness of cabazitaxel at eliminating the resistant phenotype,
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as seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.4a respectively.
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Figure 4.12: “Then” cabazitaxel 12 week therapy, at (a) therapy start, (b) 6 weeks
of therapy and (c) 12 weeks of therapy.

In comparison, the “Then” everolimus 12 week therapy presents a cell

distribution similar in shape and size to that of enzalutamide only at 12 weeks,

as seen in Figure 4.13 (c). The major difference is that there is a percentage

of the cell population that is the resistant phenotype, which highlights the

relative ineffectiveness of everolimus at eliminating the resistant cells.
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Figure 4.13: “Then” everolimus 12 week therapy, at (a) therapy start, (b) 6 weeks
of therapy and (c) 12 weeks of therapy.

While most of the therapies result in large regions of PCa tumour cells, the

“Alternate” cabazitaxel therapy only has very small clusters of PCa tumour

cells, as seen in Figure 4.14 (b) and (c). While this is a good indicator that this

therapy could result in a tumour free state, these clusters are small enough to

be able to enter the vasculature and begin growing in other organs, which is

known as metastasis, leading to serious complications.
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Figure 4.14: “Alternate” cabazitaxel 12 week therapy, at (a) therapy start, (b) 6
weeks of therapy and (c) 12 weeks of therapy.

The “Alternate” everolimus therapy is far more effective than the “Then”

everolimus therapy, with the cell distribution heavily curtailed and the sensi-

tive phenotype almost non-existent. As we can see in Figure 4.15 the remain-

ing cells are predominantly in five large regions, with only two reaching the

vasculature, with a few small clusters close to these regions.
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Figure 4.15: ‘Alternate” everolimus 12 week therapy, at (a) therapy start, (b) 6
weeks of therapy and (c) 12 weeks of therapy.

We note that all of our therapies stop the formation of a necrotic core, and

for all but the cabazitaxel only therapy, Figure 4.9, the centre of the grid is

empty. As the boundary region represents the vasculature and provides the

nutrients to the region, it is unsurprising that the PCa tumour cells survive

and move towards the areas closest to it. While the drugs are also introduced

from the boundaries, their micro-environment equations in (4.20) and (4.21)

have harmonic solutions, making a cell’s distance from the boundary not a

factor in their survival from drug death.

Figure 4.16 shows that the “Alternate” therapies and the “Then” cabaz-
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itaxel therapy are more effective than the single drug therapies at reducing

the total cell population. While the cabazitaxel combination therapies have a

lower final cell population than the “Then” everolimus therapy, the cell pop-

ulation oscillates around the doses, while the “Then” everolimus therapy is

more uniform.
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(a) “Then” cabazitaxel.
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(b) “Then” everolimus.
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(c) “Alternate” cabazitaxel.
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(d) “Alternate” everolimus.

Figure 4.16: The cell populations of the PCa phenotypes undergoing the 12 week
drug-combination therapies, where the blue line is the sensitive phenotype and the
red line is the resistant phenotype.

4.3.2 18 Week Therapies

As with the 12 week therapies, the untreated PCa tumour cells develop a

necrotic core, the radius of which increases slightly over the last six weeks of

the simulation. We also note that the four regions that are enveloped by the
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tumour become smaller with the additional six weeks of growth, though the

difference is most pronounced on the upper right area, as seen in Figure 4.17.

As before, the introduction of any of the therapies prevents the necrotic core

from forming.
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Figure 4.17: Untreated PCa simulations at 175 days.

Increasing the duration of the single drug therapies causes the cell pop-

ulations to plateau for enzalutamide and everolimus, as seen in Figures 4.18

(b) and (d), suggesting that the effectiveness of the drugs at stopping the tu-

mour growth is limited, and that the micro-environment conditions become

the limiting factor.
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(b) Enzalutamide only.
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(c) Cabazitaxel only.
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(d) Everolimus only.

Figure 4.18: The cell populations of the PCa phenotypes undergoing the 18 week
single-drug therapies, where the blue line is the sensitive phenotype and the red line
is the resistant phenotype.

We note that the “Then” everolimus therapy has a much reduced resistant

cell population, and that the cell distribution has a similar shape to that of the

everolimus only therapy, Figure 4.19a and 4.19b respectively. This suggests

that the effectiveness of the “Then” everolimus therapy is limited the longer

it is used.
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(a) Everolimus only.
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(b) “Then” everolimus 18 week therapy.

Figure 4.19: Final cell distributions after 18 weeks of therapy.

From Figure 4.20 we see that the “Alternate” cabazitaxel therapy has only

small clusters of PCa tumour cells after the additional six weeks of therapy,

though the effective rate of cell death slows down over the last six weeks of

therapy, as seen in Figure 4.21 (c). This suggests that the risk of metastasis

is present for both the 12 and 18 week therapies.
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Figure 4.20: “Alternate” cabazitaxel therapy at 18 weeks.

The other combination therapies are more effective than the single drug

therapies, but, as seen in Figure 4.21, “Then” cabazitaxel and “Alternate”
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everolimus both indicate an increase in cell population over the respective 12

week therapies, though not as pronounced as the single drug therapies.
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(a) “Then” cabazitaxel.
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(b) “Then” everolimus.
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(c) “Alternate” cabazitaxel.
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(d) “Alterante” everolimus.

Figure 4.21: The cell populations of the PCa phenotypes undergoing the 18 week
drug-combination therapies, where the blue line is the sensitive phenotype and the
red line is the resistant phenotype.

To determine the accuracy of our simulations, we first derive the PCa

tumour cell coverage over the 18 week therapies to compare it against the

data from TRAMP mice in [26]. As we can see in Figure 4.22, our simulations

fall within the natural variation observed in living organisms. These graphs

allow us to be confident that our simulations are reasonable approximations

of the tumours behaviour, and as such our year long therapies can provide

reasonable predictions of long term behaviour.
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(a) Cell coverage percentage for un-
treated PCa simulation.
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(b) Cell coverage percentage for enza-
lutamide only therapy.
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(c) Cell coverage percentage for
cabazitaxel only therapy.
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(d) Cell coverage percentage for “Al-
ternate” cabazitaxel therapy.

Figure 4.22: Cell coverage percentage for different therapies against data from [26].
In each graph the circles are the data points, and the black lines are the simulations.

4.3.3 Year Long Therapies

For the year long therapies we note that the “Alternate” cabazitaxel therapy

produces a tumour free state, as shown in Figure 4.23a. This simulation has

been repeated multiple times, and every one has resulted in a tumour free

state. From Figure 4.23b we see that this simulation reached the tumour free

state after 276 days of the therapy.
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(a) Cell distribution after year of therapy.
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(b) Populations over time.

Figure 4.23: “Alternate” cabazitaxel year long therapy, and in (b) the blue line is
the sensitive phenotype and the red line is the resistant phenotype.

Unfortunately the other therapies do not produce such a result, with all

of them either maintaining the conditions reached already with the 18 week

therapies, or resulting in worse conditions in the case of the “Then” cabazitaxel

and “Alternate” everolimus therapies, Figures 4.24a and 4.24b respectively.
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(a) “Then” cabazitaxel therapy.
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(b) “Alternate” everolimus therapy.

Figure 4.24: Final cell distributions after a year of therapy.
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4.4 Discussion

In this chapter we proposed a novel hybrid CA to simulate and investigate

the effectiveness of various chemotherapy drugs. Our assumption that the pa-

tient was not undergoing ADT led to an expanded micro-environment, which

in turn made us consider several factors for the survival of the PCa tumour

cells. We also assumed that the differentiation of the PCa tumour cells was

motivated by the concentration of the first chemotherapy drug we considered,

enzalutamide, and by random mutation. This differentiation would be to a

phenotype resistant to enzalutamide, but that was more vulnerable to other

chemotherapy drugs. Another key factor in our model was the use of probabil-

ity functions in the CA rules, which helped convey some of the differences seen

between individual tumours. Through numerical simulations we showed some

of the possible prognoses of our therapies, having considered single drug use,

alternate doses of pairs of drugs and enzalutamide only followed by another

drug for a given period. These simulations also considered several different

time frames, so we could consider the effectiveness of both short term and

long term treatment plans.

From the short term simulations (12 to 18 week therapies) we can see that

cabazitaxel is the most effective of the single drug therapies, resulting in a lower

total cell population, even though it oscillates with the two weeks between

doses. Both enzalutamide and everolimus result in larger cell populations, but

the population is less volatile. Most of the combination therapies are more

effective than the single drug therapies, with only “Then” everolimus 18 week

therapy (Figure 4.19b) having a larger PCa tumour cell population than the
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cabazitaxel only therapy (Figure B.3), while the “Alternate” cabazitaxel 18

week therapy resulting in a steadily decreasing PCa cell population that leads

almost to extinction in the simulation as shown in Figure 4.20.

The year long therapies show that for most of our considered therapies

that long term use is less effective than the short term indicates, and either

the treatment maintains the condition shown under the 18 week therapy, or

the PCa tumour cells continue to grow. The only exception is the “Alternate”

cabazitaxel therapy, which shows a tumour free state before the end of the year

long therapy, as seen in Figure 4.23a. While these results are encouraging, the

cell distributions of the “Alternate” cabazitaxel 12 week and 18 week therapies,

Figures 4.14 and 4.20 respectively, show very small clusters of PCa tumour

cells. These clusters are small enough to allow metastasis to occur. Therefore

while this therapy is encouraging in the long term, care must be taken that

short term issues do not arise. As each treatment has different quality of

life concerns for the patients, we conclude that the enzalutamide cabazitaxel

alternate therapy could be used as a long term strategy for combating PCa,

and that further research and clinical studies must be considered to counter

possible metastasis.

We were able to compare the 18 week therapy simulations against the

TRAMP mice data from [26], which allowed us to consider the accuracy of

our simulations, all of which were well within the natural variations expected

in vivo. We believe this means that our simulations are a good approximation

for the PCa tumour behaviour, and that our year long therapies are solid

predictions.

The model provides several avenues for further study. We have assumed
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that the healthy prostate cells have minimal impact on the micro-environment

equations, and are not affected by the chemotherapy drugs introduced. Intro-

ducing CA rules that would govern how the healthy prostate cells behave as

well as considering them to interact with the micro-environment could allow

for greater accuracy in the model. Another assumption that could be altered

is that the vasculature is only present as a boundary region, and could instead

be randomly scattered throughout the grid points to represent the capillary

network. This would be more inline with prostate tissue composition, and

could also lead to considering angiogenesis as another stage of study, as well

as allowing for larger grids to be investigated.

As we have used a square grid with square grid points, and a 5 point

discretisation for the Laplacian operator, our simulations have shown fairly

strong grid effects, namely that our tumour growth produces diamonds and

crosses, rather than circles. This is a limitation of the used structure, and

so additional simulations could be done considering other grid structures and

shapes to see if they produce different tumour shapes.

While we have considered three drugs in this model, there are many more

that are used in ongoing clinical trials, and the model could be expanded

to include them, especially those that are already being used in combination

with our original three, such as docetaxel and abiraterone [14]. We could also

consider other combination therapies, such as all three drugs provided alter-

nately, or cabazitaxel or everolimus first, then enzalutamide. However, one

should note that drugs and drug combinations need to be carefully analysed

in terms of their toxicity towards healthy cells, and that care is taken to ensure

that no harm is done to the test subject. Alternative delivery mechanisms,
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such as direct injection to the tissue rather than diffusion from the vascula-

ture, could also be considered. Finally as more clinical trials are performed,

the pharmokinetic pathways of these drugs are better understood, and the

possible drug-drug interactions are discovered, the probability functions that

govern the drug death should be updated and improved to better replicate the

cellular behaviour.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

Throughout this thesis, we have worked towards answering the following ques-

tions:

• Can we improve the DDE model [27] by simplification of functions, re-

moval of unimportant parameters or changing the discrete delay?

• Can we still consider DDEs moving from an in vitro based model to an in

vivo based model where the mechanisms representing cell growth depend

on multiple factors compared to the fully controlled lab environment?

• Would modelling diffusion and drug therapies in a 2-dimensional lattice

with a system of PDEs give further insights into the dynamics of PCa

and finding optimal therapeutic strategies?

The analysis of Cerasuolo et al.’s model [27] proved under which conditions

solutions corresponding to positive initial conditions were biologically signif-

icant, i.e. bounded and non-negative solutions. While the tumour present

185
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equilibrium was the only one that could be found analytically, we showed

numerically that there could be up to four tumour present steady states. Fol-

lowing the bifurcation and sensitivity analysis, the most influential parameters

that affect the behaviour of the system were determined. The sensitivity anal-

ysis also showed that both delays, τ1 and τ2, are neither highly significant for

both cell populations L and N at the same time, nor consistently significant

using either method, and so either one or both could be removed from further

models. System (2.10) was mathematically hampered by the complexity of the

α and β functions, especially the exponential term in α causing the analysis to

end with transcendental equations in A. Therefore, future work for this model

could include finding simplified versions of both functions while retaining their

biological relevance. On the other hand the expression of the function α had

been suggested by experimental evidence [27], and for such reason it was also

kept in the second model analysed in this thesis.

Having explored system (2.10), we looked at ways of altering the model

to better reflect in vivo conditions, and also to answer the first research ques-

tion. Based on the results obtained with the analysis of system (2.10), and

following the modelling proposed by Hutchinson [52], the proliferation func-

tion has been replaced by a delayed logistic growth model. Consequently, both

the trans-differentiation delay, τ2, and the average cell cycle duration, τ1, were

removed. The new modelling approach included a distributed delay on the

logistic term, which incorporates variations among cells in the length of cell

cycle (maturation). These changes led to system (3.6), and our analysis proved

under which conditions the solutions would be non-negative and bounded, en-

suring the biological relevance of the system. The system readily shows that
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there is a tumour free equilibrium, E1, and a single tumour present equilib-

rium E∗, and local stability is proven for E1 which also relates to the existence

of E∗. We considered two distribution functions for the delay, the uniform

distribution and the exponential distribution, and with the uniform distribu-

tion a critical bifurcation parameter τc was identified that would lead to a

Hopf bifurcation. The exponential distribution’s analysis did not produce any

satisfactory results. Numerical simulations run with parameter values found

in [27] showed that increasing τ had introduced oscillatory behaviour with the

uniform distribution, but did not affect the exponential distribution. However,

by exploring the parameter space we were able to find a set of parameters such

that oscillations would also appear with the exponential distribution.

This analysis highlights the care with which distribution functions (and

parameters) must be selected, and indicates that further analysis with alter-

native distribution functions, such as the shifted Erlang distribution, could be

interesting, especially as there is limited information to provide insight into

the correct distribution to use. We also acknowledged that system (3.6) has

limitations, as it represents in vivo conditions but doesn’t consider the spatial

distribution of the cells and it does not model the tumour micro-environment,

but for the dynamics of the androgen concentration. Another area of work

could involve the sensitivity analysis of the system with all used distributions,

which may lead to the discovery of additional bifurcation parameters.

From these two models we could answer the first two research questions.

We were able to improve (in the sense of mathematical analysis) upon Cera-

suolo et al. original model [27], with the simplifications implemented allowing

for conditions on the existence of the tumour present equilibrium, Theorem
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3.3.1, as well as providing insight into the stability behaviour of the tumour-

present equilibrium with the uniform distribution. While these simplifications

reduced the number of possible tumour present equilibria from four to one,

we could observe that, from the numerical simulations, the range of behaviour

seen for system (2.10) is also seen for system (3.6), that is, the solution can

tend towards a tumour-free (steady) state, a stable tumour-present state and

oscillatory behaviour about a tumour-present state. As mentioned above, even

if the second model intends to mimic in vivo conditions by taking into account

inter-cellular competition for space and resources, it still does not represent

the tumour spatial distribution and growth. To explore this particular aspect

further we had to consider alternative modelling approaches, such as PDDEs

or PDEs, as we did for the final model.

The third model was built on the findings from the previous two systems,

(2.10) and (3.6), and by considering new experimental work in which prostate

tumour was treated both in vivo and in vitro with three chemotherapeutic

drugs: enzalutamide, cabazitaxel and everolimus [26]. The model considers

two phenotypes of PCa cells, one resistant to enzalutamide but sensitive to

cabazitaxel and everolimus, and the other sensitive to enzalutamide but resis-

tant to cabazitaxel and everolimus. A hybrid CA was constructed, using PDEs

for the diffusion of the chemicals, and a CA approach for the behaviour of indi-

vidual cells. A novelty of the system is the link between the probabilities that

inform the cells’ behaviour, and the experimentally driven rates and functions

used in the DDE model by Cerasulo et. al [26]. Numerical simulations were

generated, showing the cell distribution across a two dimensional slice of the

tumour, as well as the two phenotype populations over time.
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From these numerical simulations, we concluded that the therapy of al-

ternate doses of enzalutamide and cabazitaxel was the most effective among

the considered therapies, with greatly reduction of PCa cell populations in the

short term (12 to 18 weeks), and with complete extermination of the tumour

from the year long therapy. While the other therapies were able to restrict

the PCa tumour growth in the short term, none were able to prevent further

growth during the year long therapy. Our 18 week therapy simulations were

compared to data from TRAMP mice [26] undergoing the same therapies, as

shown in Figure 4.22. These comparisons show that our simulations fit the

data well, allowing us to be confident in the validity of this model, as well as

the use of the simulations of the long term therapies as predictive tool.

While the final model does not directly consider neuroendocrine transdiffer-

entiation, as we assume that androgen is not a limiting factor, it still considers

(drug induced) cell mutation as a major component, and therefore allows us to

answer the last of our research questions. The model can provide further in-

sights into effective chemotherapy treatments through numerical simulations,

yet a mathematical analysis was not possible, and as such we could not ex-

plore analytically the importance of the parameters, functions or the boundary

conditions. While the hybrid CA may not able to provide general (analyti-

cal) answers, it has highlighted how important the idea of cell mutation is for

considering PCa tumour growth and survival while undergoing treatment, and

provides several suitable avenues for further investigation.

A continuous model could be derived from the hybrid CA, the simulations

of which could be compared to the hybrid CA ones to highlight the differences

between the deterministic model and the stochastic one, and an analytical
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study of the continuous model could provide further insights into the model

behaviour. More therapies, such as additional drugs, three drug therapies

and alternate delivery methods could also be investigated. Possible drug-drug

interactions and how they could affect the effectiveness of the drugs, as well

as the possible toxicity that could ensue, could also be added. Perhaps of

most importance for clinical use would be to alter the model to be targeting

specific individuals. This could be done by removing the seven weeks of tumour

growth before the therapies begin, and instead use information from scans

and blood work to model the tumour size as the tumour is discovered. The

limitations of the model could also provide future work. Having no vasculature

throughout the slice limits the size of the slice that can be investigated, and

also does not reflect the capillaries that would intersect the tissue, while the

lack of interaction between the healthy tissue and the chemicals in the tumour

environment does limit the biological relevance of the model. As with all our

suggestions, we should note that increasing the system complexity could have

an impact on simulation efficiency, which needs to be balanced to ensure that

the simulations are available in good time if it is to be useful as a therapeutic

device.



Appendix A

Technical Appendix

A.1 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis techniques used to analyse system (2.10) are those out-

lined by Marino et al. [67]. The Matlab code provided at http://malthus.

micro.med.umich.edu/lab/usanalysis.html was modified to run with sys-

tem (2.10).

A.1.1 Latin Hyperspace Sampling

The Latin Hyperspace Sampling (LHS) is a Monte Carlo sampling method,

first proposed by McKay et al. [70], used to generate random samples of param-

eter values from the entire parameter space. This sampling method consists

of stratified sampling without replacement, and requires a smaller sample size

than simple random sampling to achieve a similar accuracy. Taking a sample

of size N , with N ≥ k+1, where k is the number of parameters analysed, LHS

partitions the range of values for each given parameter into N equal probabil-
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ity intervals, which are then sampled. To ensure accuracy, N is usually much

larger than the minimum requirement of k + 1. It is important to include a

dummy variable, as this is used to check the significance of the other param-

eters. The dummy variable has a uniform probability density function (pdf)

over the range [1, 1000].

This method assigns probability distributions to parameters and the inter-

vals are divided into equiprobable regions. LHS assumes that the sampling is

performed independently for each parameter. Sampling is done by randomly

selecting values from each interval without replacement. This is to ensure that

the entire range of each parameter is covered. In this way, N × k matrix is

constructed, which we refer to as the LHS matrix. Each row of the LHS matrix

is then used to simulate the solutions of the model, using that row’s specific

combination of sampled parameter values. The points of interest (usually the

endpoint of the simulation, or a specific time unit) are collected and stored in

the output matrix.

A.1.2 Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient (PRCC)

As described by Marino et al. [67], different sensitivity analysis techniques work

better for different types of models. For linear relationships, Pearson correla-

tion coefficient (CC), partial correlation coefficients (PCC) and standardized

regression coefficients (SRC) work well, but for nonlinear but monotonic rela-

tionships rank transform methods such as partial rank correlation coefficient

(PRCC) are more effective.

CC is defined as the measure of linear correlation between two data sets



containing n variables. A CC between input xj and output y, where xj, y ∈

RN , is calculated as:

rxjy =
Cov(xj, y)√

Var(xj)Var(y)
=

∑N
i=1(xij − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√∑N

i=1(xij − x̄)2
∑N

i=1(yi − ȳ)2

(A.1)

with j = 1, 2, ..k, and varies between −1 and +1. Cov(xj, y) is the covariance

between the vectors xj and y, Var(xj) and Var(y) are their variances, and x̄

and ȳ are the sample means. If we were to rank transform the data sets and

use the ranks as our “new” data sets, we would call r the rank correlation

coefficient (RCC).

PCC defines the linear relationship between xj and y after the linear effects

on the output from the other inputs is discounted. In other words, it is the

correlation between the two residuals (xj − x̂j) and (y − ŷ), where x̂j and ŷ

are the regression models:

x̂j = c0 +
k∑

p=1;p 6=j

cpxp (A.2)

ŷ = b0 +
k∑

p=1;p6=j

bpxp (A.3)

It is clear that there is a link between CC and RCC, as CC uses the raw

data while RCC uses the ranks of the data. As with CC, it is possible to define

be a rank version of PCC. Partial rank correlation (PRCC) performs a partial

correlation on rank-transformed data. The data are first rank transformed

and then the correlation of the residuals, as described above, is performed. As



long as there is little or no correlation between the parameters, the PRCC is

a strong indicator of sensitivity for nonlinear but monotonic relationships.

While parameters with large PRCC values ( > 0.5 or < −0.5) statistically

have the most influence on the outputs of the model [124], any parameter

which has a PRCC value whose modulus is greater than the one of the PRCC

value of the dummy variable is also considered to have influence on the output

of the system.

To assess if a PRCC is significantly different from zero or if two PRCC

values are different, we can perform test of significance. From each PRCC (γ)

it is possible to calculate the test statistic T:

T = γ

√
(N − 2− p)

1− γ2
∼ tN−2−p (A.4)

which has a student’s t distribution with (N − 2 − p) degrees of freedom,

where N is the sample size and p is the number of discounted parameters

when the PRCC is calculated, which is k − 1. If the parameters and model

output are normally distributed then the T value is exact, otherwise it is an

approximation.

r′1 =
1

2

∥∥∥∥1 + r

1− r

∥∥∥∥ ∼ N

(
µ,

1√
N − 3

)
(A.5)

In order to test if two Pearson CCs are different, a log transformation is

applied and the z-test is calculated:

z =
r′1 − r′2√

1/(N1 − 3) + 1/(N2 − 3)
∼ N(0, 1) (A.6)

where N1 and N2 are the sample sizes and r′ is the log transformation of the



PCC (defined as rxjy in (A.1)):

r′ =
1

2

∥∥∥∥1 + rxjy

1− rxjy

∥∥∥∥ ∼ N

(
µ,

1√
N − 3

)
. (A.7)

As PCC distributions are of the same form as Pearson CCs, the z statistic

can be calculated to compare PCCs (after applying the log transformation to

get pcc′):

z =
pcc′1 − pcc′2√

1/(N1 − 3− p1) + 1/(N2 − 3− p2)
∼ N(0, 1) (A.8)

where N1 and N2 are the sample sizes and p1 and p2 are the discounted pa-

rameters. The extension to PRCCs can be gathered from Anderson(2003,

p.144) [9].

A.1.3 Extended Fourier Sampling Test (eFAST)

As described in Marino et al. [67] developed by Saltelli et al. [93–96], eFAST

was from the original FAST Algorithm [30,31,98], and is a variance decompo-

sition method, where input parameters are varied resulting in different model

outputs. The changes in the model outputs are quantified using the statistical

notion of variance

s2 =
N∑
i=1

(yi − ȳ)2

N − 1
, (A.9)

where N is the total number of model runs, yi the ith model output, and ȳ

is the mean of the model outputs. The output variance is then partitioned,

by varying the parameters at different frequencies, so that each fraction of

the variance can be attributed to the variation of specific input parameters.



Finally, a Fourier analysis is used to measure the strength of the parame-

ters’ frequencies in the model outputs, serving as a measure of the model’s

sensitivity to the parameters.

Sampling in eFAST uses a search curve, a sinusoidal function of a given

frequency for each input parameter, x = f(j), j = 1, 2, ..., NS, where NS is the

total number of samples per search curve, and has a minimum recommended

value of 65 [95]. As trigonometric functions have symmetrical properties, the

sinusoidal function will eventually repeat the same samples. To avoid this

inefficiency, a resampling scheme is introduced, where the eFAST algorithm

is repeated NR times, and the search curves have a random phase shift intro-

duced into the sinusoidal functions. This means the total number of model

simulations, N , is given by N = NS × k × NR, where k is the number of

parameters being explored.

One peculiarity of eFAST is the ability to calculate both first-order and

total-order sensitivity of each parameter. The first-order sensitivity index, Si

of parameter i, is calculated as a fraction of the total variance:

Si =
s2
i

s2
total

where (s2
i ), the variance of the parameter’s unique frequency, is calculated

from the Fourier coefficients at the frequency of interest, j:

s2
i = 2

(
A2
j +B2

j

)



where

Aj =
1

π

∫ pi

−π
f(x) cos(jx) dx,

Bj =
1

π

∫ pi

−π
f(x) sin(jx) dx.

Si represents the fraction of the model output variance that is explained

by the input variation of the i-th parameter. To calculate the total-order sen-

sitivity index of the i-th parameter, ST i, the algorithm calculates the summed

sensitivity index of all parameters except the ith one, Sci. The ST i index is

calculated as the remaining variance after the contribution of Sci is removed:

ST i = 1− Sci.

While PRCC can use an equivalence test against a dummy parameter

to determine significance of parameters, there is no such test available for

eFAST. Instead, as eFAST implements random resampling of search curves,

the method artificially produces non-zero sensitivity indexes for parameters

which are completely independent of the model. Using this each parameter

with ST i less than or equal to the ST i of the dummy parameter, which is

known to be independent of the model, should be considered not significantly

different from zero, and as such a not-significant parameter of the model.



A.2 dde23 Solver

While investigating the delay differential equation (DDE) models in Chapters

2 and 3, we use the MATLAB R2019b solver dde23 to provide numerical solu-

tions. This solver uses the method of steps and Runge-Kutta triple numerical

method, which we explain below.

A.2.1 Method of Steps

Following the explanation provided in Smith [107], let us consider the nonlinear

DDE

ẋ(t) = f(t, x(t), x(t− τ)), (A.10)

with a single discrete delay τ > 0, and let both f and its derivative with respect

to x, fx, be continuous on R3. Let’s assume that s ∈ R and φ ∈ C[s − τ, s]

continuous. Then a solution x(t) of (A.10) must be such that

x(t) = φ(t), s− τ ≤ t ≤ s (A.11)

while also satisfying (A.10) on s ≤ t < s+ σ for a given σ > 0.

To find a solution to (A.10) we will use step method [15]. Let’s start by

observing that for s ≤ t ≤ s+τ , x(t) has to be the solution to the initial-value

problem for the ODE:

ẏ(t) = f(t, y(t), φ(t− τ)), y(s) = φ(s), s ≤ t ≤ s+ τ. (A.12)

As f and fy are continuous, a local solution is given by standard results



from ODE theory [18, 45]. If this local solution exists on the entire interval,

then x(t) is defined on [s−τ, s+τ ], and this argument is repeated to extend our

solution for t > s+τ , for ranges of length τ . For example, for s+τ ≤ t ≤ s+2τ

a solution of (A.10) and (A.11) must now solve the initial value problem:

ẏ = f(t, y(t), x(t− τ)), y(s+ τ) = x(s+ τ), s+ τ ≤ t ≤ s+ 2τ, (A.13)

which has a guaranteed unique solution, which is defined on a subinterval

[s + τ, σ) ⊂ [s + τ, s + 2τ ]. If it exists over the entire interval, we could then

repeat the process to extend the solution to [s+2τ, s+3τ ], or some subinterval.

We can sometimes, but not always, extend this local solution to be defined

for all t > s. For this we need the following result of uniqueness of the solution

and Zorn’s lemma.

Now let [s− τ, σ〉 be used to denote either the open [s− τ, σ) or the closed

[s−τ, σ] interval. The uniqueness of the solution implies that if x : [s−τ, σ〉 →

R and x̂ : [s−τ, ρ〉 → R are two solutions of (A.10) and (A.11), then x(t) = x̂(t)

for all t over which they are both defined. If [s − τ, σ〉 ⊂ [s − τ, ρ〉 we call x̂

an extension of x, and denote this as x ⊂ x̂. Using this result we can define

a partial order relation on the set of all solutions of (A.10) and (A.11), and

after applying Zorn’s lemma [42]:

Lemma A.2.1. Suppose a partially ordered set p has the property that every

chain in p has an upper bound in p. then the set p contains at least one

maximal element.

the existence of a unique maximally defined solution x : [s− r, σ)→ R [18,45]

can be established. This solution must be necessarily defined on a set open to



the right, otherwise we could use Theorem to obtain an extension of x(t) to a

larger interval, contradicting that x has no extensions.

The step method can be extended to x ∈ Rn for n ∈ N and for multiple

discrete delays τ1 < τ2 < ...τm.

A.2.2 Runge-Kutta Numerical Method

The MATLAB R2019b solver dde23 was designed to solve DDEs [125] using

the same explicit Runge-Kutta triple BS(2,3) method [101] as the ODE solver

ode23 [102], and was developed by Shampine and Thompson [102].

Before exploring the details of the algorithm, we will first discuss how

Runge-Kutta triple is used to solve the ODE problem y′ = f(x, y) for x ∈ [a, b],

and with initial condition y(a). Suppose yn is a numerical approximation to

y(x) at xn, and that we want to calculate yn+1 at xn+1 = xn + hn, where hn is

the given step size. For i = 1, ..., s, each fni = f(xni, yni) is defined in terms

of xni = xn + cihn and

yni = yn + hn

i−1∑
j=1

aijfni. (A.14)

The approximation of yn+1 used to advance the integration is

yn+1 = yn + hn

s∑
i=1

bifni, (A.15)

which can be written in terms of the increment function

Φ(xn, yn) =
s∑
i=1

bifni.



Introducing the local truncation error, lten, which for smooth f and y(xn) is

O(hp+1
n ), the solution satisfies

y(xn+1) = y(xn) + hnΦ(xn, y(xn)) + lten. (A.16)

To select the step size, the Runge-Kutta triple includes another formula

y∗n+1 = yn + hn

s∑
i=1

b∗i fni = yn + hnΦ∗(xn, yn). (A.17)

In the final formula considers bi(σ) as a polynomial in σ, such that

yn+σ = yn + hn

s∑
i=1

bi(σ)fni (A.18)

is the polynomial approximation to y(xn + σhn) for 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1. This formula

is described as a continuous extension of (A.16), as it is assumed that it gives

the value yn when σ = 0 and yn+1 when σ = 1. It is also assumed that the

order of (A.18) is the same as (A.16). To advance the integration, the BS(2,3)

triple method uses (A.18) with σ = 1 that is

yn+σ = yn + hnΦ(xn, yn, σ), (A.19)

which has local truncation error lten(σ), such that

||lten(σ)|| ≤ C1h
p+1
n

for σ ∈ [0, 1] and C1 constant.



To apply the BS(2,3) triple method to solve DDEs such as

y′(x) = f(x, y(x), y(x− τ1), y(x− τ2), ..., y(x− τk)), (A.20)

the history terms y(xni−τj) that appear in fni must be considered and handled

appropriately. We consider the case where hn is smaller than or equal to all

the discrete delays. Let us have an approximation S(x) to y(x) for all x ≤ xn.

If hn ≤ τ , then all xni − τj ≤ xn, and

fni = f(xni, yni, S(xni − τ1), ..., S(xni − τk)). (A.21)

In this case the formulas are explicit, the function S(x) is the initial history

for x ≤ a, and after xn we use the continuous extension to define S(x) on

[xn, xn+1] as S(xn + σhn) = yn+σ. This can then be used for the next step.

However it could be be necessary to use a step size greater than the delay.

When hn > τj, for some j, S(x) is evaluated in the range of the current

step, and the formulas (A.16),(A.17) and (A.18) are defined implicitly, and

are evaluated using simple iteration. This allows us to define S(x) for all

x ≤ xn, and it can be extended to (xn, xn + hn] and redefined as S(0)(x). For

simple iteration, we begin with the approximate solution S(m)(x), and the next

iteration is computed with

S(m+1)(xn + σhn) = yn + hnΦ(xn, yn, σ;S(m)(x)). (A.22)

In dde23, S(0)(x) is taken to be the constant y0 for the first step, as the

solution is not smooth at a and the appropriate step size is not yet known.



Reducing the step size as needed to obtain convergence of the iteration is often

useful for finding an initial step size [100]. The step size adjustment algorithms

of dde23 are the same as ode23, but improved to deal with implicit formulas.

The convergence test is that ||y(m+1)
n+1 − y(m)

n+1|| is no more than one tenth the

accuracy required for yn+1. Because the computational cost of an iteration is

as expensive as an explicit step, any proposed hn with τ < hn < 2τ is reduced

to τ to allow for explicit formulas. If convergence is not achieved within 5

iterations, hn is halved and the calculations are repeated. This prevents the

solver from crashing due to repeated failures to converge, as it will eventually

use a step size for which the formulas are explicit.

A.2.3 DDE23 Options

There are several options that can be used within the dde23 command [69].

The first one is the use of InitialY. This allows us to specify initial condition

as t = 0 that are different to the given history. Using this option we were

able replicate the experiment outlined in [27], where the PCa had been in an

androgen rich environment for the history length before being moved to the

androgen deprived environment.

RelTol is the relative error tolerance applied to all components of the solu-

tion vector, and is used to specify the number of correct digits required in each

solution component, except those smaller than the threshold set by AbsTol.

We have used 1e−5, which corresponds to 0.001% accuracy.

AbsTol is the absolute error tolerance applied to the components of the

solution vector, and is the threshold below which the value of the solution



components is unimportant, as well as determining the accuracy when the

solutions approach zero. While AbsTol can be a vector of the same length of

the solution vector y, we have taken it as a scalar 1e−6, which applies to all

components.

The estimated error in each integration step satisfies max(RelTol×|y((i)),

AbsTol(i)) for solution component i.

A.3 DDE-BIFTOOL

DDE-BIFTOOL is a MATLAB based code which is used to determine numer-

ically the stability of steady states and periodic orbits, and the types of bifur-

cations that occur when a given parameter is varied. While DDE-BIFTOOL

can be used for systems with state dependent delays, we focus on the methods

used with regards to constant delays.

Following the nomenclature and definitions in [106], we define a system of

DDEs with constant delays as

d

dt
x(t) = f(x(t0, x(t− τ1), ..., x(t− τm), η) (A.23)

where x(t) ∈ Rn, f : Rn(m+1) × Rp → Rn is a nonlinear smooth function with

parameters η ∈ Rp, and positive delays τi, i = 1, ...,m.

Linearizing (A.23) about a solution x∗(t) one obtains

d

dt
y(t) = A0(t)y(t) +

m∑
i=1

Ai(t)y(t− τi), (A.24)



using f ≡ f(x0, x1, ...xm, η) we have that

Ai(t) =
∂f

∂xi
(x∗(t), x∗(t,−τ1), ..., x∗(t− τm), η) , i = 0, ...,m. (A.25)

If a solution x∗(t) corresponds to a steady state solution, then

x∗(t) ≡ x∗ ∈ Rn ∀t, with f(x∗, x∗, ..., x∗, η) = 0,

then Ai(t) are constant and the linearized equation (A.24) is used to construct

the characteristic equation. Let the n×n dimensional matrix ∆ be defined as

∆(λ) = λI − A0 −
m∑
i=1

Aie
−λτi , (A.26)

and as such the characteristic equation is

det(∆(λ)) = 0. (A.27)

The roots λ ∈ C of (A.27) determine the stability of the steady state

solutions. If all roots have negative real part then the solution is asymptotically

stable, if any have a positive real part then the solution is unstable.

For a periodic solution, that is

x∗(t+ T ) = x∗(t), ∀t, (A.28)

stability is determined using the bounded linear operator S(T, 0), which de-

scribes the evolution of the solution over one period T . This operator is called

the monodromy operator, and it integrates (A.24) around x∗(t) over the inter-



val [0, T ]. The eigenvalues, independent of the initial time t = 0, are called

the Floquet multipliers of the solution. The solution is stable if all Floquet

multipliers have modulus smaller than 1, and is unstable if there is at least

one multiplier with modulus greater than 1.

DDE-BIFTOOL uses different systems for the calculation and continuation

of steady state solutions and periodic orbit, and their bifurcations.

A steady state solution x∗ ∈ rn is calculated solving the n-dimensional

determining system with no free parameters: f(x∗, x∗, ..., x∗, η) = 0. Fold bi-

furcations (x∗ ∈ Rn,v ∈ Rn) are determined from

0 =f(x∗, x∗, ..., x∗, η), (A.29)

0 =∆(x∗, η, 0)v, (A.30)

0 =cTv − 1, (A.31)

which is a 2n + 1-dimensional determining system using one free parameter.

The vector c ∈ Rn is taken to be

c =
v(0)

v(0)TV (0)
, (A.32)

with v(0) the initial value of v and the characteristic matrix ∆ is defined in

(A.26). Hopf bifurcations are determined using a 2n+ 1 dimensional partially

complex determining system with one free parameter, where (x∗ ∈ Rn, v ∈



Cn, w ∈ R)

0 =f(x∗, x∗, ..., x∗, η), (A.33)

0 =∆(x∗, η, iw)v, (A.34)

0 =cHv − 1. (A.35)

Finally periodic solutions are the solutions (u(s), s ∈ [0, 1];T ∈ R) of the

n(Ld+ 1) + 1-dimensional system with no free parameters

u̇(ci,j) =Tf

(
u(ci,j), u

([
ci,j −

τ1

T

]
mod[0,1]

)
, ..., u

([
ci,j −

τm
T

]
mod[0,1]

))
,

(A.36)

u(0) =u(1), (A.37)

p(u) =0, (A.38)

where i = 0, ..., L− 1 and j = 1, ..., d, and p is the integral phase condition

∫ 1

0

u̇(s)∆u(s) ds = 0, (A.39)

with u the current solution and ∆u the correction. The notation t]mod[0,1] is

for t−max[k ∈ Z : k ≤ t].

Once a determining system has located a solution, its branch is extended by

prediction and corrections to locate stability switches. A new point is predicted

using a secant prediction over a sensible step length, and this prediction is

corrected using the required determining system with a step length condition



that has orthogonality to the correction of the secant vector. If the previous

point was successfully computed, the used step length is multiplied with a

known constant factor, greater than 1. If the point was diverged by correction

or rejected because of the accuracy requirements then a new point is predicted

halfway between the last two computed points, using linear interpolation. If

this new point also fails after correction, the last successfully computed point

is also rejected in case of deviation to another solution’s branch, and the

interpolation is attempted between the new previous two branch points. This

is done as the extrapolation direction found using the secant prediction is not

affected by halving the step length, but is by introducing a new point between

the two points used.

To determine the stability of steady state solutions the roots of the char-

acteristic equation are approximated by using a linear multi-step method on

(A.27). Let the linear k-step formula

k∑
j=0

αjyL+j = h
k∑
j=0

βjfL+j, (A.40)

where α0 = 1, h is the fixed step size and yi is the numerical approximation

of y(t) at tj = jh. fj = f(yj, ȳ(tj − τ1), ..., ȳ(tj − τm) is calculated using

approximations ȳ(tj − τ1) obtained from yi, for i < j. Interpolating, the

following relationship is obtained:

ȳ(tj + εh) =
s∑

l=−r

Pl(ε)yj+l, ε ∈ [0, 1), (A.41)



where

Pl(ε) =
s∏

k=−r, k 6=l

ε− k
l − k

. (A.42)

The parameters r and s are chosen such that r ≤ s ≤ r + 2 [48]. This is

explicit when β0 = 0 and min
i=1,...,m

τi > sh, and then yL+k can be computed from

(A.40) as

yL+k = −
k−1∑
j=0

αjyL+j + h

k∑
j=0

βjfL+j, (A.43)

where the right hand side is dependent only on yj when j < L+ k.

From (A.24) we have that

fj = A0yj +
m∑
i=0

Aiȳ(tj − τj) (A.44)

where the dependency of Ai on x∗ has been omitted. The stability of the

difference scheme (A.40) and (A.44) can be found by setting yj = µj−Lmin , j =

Lmin, ..., L+ k, where Lmin is the smallest index used, and then computing the

roots µ from the determinant of (A.40). The LMS-method has trajectories

that converge to zero if the roots µ have modulus smaller than 1, while the

trajectories are unbounded otherwise.

As the LMS-method is an approximation of the time integration operator

over h, then the roots mu are an approximation to the eigenvalues of S(h, 0).

These are exponential transforms of the roots of (A.27)

µ = eλh. (A.45)



Hence, having calculated µ, λ can be calculated by

<(λ) =
ln(|µ|)
h

(A.46)

and

=(λ) ≡
arcsin

(
=(µ)
h

)
h

(
mod

π

h

)
. (A.47)

If h is small, 0 < h � 1, then we let arcsin map into [−π/2, π/2], as it is

assumed to be the most accurate representation of (A.47).

A.4 Linear Chain Trick

We follow the explanation provided in Smith [107]. Here, the gamma distri-

bution is used as delay kernel. However, this method can be used for other

kernels as well, as shown in [83,88].

Proposition A.4.1. For each bounded continuous function y0 : R→ R, there

is a unique solution y = (y1, ..., yp)
T of

y′j(t) = a [yj−1(t)− yj(t)] , j = 1, 2, ..., p (A.48)

that is bounded on R and it is given by

yj(t) =

∫ ∞
0

y0(η)gja(t− η)dη, j = 1, 2, ..., p (A.49)

where

gja(u) :=
ajuj−1e−au

(j − 1)!
, u ≥ 0. (A.50)



Using this, we consider the nonlinear equation

y′(t) = F

(∫ ∞
0

y(t− s)gpa(s)ds
)
, (A.51)

where F : R → R is continuously differentiable, F (0) = 0 and F ′(0) = −k,

k > 0 and with initial conditions

y(θ) = φ(θ), θ ≤ 0, (A.52)

where φ : (−∞, 0] → R is bounded and continuous. Suppose that for some

T > 0, y : (−∞, T ) → R is a solution of this initial-value problem, and so

y must be continuous, differentiable and satisfy (A.51) on [0, T ). Let yj, j =

1, 2, ..., p be defined by

yj(t) =

∫ ∞
0

y(t− s)gja(s)ds =

∫ t

−∞
y(η)gja(t− η)dη, (A.53)

then for j > 1, where gja(0) = 0, we have that

y′j(t) =
d

dt

[∫ t

−∞
y(η)gja(t− η)dη

]
= y(t)gja(0) +

∫ t

−∞
y(η)

d

dt
gja(t− η)dη

=

∫ t

−∞
y(η)a

[
gj−1
a (t− η)− gja(t− η)

]
dη

=

∫ ∞
0

y(t− s)a
[
gj−1
a (s)− gja(s)

]
ds

= a[yj−1(t)− yj(t)]

(A.54)



and for j = 1, where g1
a(0) = a, the same argument gives

y′1(t) = a[y(t)− y1(t)]. (A.55)

It follows that, with y0(t) = y(t), we have

y′0(t) = F (yp(t)), 0 ≤< T

y′j(t) = a[yj−1(t)− jj(t)]
(A.56)

with initial data

y0(0) = φ(0)

yj(0) =

∫ ∞
0

φ(−s)gja(s)ds, j = 1, 2, ..., p.

(A.57)

While this example results in an ODE system (A.56) from the distributed

delay, when we use the Linear Chain Trick in the Numerical Simulation section

3.5 we will get a discrete delay system with an extra equation. This is because

of the different closed intervals used, [−τ, 0] in Chapter 3 and [0,∞] in this

example.
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(a) Uniform distribution (3.46).
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(b) Exponential distribution (3.48).

Figure B.1: Plot of system (3.46) and (3.48) with parameter values as in Table 3.1.
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Figure B.2: Enzalutamide only at 18 weeks.
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Figure B.3: Cabazitaxel only at 18 weeks.
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Figure B.4: “Alternate” everolimus therapy at 18 weeks.
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Figure B.5: Untreated PCa simulations at 413 days.
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Figure B.6: Enzalutamide year long therapy.
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Figure B.7: Cabazitaxel year long therapy.
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Figure B.8: Everolimus year long therapy.
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Figure B.9: “Then” everolimus year long therapy.
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Figure B.10: The cell populations of the PCa phenotypes undergoing the year long
therapies, where the blue line is the sensitive phenotype and the red line is the
resistant phenotype.
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